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Abstract

Invasive fungal diseases pose a serious and growing health problem, and
are a major cause of death worldwide. Only about 600 fungal species from
estimated 5.1 million have been reported as being pathogenic to humans.
Interestingly, described human pathogens belong to several distant clades
and they always have relatives that are not virulent to human, indicating
that the ability to infect humans has emerged several times independently.
Moreover, the degree of virulence can vary greatly not only between closely
related species but also between isolates of the same species. Comparative
genomics has the potential to uncover the genomic changes underlying
the emergence and evolution of virulence. Candida species constitute one
of the most prevalent groups of fungal pathogens. To date, more than
eight complete genomes for Candida species of varying virulence have
been sequenced. From their phylogenetic relationships it is clear that
virulence to humans has emerged in this clade several, independent times.
The Candida parapsilosis complex is particularly suitable to investigate the
emergence of virulence, with three closely-related species of varying degree
of pathogenicity and of growing relevance: C. parapsilosis, C. orthopsilosis and
C. metapsilosis.

In this thesis I present the genome sequencing and analysis of fifteen strains
from this clade, sampled from clinical and environmental sources. Notably,
genomes of C. orthopsilosis Type 1 and C. metapsilosis were sequenced for
the first time. Our results show for the first time the genomic evidence
for the existence of recombination, mating and hybridization in this clade,
previously considered asexual. We propose the independent emergence
of clinical isolates from environmental lineages and a possible role of
hybridization in the acquisition of relevant traits for pathogenesis. Finally, in
order to gain insight into the emergence of virulence in this clade, we have
compared the genomes of all three species of C. parapsilosis complex. We
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have found expansions in gene families known to be involved in virulence,
like adhesins, membrane transporters and extracellular enzymes, as well as
expansions in gene families not implicated in virulence so far. Altogether,
our findings provide the grounds for numerous hypotheses about the
emergence of virulence in Candida spp. and for their future experimental
testing.

Keywords: emergence of pathogenicity, Candida parapsilosis, Candida orthop-
silosis, Candida metapsilosis, genome sequencing, genome annotation, het-
erozygous genome assembly, comparative genomics, orthologs



Resumen

Las enfermedades causadas por hongos representan un grave problema
sanitario y son una de las causas más importantes de mortalidad en el
mundo. Solo 600 especies de hongos de las 5,1 millones que se estima que
existen han sido identificadas como patógenas en humanos. Las especies
descritas como patogénicas pertenecen a clados distantes y siempre tienen
especies próximas que no son patogénicas, lo que indica que la habilidad
para infectar a humanos ha surgido varias veces de forma independiente
durante la evolución. Además, la capacidad de virulencia puede variar
notablemente entre especies similares, e incluso entre cepas de la misma
especie. La comparación de genomas podrı́a permitirnos descubrir que
cambios genómicos subyacen a la aparición y evolución de la patogénesis.
Las Candidas forman uno de los grupos con mayor número de hongos
patógenos en humanos. Hasta ahora, se han secuenciado más de ocho
genomas de especies de Candidas que tienen diferentes grados de virulencia.
La relación que tienen desde un punto de vista filogenético demuestra
que la capacidad de infectar humanos ha surgido varias veces de forma
independiente en este clado. El complejo de Candida parapsilosis es ideal
para investigar la aparición de virulencia puesto que contiene tres especies
cercanas que muestran diferentes grados de virulencia y de importancia: C.
parapsilosis, C. orthopsilosis y C. metapsilosis.

En esta tesis presento la secuenciación y posterior análisis de quince cepas
de origen clı́nico y medioambiental que forman parte de este clado. Cabe
remarcar que los genomas de C. orthopsilosis tipo 1 y de C. metapsilosis no se
habı́an secuenciado previamente. Nuestros resultados muestran evidencia
genómica de la existencia de recombinación, apareamiento e hibridación en
este clado, que previamente se habia considerado asexual. Proponemos que
las cepas clı́nicas emergieron de forma independiente en linajes de cepas
encontradas en el medioambiente y una posible relación entre la hibridación
y la adquisición de caracterı́sticas relevantes para la virulencia. Finalmente,
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para estudiar la aparición de virulencia en este clado, hemos comparado,
por primera vez, los genomas de las tres especies que se encuentran dentro
del complejo de Candida parapsilosis. Hemos encontrado expansiones de
familias génicas previamente implicadas en virulencia, como es el caso de las
adhesinas, transportadores de membrana y enzimas extracelulares. También
hemos observado expansiones de familias de genes que hasta el momento
no han estado relacionadas con virulencia. En resumen, nuestros resultados
aportan una base para poder elaborar numerosas hipótesis sobre la aparición
de virulencia en las especies de Candida y para que estas hipótesis puedan
ser comprobadas posteriormente en el laboratorio.



Thesis overview

This PhD thesis focuses on the use of genome sequencing and comparative
genomics to understand the adaptations of environmental species from
the Candida parapsilosis complex towards becoming opportunistic human
pathogens. This work is divided into eight chapters, which are briefly
introduced here.

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the diversity of the Fungal Kingdom.
The types of relationships developed by fungi with other microbes, animals
and plants are briefly described, focusing on the emergence of parasitism.
Finally, fungal adaptations to virulence are presented using Candida spp. as
model organisms.

Chapter 2 provides an introduction and overview to the main methodology
used in this work: DNA sequencing and analysis. Due to recent techno-
logical advances, sequencing has revolutionized biological research and has
become the forefront of biological experimentation in the last decade. This is
connected with the revitalization of bioinformatics, especially in the areas of
data analysis and interpretation.

Chapter 3 describes our results on Candida parapsilosis sensu stricto inter-
species variability. We have sequenced one clinical and two environmental
isolates from various geographical locations. De novo assemblies, as
well as comparative analyses of these three strains to the genome of a
previously reported clinical isolate, are presented. We show the existence
of recombination and the independent origin of several clinical lineages.

Chapter 4 describes the heterozygous genome assembly protocol. We have
developed this protocol in order to circumvent the difficulties associated
with genome assembly of hybrid lineages, which generally leads to highly
fragmented assemblies.
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x Thesis overview

Chapter 5 covers sequencing and de novo assembly of the genome Candida
orthopsilosis Type 1 strain. In addition, we compared the genomes of Candida
orthopsilosis Type 1 and Type 2 strain, which is largely homozygous and was
published while we were working on Type 1 strain. We report the existence
of hybridization and meiotic recombination in this species.

Chapter 6 describes sequencing and analysis of eleven clinical isolates of
Candida metapsilosis collected at various sites around the globe. All strains
turned out to be highly heterozygous hybrids. Additionally, we compared
the genomes of all species from Candida parapsilosis complex for the first time,
proposing associations between the variability observed in the genomes of
Candida parapsilosis species complex and the differences in their virulence.

Chapter 7 introduces MetaPhOrs, the methodology we have developed
to detect orthologous genes from multiple phylogenetic trees. We show
advantages of using consistency-based approach over standard single gene
tree approach to detect orthologs. MetaPhOrs approach has been used to
detect groups of orthologous genes between species of Candida parapsilosis
complex. The main implications of my research are discussed in

Chapter 8. Additionally, the importance of immunodeficiency in relation
to increased incidence of fungal infections, as well as the advances in DNA
sequencing in relation to faster and more accurate diagnostics are taken into
consideration.

Finally, the Appendix compiles some studies to which I have contributed.
These collaborative projects not only provided me with interesting data to
analyse, but also validated some of the findings I present in this work.

Supplementary materials and high-resolution figures can be found on-line
at http://bit.ly/lpryszcz thesis. Programs developed in the course of this
thesis are available at https://bitbucket.org/lpryszcz/bin.

http://bit.ly/lpryszcz_thesis
https://bitbucket.org/lpryszcz/bin
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1 Fungal pathogens

1.1 Diversity in the Fungal Kingdom

Fungi are extremely diverse. So far, around 100,000 fungal species have been
described, from an estimated total of 5.1 million (Blackwell, 2011), meaning
that we know merely 2% of the fungal diversity. Fossil records suggest
that fungi existed 900-500 million years ago (Sherwood-Pike and Gray, 1985;
Taylor and Berbee, 2006). But molecular dating estimates indicate that fungi
and animals diverged approximately 1,368 million years ago (Hedges et al.,
2006) (Figure 1.1).

Fungi are very suitable for comparative genomic studies, as there are
over one thousand completely sequenced genomes (Table 1.1). Thus fungi
constitutes the best sampled eukaryotic group in terms of complete genomes.
Ascomycota and Basidiomycota are the best sampled groups with 803 and
390 sequenced genomes, respectively (as of August 2014). On the other hand,
less than 100 genomes are sequenced from the remaining fungal groups
(Table 1.1, Figure 1.2). There are certain projects started to reduce such
irregularity, like 1,000 Fungal Genomes (1KFG) or Assembling the Fungal
Tree of Life (AFTOL) (Lutzoni et al., 2004). 1KFG aims at sequencing at least
two species for each of the over 500 fungal families described so far (http:
//1000.fungalgenomes.org/). Nevertheless, the dominating trend is that
groups that are relevant for human health and biotechnology are sequenced
first.

http://1000.fungalgenomes.org/
http://1000.fungalgenomes.org/
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Figure 1.1: Eukaryotic tree of life. Fungal kingdom exists for over 500
million years. Fungi are the closest kingdom to animals: both groups diverged
approximately 1,368 million years ago.

Fungi are able to colonise diverse environments, including extreme habitats
like deep marine sediments and deserts. Most fungi grow in the range of 12
°C to 30 °C (Robert and Casadevall, 2009), but some extremophiles are able
to grow at -10 °C (Baxter and Illston, 1980) or at 65 °C (Márquez et al., 2007).
Some species colonise highly radioactive areas such as the surroundings
of damaged nuclear reactor at Chernobyl. It has been suggested that they
may use gamma radiation as a source of energy (Dadachova et al., 2007;
Dadachova and Casadevall, 2008). Fungi are crucial in many ecosystems
as they are important symbionts or pathogens. Moreover, they utilise
organic matter and play an important role in the carbon cycle. Fungi can
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Figure 1.2: Fungal tree of life. Tree of life of 202 fungal species (adapted from
http://tol.cgenomics.org/euk 03). Number of sequenced genomes are given as
bubble charts (data from http://genomesonline.org/). Main groups are marked
in colors: Ascomycota (pink), Basidiomycota (orange), Microsporidia (yellow),
Chytridiomycota (cyan), Fungi incertae sedis (Early diverging fungi; light blue) and
Blastocladiomycota (dark yellow). Pathogens of human (red; endemic pathogens
marked with half-circle), animals (blue) and plants (green) are marked with circles.

http://tol.cgenomics.org/euk_03
http://genomesonline.org/
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Group Complete Draft Sequenced [%] Registered [%]
Ascomycota 609 194 803 63.18% 1,901 58.75%

Basidiomycota 353 37 390 30.68% 1,194 36.90%
Blastocladiomycota 3 0 3 0.24% 4 0.12%

Chytridiomycota 5 1 6 0.47% 18 0.56%
Cryptomycota 0 0 0 0.00% 2 0.06%

Entomophthoromycota 3 0 3 0.24% 8 0.25%
Glomeromycota 3 0 3 0.24% 4 0.12%
Microsporidia 5 15 20 1.57% 44 1.36%

Neocallimastigomycota 2 1 3 0.24% 21 0.65%
Zygomycota 22 2 24 1.89% 40 1.24%

Other 15 1 16 1.26% 0 0.00%
Σ 1,020 251 1,271 100.00% 3,236 100.00%

Table 1.1: Sequenced fungal genomes. For each group of fungi, the table list the
number of complete, draft, sequenced and registered genome projects. Ascomycota
and Basidiomycota account for over 93% of all sequenced genomes. Data from
http://www.genomesonline.org/.

adopt numerous morphologies and lifestyles (Larone, 2011). Many fungi are
free living saprobes but some live in close association with animal, plant
or prokaryotic partners. These associations can range from commensal,
symbiotic to pathogenic. Surprisingly, very few fungal species are known
to cause disease in animals or plants. Although, the first human infections
were attributed to fungi by Hippocrates in 500 BC (Bracegirdle, 1987), merely
little over 600 fungal species are known to infect human today, including
numerous single case reports (Brown et al., 2012a). Of these, only very few
are common causes of mycoses in human (Table 1.2).

Even though there are very few fungal pathogen species, they pose
enormous pressure on economics and ecosystems. The Great Famine caused
by the outbreak of potato pathogen, Phytophthora infestans, resulted in nearly
25% reduction of the population of Ireland in the Mid-nineteenth Century
(Yoshida et al., 2013). As can be seen in Figure 1.2, fungal pathogens
belong to clearly distinct phylogenetic clades, and they always have non-
pathogenic close relatives, indicating that the potential for pathogenicity
arose independently several times during the evolution of fungi (Bowman
et al., 1992).

Fungal infections are reported worldwide (Figure 1.3). Importantly, the
incidence of fungal outbreaks increased dramatically in the last decade,

http://www.genomesonline.org/
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Disease Common species Location Infections Mortality
Aspergillosis Aspergillus fumigatus Worldwide >200,000 30 - 95
Candidiasis Candida albicans Worldwide >400,000 46 - 75
Cryptococcosis Cryptococcus neoformans Worldwide >1,000,000 20 - 70
Mucormycosis Rhizopus oryzae Worldwide >10,000 30 - 90
Pneumocystis Pneumocystis jirovecii Worldwide >400,000 20 - 80

Blastomycosis Blastomyces dermatitidis
Midwestern and
Atlantic US

3,000 <2 - 68

Coccidioidomycosis Coccidioides immitis Southwestern US 25,000 <1 - 70
Histoplasmosis Histoplasma capsulatum Midwestern US 25,000 28 - 50
Paracoccidioidomycosis Paracoccidioides brasiliensis Brazil 4,000 5 - 27
Penicilliosis Penicillium marneffei Southeast Asia >8,000 2 - 75

Table 1.2: Human fungal pathogens. Human diseases, causative species, location,
estimated life-threatening infections per year at given location and mortality rates
for opportunistic invasive mycoses (white background) and endemic dimorphic
mycoses (grey background) are given.

especially in the case of plant-infecting fungi. At the same time, numerous
animal species local or global extinctions are associated mostly with fungal
pathogens, as it is in the case for amphibians and chytrid pathogens (Berger
et al., 1998; Martel et al., 2013). Lastly, fungi, causing billions of infections
every year, are a growing concern to human health as well (Brown et al.,
2012b). This underpin the need for studying the biology and virulence
strategies of fungi.

1.2 Host-pathogen interactions

Species belonging to five groups: Aspergillus, Candida, Cryptococcus, Pneumo-
cystis and Rhizopus, are the most abundant human fungal pathogens world-
wide, causing tens-to-hundreds thousands infections per year (Table 1.2, Fig-
ure 1.3). Endemic infections are mainly caused by species belonging to an-
other five fungal groups: Blastomyces, Coccidioides, Histoplasma, Paracoccid-
ioides and Penicillium (Table 1.2). Commonly, fungal pathogens cause minor
health problems like inflammation or irritation. Systemic fungal infections,
however, are characterised by high mortality rates and cause at least as many
deaths as malaria or tuberculosis. This has been attributed to two factors:
poor diagnostics and ineffective or costly antifungal therapies (Brown et al.,
2012b).
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Pathogenic fungi cause disease mostly in immunocompromised patients.
Because of that, fungi are considered opportunistic pathogens. Fungal
pathogens are often associated with soil (Aspergillus fumigatus, Coccidioides
immitis, Paracoccidioides brasiliensis, Pneumocystis jirovecii) or soil contami-
nated with birds/bats excrement (Cryptococcus neoformans, Histoplasma capsu-
latum, Penicillium marneffei) and their airborne spores enter the host through
respiratory tract (Abad et al., 2004; Aliouat-Denis et al., 2008; Lo et al., 2000;
Loftus et al., 2005) (Table 1.2). Subsequently, the pathogen colonizes the
lungs or breaks the blood system barrier and disseminates (Homei and Wor-
boys, 2013). In contrast, Candida albicans and other fungal pathogens are
human commensals, being permanently or transiently associated with the
host. Others, like Blastomyces dermatitidis, cause eruptive skin lesions of hu-
man and other animals, but can also disseminate through the blood system.
Notably, B. dermatitidis, unlike most fungal pathogens, infect also healthy in-
dividuals (Finkel-Jimenez et al., 2002). Finally, the natural habitat outside
the host is unknown for some pathogens like C. parapsilosis.

1.2.1 Response to fungal infection: immune system and endothermy

Human and other mammals are highly resistant to fungal infections. This
has been attributed to combination of specialised immune system and
endothermy. Elevated body temperature creates a thermal exclusionary zone
that suppresses the growth of most fungal species (Robert and Casadevall,
2009). This hypothesis is supported by many studies. Pathogenic fungi
with relatively low maximal thermal tolerance, like Mucor amphibiorum
(up to 36 °C), are not virulent for higher mammals. Yet, M. amphibiorum
infects platypus, a primitive mammal with core temperature of around
32 °C (Obendorf et al., 1993). Geomyces destructans infects bats during
winter hibernation, when their core temperature decreases (Blehert et al.,
2009). Interestingly, the higher body temperature reached after infected bats
have been woken from hibernation results in full recovery (Meteyer et al.,
2011). Rabbits with core temperature above 40 °C, on the other hand, are
naturally resistant to systemic Cryptococcus neoformans infections (Perfect,
2006). Even C. neoformans inoculated in the skin does not disseminate. But C.
neoformans infection of immunosuppressed rabbit is fatal (Perfect et al., 1980).
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Therefore, both endothermy and an active immune system are needed for the
eradication of the infecting fungi. This provides an explanation why human
systemic fungal infections were not known until the last few decades. The
famous first two reported cases of fungal systemic infections were those of:
i) a patient that ingested baker’s yeast (Fleischmann’s Yeast case, 1932) and
ii) the case of a volunteer ingesting 80g (1012 cells) Candida albicans (Krause
et al., 1969), both recovered after a few days. Thus systemic fungal infections
have gained importance relatively recently, as they are associated with:
i) immune-impairing conditions caused by: pharmacological treatment,
HIV infection, rheumatologic conditions, hematologic malignancies; or ii)
antibiotic-related disruption of the microflora. Because of that, fungal
infections are considered `opportunistic` in humans. In contrast, lower
vertebrates (fishes, amphibians and reptiles) are highly vulnerable to fungal
infections. For instance, chytrids posed severe pressure on amphibians in
the past few years and are still an important concern nowadays (Berger
et al., 1998; Martel et al., 2013). Unlike mammals, amphibians lack thermal
regulation and innate immunity. Importantly, amphibians can be cured from
chytridiomycosis when placed in 37 °C (Woodhams et al., 2003).

The innate immune system of higher vertebrates is activated by the presence
of fungi. The pathogen recognition receptors (PRR) recognise components of
fungal cell wall. Fungal cell wall is highly dynamic and complex multilayer
structure. It is made of inner chitin layer, glucose polymers (1,3 and 1,6 β-
glucans) in the intermediate layer, and mannans and mannosylated proteins
in the outer layer (Gow and Hube, 2012). Mannose residues are recognised
by mannose receptor (MR) present in macrophages (Netea et al., 2008), TLR2
(Netea et al., 2006) and TLR4 (Jouault et al., 2003), while β-mannosides are
detected by galectin 3 present in murine macrophages (Jouault et al., 2006).
Fungal β-glucans are recognised by dectin-1 (Brown and Gordon, 2001),
while fungal hyphae is recognised by dectin-2 (Sato et al., 2006).

Dectin-1 is present on the surface of macrophages and other white blood
cells. Dectin-1 activates the cytoplasmic inflammasome and triggers
the expression of proinflammatory interleukin-1β (IL-1β) via Syk kinase
signaling (Gantner et al., 2005). IL-1β is subsequently cleaved to its bioactive
form by caspase-1 (Hise et al., 2009). Moreover, an activation of IL-1β
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by caspase-8 through noncanonical dectin-1 pathway has been described
recently (Gringhuis et al., 2012).

Activated phagocytes trigger intra- and extracellular responses. In the
first scenario, fungal cells are internalised into phagosomes. The efficiency
of phagocytosis vary for different fungal species: neutrophils internalise
C. parapsilosis with higher efficiency than C. albicans (Linden et al., 2010).
Phagosomes of macrophages are characterised by low pH. Acidic pH
activates hydrolytic enzymes like cathepsin D, which digest proteins (Vieira
et al., 2002). In contrast, pH does not change in neutrophil phagosomes (Lee
et al., 2003). The granules of neutrophils, that fuse with phagosome, contain
antimicrobial proteins (Amulic et al., 2012). Among these, elastase degrades
peptides, defensins bind and form pores in the microbial cell membranes,
while myeloperoxidases produce cytotoxic radicals. In addition, the
neutrophil granules can be released to extracellular environment.

Moreover, phagocytes are able to produce oxidative burst by the reduction of
molecular oxygen to superoxide radicals. Superoxides are further converted
into hydrogen peroxide, that has strong oxidative and damaging capacity
(Fang, 2004). Reactive nitrogen species, including nitric oxide (NO•),
peroxynitrite (ONOO-) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2•), are produced also
inside phagocytes (Vazquez-Torres et al., 1996).

Lastly, phagocytes generate starvation stress by limiting the availability of
carbohydrates, nitrogen and amino acids. However, nutritional stress is not
limited to intracellular responses. Iron availability is severely limited by the
immune system. In addition, neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) bind and
restrict the access to bivalent metal cations like Mn2+ and Zn2+ (Brinkmann
et al., 2004).

Summarising, the higher vertebrates innate immunity against fungi is
efficient. We are constantly exposed to fungi, inhaling hundreds of spores
of various species every day. Yet nearly no infections are associated with
immunocompetent hosts, as fungi are quickly eradicated from the system. It
is immunodeficiency that turns otherwise weak fungi into dreaded killers.
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1.2.2 Evading the immune system

Fungal pathogens evolved multiple strategies that allow them to evade the
host immune system. While the time and circumstances at which the various
pathogens developed such abilities are still under debate, the strategies
themselves are quite well studied. They include avoiding the immune
responses by camouflage, hiding, cell size magnification or mimicry of host
immune system components (Casadevall, 2008).

Camouflage requires the alteration of the cell wall composition and struc-
ture, as the cell wall proteins and sugars are the first line of immune system
recognition. Some pathogens developed strategies to cover the immuno-
genic layer of their cell wall. C. neoformans produces a polysaccharide cap-
sule (Kumar et al., 2014), C. albicans covers the immunogenic β-(1,3) glucan
layer with mannoproteins (Hall et al., 2013), H. capsulatum uses α-(1,3) glu-
cans to block innate immune recognition by the β-glucan receptor (Rappleye
et al., 2007), while surface hydrophobins of A. fumigatus prevent immune
recognition of airborne fungal spores (Aimanianda et al., 2009).

Hiding can be achieved by intracellular host occupancy or biofilm forma-
tion. Microsporidia are intracellular pathogens of nematodes, insects and ani-
mals. By intracellular localisation, Microsporidia are hidden from the immune
responses. Forming a biofilm, that is a layer formed by a group of microor-
ganisms that stick together, is yet another way of hiding from the host im-
mune system. Biofilms form on living tissues or on surfaces of implantable
medical devices. Cells within biofilms are embedded in an extracellular ma-
trix composed of polysaccharides and proteins. They are intrinsically tol-
erant to antimicrobials and immune attack, but on the other hand, they are
under hypoxia (Hall-Stoodley et al., 2004). Biofilms are formed by numerous
fungal pathogens, including: Aspergillus, Candida, Cryptococcus, Trichosporon,
Coccidioides and Pneumocystis (Fanning and Mitchell, 2012).

Mimicry of host immune regulatory responses is another efficient way
of avoiding the immune system. BAD-1 adhesin from B. dermatitidis,
beside adherence and penetration, is able to bind heparin and mimic
thrombospondin-1 (TSP-1) by blocking T-cell activation and effector function
(Finkel-Jimenez et al., 2002). As a result, the immune cells are not released
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from bone marrow.

Finally, most pathogens, including C. albicans, H. capsulatum, P. marneffei,
are able to switch phenotype from yeast to hyphae at host physiological
conditions. Hyphae are long, branching, multicellular structures. The switch
to hyphal growth in C. albicans is associated with the ability to escape
from macrophages (Miramón et al., 2013). Moreover, C. albicans hyphae
was shown to induce proinflammatory-related programmed cell death of
macrophages (Uwamahoro et al., 2014). In contrast, the yeast-form neither
causes damage, nor escapes from phagocytes (Lo et al., 1997). Finally, the
ability of C. albicans to change its cell wall composition during the course
of infection has been associated with modulation of immune responses
(Marakalala et al., 2013). On the other hand, two species that are not forming
hyphae, C. neoformans and M. circinelloides, can produce giant cells at host
physiological conditions. Similarly to hyphae, cells magnification prevents
phagocytosis.

1.2.3 Thriving within the host: the fight for nutrients

Fungi adapted to various conditions in order to survive in multiple niches.
Upon the colonisation of the host, both fungal morphology and metabolism
change dramatically from saprophytic to parasitic mode. This is related
to the particular conditions of the human body as compared to the
environment, with a different temperature, pH, oxygen and carbon dioxide
concentrations, as well as a change in availability of nutrients. Even human
commensals, like C. albicans, have to handle changing various conditions
between different host tissues. Adaptation to grow at higher temperatures,
close to 37 °C, is often associated with a change in phenotype. Some
pathogens switch from yeast to hyphae or pseudohyphae (Candida spp.), or
in the opposite direction, from filamentous mycelium to yeast (H. capsulatum,
B. dermatitidis, P. marneffei), while others encapsulate the yeast cells with
polysaccharides (C. neoformans) at host physiological conditions (Khan et al.,
2010).

Fungal pathogens occupying the host tissues are constantly exposed to
oxidative stress produced by immune cells. To counteract this, some
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pathogenic species deposit dark pigments, melanins, into their cell wall.
Melanins protect against a wide range of exogenous stresses (Scharf et al.,
2014), including damage from oxidative radicals (C. neoformans, Aspergillus)
and prevent phagocytosis (C. neoformans, Paracoccidioides brasiliensis) (Jacob-
son, 2000; Nosanchuk and Casadevall, 2006). Other species (Candida) pro-
duce dedicated enzymes, like catalases, superoxide dismutases (SOD) and
glutathione peroxidases (GPX), that convert oxygen radicals into less harm-
ful forms. Interestingly, SOD/GPX enzymes specialised to handle oxida-
tive stress produced by different immune cell types in C. albicans: SOD1 and
GPX1 are required to survive oxidative stress produced by macrophages,
while mitochondrial SOD2 and GPX2 are necessary to resist neutrophils (Mi-
ramón et al., 2013).

Importantly, as compared to the external environment, host tissues are
depleted in carbon and metal ions,. For this reason, fungal pathogens secrete
an array of extracellular enzymes, including collagenases, keratinases,
aspartyl proteinases, lipases and phospholipases that facilitate nutrient
uptake, as well as tissue adherence, invasion and dissemination.

Iron is an essential metal ion and its accessibility to microbes is severely
limited by the mammalian immune system. Fungi acquire iron by several
ways: i) low-affinity transport of ferrous iron (Fe2+) by non-specific
permeases, ii) high-affinity reductive iron assimilation by ferroxidase-iron
permease complex, iii) the production and uptake of siderophores, and iv)
direct host iron uptake from ferritin, heme, hemoglobin and transferrin
(Almeida et al., 2009; Jung and Kronstad, 2008; Kornitzer, 2009). Iron
uptake mediated by siderophores is conserved in the fungal kingdom.
Siderophore transporters are present even in species unable to produce
siderophores like Candida spp., C. neoformans and Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
There are several reasons for that. Firstly, iron chelated by siderophores
is more soluble and thus bioavailable. Secondly, extracellular storage of
iron in siderophores that are not recognised by the competitors provides
clear advantage, as competitors may face iron starvation. This results in
a strong pressure to develop transporters that recognise xenosiderophores,
those produced by competitors. Such a scenario is supported by the presence
of xenosiderophore-specific transporters even in siderophore producers
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(Haas, 2012). A. fumigatus, for example, is able to uptake xenosiderophores
from other fungi and some bacteria (Schrettl et al., 2004). Noteworthy,
siderophores can account for up to 10% of the biomass during iron starvation
in A. fumigatus. Importantly, increased availability of iron attenuates azole
and hypoxia susceptibility, while iron deficiency reduces virulence and
inhibits sexual reproduction (Schrettl et al., 2004). Unlike other groups, fungi
store iron chelated in siderophores in the cytoplasm and vacuole. On the
other hand, fungi lack ferritin-mediated iron storage, present in bacteria,
plants and animals.

Finally, pathogens have to deal with hypoxia and high level of carbon
dioxide. Response to hypoxia is controlled by Ace2 in C. albicans, which
represses oxidative metabolism and promotes filamentation (Mulhern et al.,
2006).

1.3 Candida and the CTG clade

Candida species are among the most common infecting fungi (Manolakaki
et al., 2010) (Table 1.2). Unlike most fungal pathogens, some Candida species
are often part of the human microbiome as commensals or symbionts,
while they are rarely isolated from soil. Some Candida species can cause
disease, especially in immunocompromised hosts or upon mucosal barriers
disruption (Kourkoumpetis et al., 2011). Candida infections are characterised
by the high mortality rates and poor response to antifungal drugs (Brown
et al., 2012b). Candida species often infect hospitalized patients. They
are the fourth most commonly isolated organisms from blood culture
of hospitalized patients, affecting both low birth weight neonates and
elderly patients receiving prolonged medical care, as well as patients with
antimicrobial or steroid treatment and superficial injuries (Benjamin et al.,
2003; Jain et al., 2011; Pfaller et al., 2011; Trofa et al., 2008). Interestingly,
Candida species are abundant also on human skin. Notably, one in three
health care worker carries Candida on his or her hands (Jain et al., 2011).

Importantly, Candida spp. are not monophyletic (Figure 1.4). Species from
different Saccharomycotina clades that are pathogenic have been assigned
as Candida based on common morphological features: large, round, white
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or cream colonies when grown on agar at room temperature (Larone, 2011).
Typically Candida spp. grow as unicellular yeast. Some species change their
morphology to hyphae or pseudohyphae in conditions similar to the human
physiological environment (Sudbery, 2011). The hyphae form invades
tissues, thus the ability to form hyphae is linked with their virulence.

Candida albicans is the most prevalent species causing candidiasis. C. albicans
is estimated to cause 400,000 infections every year (Table 1.2). Unfortunately,
the true mortality rates are unknown, as there is no good epidemiological
data (Brown et al., 2012b). Nevertheless, in recent years the importance of
other Candida species such as: C. glabrata, C. parapsilosis and C. tropicalis has
increased (Pfaller et al., 2011).

From the mapping of the virulence traits on a species phylogeny, it can be
inferred that virulence arose at least three times in the non-monophyletic
clades represented by C. albicans, C. glabrata and C. parapsilosis and related
pathogens, each of which having close non-pathogenic relatives (Figure 1.4).
Moreover, an evidence for another independent origins of virulence in C.
glabrata clade (Nakaseomyces) has been proposed recently (Gabaldón et al.,
2013). Nevertheless, the most virulent Candida species belong to the CTG
clade (Figure 1.4), a monophyletic group whose most distinctive trait is the
presence of an alternative genetic code where CUG (CTG) codons code for
serine instead of leucine. Species of this clade diverged from S. cerevisiae
some 490 Mya (Hedges et al., 2006). Interestingly, in the CTG clade the
CUG codon is translated somewhat ambiguously, generating a so-called
probabilistic proteome, where CUG codons are translated dually: 95-97%
of the time to serine and 3-5% of the time to canonical leucine (Gomes
et al., 2007). This is achieved, because seryl- and leucyl-tRNA synthetases
recognise the same Ser-tRNACAG (Santos et al., 1993). The two amino acids
differ in their physicochemical properties: leucine is hydrophobic, while
serine is hydrophilic and can be phosphorylated or O-glycosylated. Thus
the atypical CUG translation generates an array of proteins with altered
structure and function for each gene (Rocha et al., 2011). Importantly, CUG
codons are enriched in genes encoding cell surface proteins. Probabilistic
serine/leucine incorporation influences C. albicans interactions with host
immune effector cells, as well as its adherence to various substrates. Notably,
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Figure 1.4: Candida species tree of life. Species translating CUG codon as serine
(CTG clade) are denoted with colour background: haploid species in light blue
and diploid species in dark blue. Common human pathogens (red), moderate
pathogens (orange), and rare pathogens (grey) are marked with colour circles.
Species with heterozygous genome are in italic, while extremely homozygous
genomes are in bold. Barcharts with number of virulence-related genes for: i)
cell wall (HYR/IFF) and adhesion (ALS/EPA) (pink), ii) oxidative-stress response
(SOD, CAT, GPX, YBH) (blue), iii) lipases (LIP, PLB, SRR, FOX) (green), iv)
secreted aspartic proteinases (SAP) (red) and v) other virulence-related genes (grey)
including drug resistance genes (TPS, ERG), regulators (STE20, WH11, PHO100),
iron acquisition (FTR1). Barcharts are scaled from 0 to 34 for all species.
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even S. cerevisiae expressing wild-type and heterologous ALS3 adhesin with
serine inserted at CUG has an increased adherence to host substrates and
flocculation than the strains expressing only wild-type ALS3 (Miranda et al.,
2013). Moreover, dual CUG translation to serine/leucine masks cell wall β-
glucans, that are otherwise recognised by innate immune system. C. albicans
strains highly mistranslating CUG codons expose 2-3 times less of β-glucans
than a wild-type strain (Miranda et al., 2013). Finally, the diversity achieved
in a serine/leucine probabilistic proteome may give advantages to otherwise
mostly asexual organisms.

CTG clade can be further divided into two distinct subclades, the first with
haploid and the second with diploid species (Figure 1.4). Some of the diploid
species are highly homozygous, C. parapsilosis being the extreme example,
with 70-fold lower heterozygosity than its close relative, L. elongisporus
(Butler et al., 2009). Interestingly, large homozygous chromosomal regions
(up to 1.2 Mb) have been identified in three other diploid species: C. albicans,
C. tropicalis and L. elongisporus, indicating either break-induced repair or
recent parasexual or sexual cycle (Butler et al., 2009).

Until very recently, C. albicans was believed to be an obligate diploid species.
Recent work however, has shown that haploid C. albicans cells can be de-
rived through chromosome loss both in vitro and in vivo (Hickman et al.,
2013). Haploid cells present morphogenetic plasticity similar to diploid cells,
including yeast-hyphae formation and white-opaque switching (morpholog-
ical change of phenotype associated with change of virulence capacity and
mating competence (Soll, 2009). Diploid cells can be regenerated by mating
of opposite sex haploids or by spontaneous auto-diploidization. Notably,
heterozygous diploids generated by mating recover wild-type fitness, while
auto-diploids show reduced fitness similar to haploid cells (Hickman et al.,
2013). Moreover, the genomes of Candida spp. are highly dynamic and flexi-
ble. Stable tetraploids of Candida can be generated by spheroplast fusion of
the same or different lineages (Chakraborty et al., 2013). Furthermore, after
chromosome loss is induced, heterodiploid hybrid progeny can be obtained.

Candida species generally propagate asexually. Mating has been observed in
some species like C. albicans. Competent opaque cells that are homozygous
for opposite mating types (a/a and α/α) can mate. The resulting tetraploid
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undergoes concerted chromosome reduction. Some meiosis components
like major regulator IME1 are missing in all species from CTG clade and
no meiosis has been observed (Tzung et al., 2001). Noteworthy, the
progeny demonstrates altered morphology in vitro, suggesting the presence
of genomic recombination without meiosis (Forche et al., 2008). In contrast,
other species like C. parapsilosis or C. orthopsilosis, were never observed to
mate, despite the presence of necessary molecular machinery and multiple
in vitro attempts (Sai et al., 2011). Surprisingly, even CTG species that were
not observed to mate, respond to pheromones. Pheromone signalling has
been suggested to play an alternative role, most likely in biofilm formation
(Daniels et al., 2006).

C. albicans is naturally thermo-tolerant. It has adapted to human physio-
logical temperature in the course of adaptation to commensalism. Several
virulence-related gene families have been identified in Candida spp. by com-
paring expansions in virulent to non-virulent CTG-clade species and other
Saccharomycotina species (Butler et al., 2009). Virulence factors can be di-
vided into three groups: cell wall associated proteins, extracellular enzymes
and transporters (Figure 1.4).

The Hyr/Iff family is expanded in virulent Candida: C. albicans encodes
15 Hyr/Iff members, C. parapsilosis 17, while less virulent species like C.
orthopsilosis encodes only 4 (Riccombeni et al., 2012) and L. elongisporus only
2. Deletion of Hyr/Iff members results in cell wall defects and attenuated
virulence (Bates et al., 2007). Agglutinin-like sequences (ALS) are cell-wall
proteins implicated in biofilm formation and adhesion. The genome of C.
albicans encodes 15 ALS proteins, in many cases having redundant functions,
which are often missing in non-virulent or less virulent species (Nobile et al.,
2008).

Lipases, secreted proteinases, ferric reductases and superoxide dismutases
are the most important families of extracellular enzymes. Phospholipases
B (PLBs) are important for damaging and traversing host cell membranes
(Leidich et al., 1998). Recently, PLBs have been suggested to function also
in resistance against antifungal drugs (Ying and Chunyang, 2012). The
genome of C. albicans encodes six phospholipases B. Secreted lipases, on
the other hand, enable the fungal pathogens to grow on lipids as the sole
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source of carbon (Hube et al., 2000). The genome of C. albicans encodes 11
lipases (LIP) and 3 fatty-acid desaturases (OLE). OLE may also function as
a sensor activating specific morphogenetic pathways in aerobic conditions
(Krishnamurthy et al., 2004).

Finally, major facilitator superfamily (MFS) transporters, oligopeptide trans-
porters and amino-acid permeases are associated with resistance against an-
tifungals and acquisition of nutrients.

In summary, the virulence factors are quite well described in Candida albicans
and some comparative analyses have been performed in other pathogenic
Candida species. The intra-species variability, however, that confer increased
virulence to particular isolates from given species remains poorly studied to
date.

1.3.1 Candida parapsilosis species complex

C. parapsilosis is one of the most important non-C. albicans pathogens, ranking
as the third or second cause of disseminated candidiasis, depending on the
geographical region. Importantly, C. parapsilosis seems specifically prevalent
in certain groups of patients such as neonates, often significantly outranking
C. albicans incidence in this group of patients (Zaoutis, 2010).

Unlike C. albicans, C. parapsilosis species are naturally occurring in the
environment. Historically, C. parapsilosis isolates have been categorised
into three groups: I, II or III, based on the variability observed in several
phylogenetic markers such as the ribosomal ITS region. Recently however,
these three groups of the C. parapsilosis complex have been given the status
of distinct species, classified as C. parapsilosis sensu stricto, C. orthopsilosis and
C. metapsilosis (Candida et al., 2005). Furthermore, based on ITS sequences
and restriction profiles of mating type loci (MTL) two putative clades or
subspecies have been recognised in C. orthopsilosis, named Type 1 and Type
2 (Valach et al., 2012). Species of the C. parapsilosis complex differ in their
virulence and incidence, with C. parapsilosis being the most virulent and
common and C. metapsilosis the least virulent and the most rarely isolated
species within the complex. This has been confirmed by infection models
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(Gácser et al., 2007a; Orsi et al., 2010).

Due to its high homozygosity, C. parapsilosis has been proposed to propagate
mostly clonally based on mitochondrial (Valach et al., 2012) and nuclear
(Butler et al., 2009; Tavanti et al., 2010) genome analysis. Asexual-only
reproduction of C. parapsilosis is supported by the presence of only one
mating type loci (MTL) idiomorph in this species, MTLa (Sai et al.,
2011). Larger variability of nuclear DNA markers have been observed
in C. orthopsilosis and C. metapsilosis isolates, thus these species may
reproduce sexually or parasexually (Hensgens et al., 2009; Tavanti et al.,
2007). In line with this, two variants of MTL, MTLa and MTLα, are
present in C. orthopsilosis. Unexpectedly, only MTLα has been observed
in C. metapsilosis (Sai et al., 2011). The evidence for recombination
in C. orthopsilosis has recently been presented for the first time from
the mitochondrial chromosome (Valach et al., 2012). Similarly, the first
evidence for recombination in C. albicans has also been reported from the
mitochondrial chromosome (Anderson et al., 2001).

Unlike other yeasts, species of the C. parapsilosis complex possess a linear
mitochondrial chromosome. The mitochondrial chromosome is 22-32 kb
long and ends with telomeres (Nosek et al., 2005). Mitochondrial telomeres
resemble the nuclear telomeres: subtelomeric repeats (STRs) are capped
by terminal tandem repeats (TRs). The linear mitochondrial chromosome,
however, is equipped with double-stranded circular DNA molecules (t-
circle) that maintain its length. T-circle is composed of TR sequences, the
very same present in telomeres (Nosek et al., 2005). Interestingly, mutants
with circularised mitochondrial chromosome have recently been identified
in C. orthopsilosis and C. metapsilosis, raising the possibility to study circular-
to-linear chromosome switch (Valach et al., 2012).

C. parapsilosis and C. orthopsilosis are able to form pseudohyphae, which
are associated with evasion and phagocytosis, but they are not able to
produce true hyphae such as those formed by C. albicans. Pseudohyphae
growth involve unipolar cell divisions, but pseudohyphae lack cytoplasm
connections between individual cells and it is more fragile than true hyphae
(Veses and Gow, 2009). C. metapsilosis is unable to produce pseudohyphae
(Németh et al., 2013). Among the species of the complex only C. parapsilosis
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produces secreted lipases (Németh et al., 2013). Lipase activity has been
associated with better survival and increased host cellular damage (Stehr
et al., 2004). Finally, all three species of C. parapsilosis complex secrete
aspartyl proteinases (Németh et al., 2013), which besides having a function
in nutrient acquisition, influence the immune response by damaging host
immune cells, as well as, facilitate adhesion and invasion by damaging host
cells and tissues (Monod et al., 2002). Presence and absence profiles of these
three virulence factors correlate well with observed levels of virulence: C.
parapsilosis is more resistant towards human primary macrophages than C.
orthopsilosis and C. metapsilosis. Surprisingly, there is no difference in the
response to mouse macrophages between these three species. Moreover,
C. parapsilosis causes the most severe damage, while C. metapsilosis causes
the least damage to human primary macrophages. Similarly, C. metapsilosis
causes the least, while C. parapsilosis the highest mortality in the infection
system of Galleria mellonella larvae (Németh et al., 2013).

The three species of the C. parapsilosis complex are closely related, but
differ significantly in virulence. To date, little is known about genetic traits
behind differences in virulence in the C. parapsilosis complex. Thus this
group provides an elegant system for the comparative genomics study of
opportunistic human pathogen evolution. Unfortunately, only one genome
from this group has been available until recently, preventing such analyses
(Butler et al., 2009). For that, we have conducted sequencing and analysis of
three additional strains of C. parapsilosis, one isolate of C. orthopsilosis Type
2, and eleven isolates of C. metapsilosis. These analyses constitute the bulk of
the present thesis.
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2.1 First generation sequencers

All living organisms encode developmental and functioning information
in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). DNA is a long polymer, formed by four
bases: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T). DNA was
first identified and isolated in 1869 by Friedrich Miescher (Dahm, 2008),
but it took nearly a century to describe its structure with the double helix
model by Watson and Crick in 1953 (WATSON and CRICK, 1953). Since then,
there was a strong interest in establishing how this polymer was encoding
the information, the so-called genetic code. In 1977 Sanger developed the
first rapid DNA sequencing method (Sanger et al., 1977b). Soon after, the
very first DNA genome, that of the bacteriophage ϕX174 was sequenced
(Sanger et al., 1977a). In the 1980s’ researchers realized that genome
sequencing of larger, non-viral genomes would require automatisation. The
research community started to work together with the private sector on
the development of automated sequencing machines. ABI 370A, the first
automated sequencer, was released in 1986 (Figure 2.1). From then on,
the field of genomics started to evolve rapidly. Large genome sequencing
trials of Mycoplasma capricolum, Escherichia coli, Caenorhabditis elegans, and
S. cerevisiae started. In 1995, the first free-living organism, the pathogenic
bacterium Haemophilus influenzae was sequenced (Fleischmann et al., 1995),
followed by the first eukaryote, S. cerevisiae, one year later (Goffeau et al.,
1996) (Figure 2.1).

Initially, the per-base cost of sequencing was very high, approximately
$0.75. Therefore, the cost of sequencing even small bacterial genome like M.
capricolum with roughly 1 million bases (106 = 1 Mb), would be astronomic,
close to $750,000 for a 1x coverage. Generally much higher coverage is
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needed to ensure assembly contiguity and minimize sequencing errors. For
comparison, the human genome is nearly 3 billion bases (3x109 = 3 Gb).
The Human Genome Project (HGP) was devised during the the 1980s’ and
formally the 15-years project started in 1990 with a budget of $3 billion
(DeLisi, 2008). In addition, Celera Corporation started in parallel, a privately
funded project in 1998. The human genome draft, covering 83% of the
genome, was published in 2001 by both, public and private initiative (Lander
et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001). The complete human genome was released
in 2003, two years earlier than originally planned (International Human
Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2004).

2.2 Next generation sequencers

In the first years after the Human Genome Project (HGP) completion,
the evolution of sequencing cost followed Moore’s law, dropping by
half every two years (Figure 2.1). If that trend would have persisted,
we would have seen a drop of nearly two orders of magnitude in
sequencing costs between 2003 and 2013. However, the sequencing costs
have dropped by over four orders of magnitude in that period. This is
related with a high interest in applying sequencing technologies in medical
applications and research. National Human Genome Research Institute
launched the ‘Technology development for the $1,000 genome’ program
(http://www.genome.gov/11008124). This program aimed at developing
technologies decreasing sequencing cost by four or five orders of magnitude
during ten years. Roche 454 GS-20 pyrosequencer, released in 2005, was the
first outcome of that program. This machine made it possible to sequence
James Watson’s genome in only two months at the cost of one hundredth of
the standard capillary sequencing in 2007 (Wheeler et al., 2008). Just to recall,
the HGP took 13 years and $3 billion! Notably, DNA sample from somatic
(diploid) Watson’s cells has been sequenced, while the HGP used a haploid
DNA pool from from generative cells of two males and two females, due to
the large amount of DNA needed previously (Table 2.1).

Second generation sequencers brought a drastic drop in sequencing prices.
In this technology, the high throughput is achieved by sequencing millions
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of fragments in parallel. Although, each sequencing reaction synthesizes
short molecule. In Illumina machines, initially 36 bases long sequences
were produced. But both improvements in chemistry and optics allowed
the sequencing of longer fragments of 50, 100, 150 and recently up to
300 bases. Second generation sequencers differ in several ways from
capillary sequencers (Table 2.1). First of all, the DNA is amplified by
PCR reaction after random fragmentation and adaptor ligation, and not
by bacterial cloning. This has two important outcomes: i) only a small
amount of input DNA is needed and ii) the sample preparation is faster,
less laborious and cheaper. Low DNA input requirement paved the way for
new applications like ancient DNA sequencing of Neanderthal and other
pre-historic samples (Green et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2013; Miller et al.,
2008; Prüfer et al., 2014; Reich et al., 2010). In addition, losing parts of
the genome under investigation that are toxic to the vector, usually E. coli,
is no longer a problem (Kimelman et al., 2012). On the other hand, PCR
amplification is sensitive to GC content variation and may introduce DNA
polymerase-related errors (Quail et al., 2012). Secondly, the complementary
strand synthesis and base detection is a simultaneous process, and occurs
in a nucleotide-by-nucleotide stepwise fashion. In contrast, in capillary
sequencing DNA synthesis is performed first and the base detection from
electrophoresis gel happens later. Finally, second generation sequencers
allow the sequencing of both ends of DNA fragments. As a result, so-called
pair-end or mate-pair reads with known distance between the pair can be
generated. These libraries, beside improving the genome assembly, allow
detection of chromosomal rearrangements. The detection of larger structural
events is easier with mate-pair reads as these sample DNA sequence over a
larger distance (1.5-20 kb) than pair-end libraries (300-500 bp) (Table 2.1).

2.2.1 New sequencing applications

DNA sequencing, besides decoding DNA sequence, enables the analysis of
RNA that is reverse-transcribed to DNA or any other type of molecules or
phenomenon that can be bound to DNA. Already in the early Sanger se-
quencing era, the complementary DNA (cDNA) libraries, also known as ex-
pressed sequenced tags (ESTs), started to be sequenced to assist genome
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annotation (Adams et al., 1991). But the burst of new DNA sequenc-
ing applications started with the second generation sequencing era: high-
throughput, high sensitivity and high dynamic range of new sequencers al-
lowed for the development of new applications. Soon RNA-Seq, also known
as Whole Transcriptome Shotgun Sequencing (WTSS), emerged (Maher et al.,
2009). RNA-Seq, beside very accurate transcript quantification, enables de-
tection of novel transcripts, analysis of alternative splicing, detection of post-
transcriptional changes and gene fusions. RNA-Seq has several advantages
over cDNA microarrays. RNA-Seq allows quantification of transcripts with-
out prior knowledge of their sequence, therefore transcriptome quantifica-
tion for species without sequenced genomes is possible (so-called de novo
transcriptomics). Besides that, RNA-Seq is more sensitive and it has a higher
dynamic range: transcripts with expression range spanning five orders of
magnitude can be accurately measured. In contrast, cDNA microarrays lack
sensitivity for lowly or highly expressed transcripts. Moreover, stranded
RNA-Seq protocols have been developed allowing assignment of the expres-
sion to particular strand of DNA. This is especially important in genome an-
notation and non-coding RNA identification.

Besides Whole Genome Shotgun, a number of sequence-specific enrichment
or capture procedures exists. Exome sequencing, also known as targeted
exome capture, is the most popular. Exome sequencing selectively reports
coding regions of given genome. Of course, the given genome needs
to be sequenced and annotated beforehand, so the exonic sequences are
known. The coding part correspond to 1% of the entire human genome
(30 Mb out of 3Gb). Exome sequencing is especially popular in population
studies, capturing variants of rare mendelian disorders, as many more
individuals can be analysed with the same budget than in the whole-genome
sequencing. The proof of concept exome sequencing of 12 individuals
identified mutations in MYH3 as the cause of Freeman-Sheldon syndrome
(OMIM 193700) (Ng et al., 2009). Currently, up to 60Mb of selected
genomic regions can be captured by many available custom enrichment kits.
Restriction site associated DNA markers sequencing (RAD-Seq) is another
genome sampling protocol used in population studies (Baird et al., 2008).
In brief, restriction enzyme cuts the genome under investigation, fragments
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from each genome are ligated with unique adapters and sequenced. In the
result, only genomic regions around cut sites are reported and sequences
from hundreds individuals can be separated by unique adapter sequence.

In addition, NGS has been applied to identify DNA association with
proteins, DNA modifications and even chromosome structure. ChIP-Seq
identifies DNA-associated proteins binding sites by combining chromatin
immunoprecipitation and DNA sequencing. In bisulphite sequencing, DNA
methylation is analysed by sequencing of two DNA samples: treated and
normal. In the treated sample, non-methylated cytosines are converted
to uracil by bisulphite treatment, while 5-methylcytosine residues remain
unchanged. During sequencing the uracil residues are read as thymidine.
Methylated cytosines will be read as cytosine in both treated and normal
and can be detected by comparing both samples. Bisulphite sequencing
allow detection from which strand the methylation signal originated as
DNA methylation is a strand-specific process. Finally, the chromosome
structure and organisation can be detected by Carbon-Copy Chromosome
Conformation Capture (5C or Hi-C). In Hi-C, the interacting DNA segments
are cross-linked by formaldehyde treatment, digested by restriction enzymes
and sequenced. Subsequently, the probability of the given two regions being
in proximity is calculated (Belton et al., 2012).

The most exciting application, however, comes with the combination of
all above mentioned techniques. Imagine combining genotype information
with histone and transcription factor binding patterns, DNA methylation
and finally with gene expression levels across multiple tissues and condi-
tions into one correlative analysis. Equipped with such tools we have finally
the power to begin unlocking the secrets of cellular regulation.

2.3 NGS data analysis

Second generation sequencers have had an impact in Bioinformatics. In
the Sanger-sequencing era, the sequence generation was a bottleneck.
Nowadays the bottleneck is not the sequencing itself, but rather the sequence
analysis. This is related to both, high throughput and data characteristics,
as short sequences are difficult to assemble or align unambiguously, and
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downstream analyses are needed before the data can be interpreted.
Genome sequencing provides gigabytes of data, but no immediate biological
knowledge. The sequencing results need to be analysed de novo (de novo
genome assembly) or compared to a reference genome (re-sequencing). In
the first scenario, the reference set of chromosomes is generated. Genome
assembly from NGS reads is challenging and multiple solutions have been
developed. The most successful programs, like SOAPdenovo (Luo et al.,
2012), Velvet (Zerbino et al., 2009), SPAdes (Bankevich et al., 2012) or ABySS
(Simpson et al., 2009) are based on de Bruijn graphs. The reads are connected
based on exact sequence overlaps of a given length (K-mer) and a directed
graph representing genome fragments (contigs) is created. Subsequently,
contigs are further joined into scaffolds using pair-end and mate-pairs
libraries (scaffolding). Finally, the gaps may be closed using the same
paired-end and mate pairs libraries (Figure 4.2). Since typical NGS dataset
counts tens of millions of reads, the assembly process is both time- and
compute-intensive. Because of that, beside specialised software, dedicated
hardware setups, High-Performance Computing (HPC) units, with many
processing cores and large amount of operating memory are often needed.

Genome assembly is just a set of very long strings composed of As,
Cs, Ts, Gs and Ns, that represent the sequence of chromosomes. Thus
genome assembly as such contains no biological knowledge. To gain such
knowledge, potential coding and regulatory regions have to be detected in
a process known as genome annotation. Prediction of Eukaryotic genes is
quite challenging from the sequence itself, as only a minor fraction of the
genome sequence is coding, and genes have often complicated exon-intron
structure. For that, gene prediction is usually assisted with information
about known genes from closely related species. In addition, RNA-Seq
reads are often used in order to improve detection of transcripts and exon-
intron boundaries (Reid et al., 2014). Gene prediction in Candida spp.
is less challenging than in higher Eukaryotes, as intergenic regions are
rather short (over 63% of C. albicans genome is coding) and there are very
few genes with introns (5.7% in C. albicans). The final step is functional
annotation. Gene functions are typically assigned from homologs from
close relative species. Orthologs are recommended, as orthologous genes
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are more likely to share the same function than paralogs (Sonnhammer
et al., 2014). In addition, functions can be assigned using sequence features
such as structural and functional domains. Such strategy is used by
InterProScan (Jones et al., 2014) that runs several tools and annotate genes
with multiple features, including protein and transmembrane domains,
protein localisation, putative enzymatic functions, etc.

Once the reference genome for a given species is published, there is
usually no longer any interest in assembling it again. Therefore, re-
sequencing projects that sample a number of individuals from any given
species and compare their sequence to a reference genome are the most
common nowadays. Reads from each individual need to be aligned onto
the reference genome. Numerous short reads aligners to fulfill this task have
been developed, like BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009), Bowtie (Langmead and
Salzberg, 2012) and GEM (Marco-Sola et al., 2012), just to mention a few.
These programs differ from typical alignment implementations (e.g. BLAST)
in several ways. First of all, to accelerate the alignment, the target genome is
scanned and a precomputed index of its sequences is created. Such an index
is loaded into memory for rapid match identification, thus high memory
demands are typical for large genomes like human. Secondly, the NGS
aligners report only matches to very similar target sequences, over 90-95%
in most cases, as computing more remote alignments is computationally
expensive. Such trade-offs are needed, as millions of short sequences need
to be aligned in a reasonable amount of time. A typical aligner is able
to process 25 million reads per hour (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). The
resulting alignments are stored in a specially designed format, Sequence
Alignment/Map (SAM), developed in the course of the 1000 Genomes
Project (1kGP) (Li et al., 2009). SAM files are typically compressed into
binary format (BAM) to reduce disc usage, as well as sorted by reference
coordinate and indexed, so alignments encompassing regions of interest in
the genome can be quickly accessed. Aligned short reads can be scanned to
detect Single-Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP) and Structural Variations
(SV) like duplications, deletions, insertions, inversions or translocations.
A plethora of tools has been developed for that purpose, just to mention
samtools (Li et al., 2009) and GATK (McKenna et al., 2010) for SNP calling,
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and delly (Rausch et al., 2012) for SV detection.

We can build hypotheses about genome-phenome relations by comparing
phenotypes of individuals and identified polymorphic sites or copy number
differences with reference genome annotation at respective loci. For instance,
associations between duplications of virulence-related genes and higher
virulence of a given strain are good candidates for further in vitro testing.

2.4 Candida genome sequencing

C. albicans genome was sequenced in 2004 (Jones et al., 2004). Genome
sequences of additional eight Candida species, including common human
pathogens, as well as their close, non-pathogenic relatives, were published
in 2009 (Butler et al., 2009). This paved the way for comparative genomics
studies deciphering the molecular basis of pathogenesis in the different
Candida spp. by the identification of shared and species-specific virulence
factors. This resulted in identification of virulence related gene families
including secreted proteinases, lipases, phospholipases and adhesins, and
phenotypic properties, for example ability to form biofilms and hyphae
(Miramón et al., 2013). The rapid development of high-throughput
molecular techniques, especially DNA sequencing (Figure 2.1), takes us
one step further. Nowadays, we are able to sequence numerous isolates
of species of interest from distinct locations and varying in their level of
virulence in the matter of days.
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Objectives

• Identification of genetics traits related to differences in virulence
between C. parapsilosis, C. orthopsilosis and C. metapsilosis.

• Sequencing and comparative genome analysis of two clinical and two
environmental isolates of C. parapsilosis sensu stricto.

• Development of the protocol improving the genome assembly of
heterozygous or hybrid species.

• Sequencing and comparative genome analysis of strains belonging to
C. orthopsilosis Type 1 and Type 2.

• The population structure analysis of C. metapsilosis by sequencing of
eleven clinical strains isolated from various global locations.

• Establishing a method that efficiently exploits the availability of par-
tially overlapping gene phylogenies to increase coverage and accuracy
of phylogeny-based orthology and paralogy prediction methods.
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3 Genomic variability in
Candida parapsilosis

Pryszcz, L. P., N´emeth, T., G´acser, A., & Gabald´on, T. (2013). 
Unexpected genomic variability in clinical and environmental strains of the 
pathogenic yeast Candida parapsilosis. Genome Biology and Evolution, 
5(12), 238292. doi:10.1093/gbe/evt185

Abstract

Invasive candidiasis is the most commonly reported invasive fungal infec-
tion worldwide. Although C. albicans remains the main cause, the incidence
of emerging Candida species such as C. parapsilosis is increasing. It has been
postulated that C. parapsilosis clinical isolates result from a recent global ex-
pansion of a virulent clone. However, the availability of a single genome for
this species has so far prevented testing this hypothesis at genomic scales.
We here present the sequence of three additional strains from clinical and en-
vironmental samples. Our analyses reveal unexpected patterns of genomic
variation, shared among distant strains, that argue against the clonal expan-
sion hypothesis. All strains carry independent expansions involving an ar-
senite transporter homolog, pointing to the existence of directional selection
in the environment, and independent origins of the two clinical isolates. Fur-
thermore we report the first evidence for the existence of recombination in
this species. Altogether, our results shed new light onto the dynamics of
genome evolution in C. parapsilosis.

Keywords: Genome comparison, recombination, pathogens, Candida

http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/content/5/12/2382.long
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Introduction

Candida spp. comprise several species that are part of the human commensal
flora. Some Candida species can cause superficial or systemic infections,
particularly under conditions of immune suppression. During the last three
decades invasive candidiasis has become the most commonly diagnosed
severe yeast infection worldwide (Trofa et al., 2008; van Asbeck et al.,
2009). Many Candida species are reported to cause nosocomial infections
in hospitalized patients (Pfaller et al., 2011), especially affecting elderly
patients receiving prolonged medical attendance (Jain et al., 2011), low birth
weight neonates (Benjamin et al., 2003; Clerihew et al., 2007; Trofa et al.,
2008) , and patients with superficial injuries or with antimicrobial or steroid
treatment (Trofa et al., 2008). In this regard, Candida spp. can be found on
the hands of every third healthcare worker and are known as the fourth
most commonly isolated microorganism from blood cultures of hospitalized
patients7. Although Candida albicans remains the most prevalent species
in candidiasis, the relevance of other Candida spp. such as C. glabrata,
C. parapsilosis and C. tropicalis have significantly increased in recent years
(Pfaller et al., 2011; Trofa et al., 2008). Of these, the epidemiology of
C. parapsilosis shows remarkable differences compared to C. albicans. C.
parapsilosis causes a disproportionate amount of disease in neonates, which
may in part be a reflection of its unique genetic background. Indeed, the
incidence of C. parapsilosis in these patients can significantly outrank that of
C. albicans, depending on the period and geographic area (Zaoutis, 2010).

Understanding the molecular basis of pathogenesis in the different Candida
spp., as well as the evolutionary emergence of their virulence requires the
identification of shared and species- and strain-specific virulence factors,
a task that has been eased by the rapid development of high-throughput
molecular techniques, including DNA sequencing. Earlier work has
highlighted the importance for Candida virulence of particular genes, such
as secreted proteinases, lipases, phospholipases, and adhesins, as well as
phenotypic properties such as the ability to form biofilms and/or hyphae
(Miramón et al., 2013; Wächtler et al., 2011). Interestingly, studies performed
during the last few years have revealed notable genetic differences not only
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between Candida species but also between different isolates of the same
species (Butler et al., 2009). These intra-species differences have been mostly
investigated in C. albicans, where they have been linked to changes in drug
susceptibility profiles (Morio et al., 2010), or to different degrees of virulence
(Sampaio et al., 2010). Although the comparison of the genomes of different
C. albicans strains have produced highly valuable data, the comparative
genetics of different strains of emerging Candida species like C. parapsilosis
has so far never been performed. To date, the sequence of a single strain of
C. parapsilosis (CDC317) is available (Butler et al., 2009; Guida et al., 2011),
limiting our understanding of the genomic diversity within this important
pathogen. Based on the observation that C. parapsilosis isolates are extremely
difficult to differentiate using standard techniques (Kuhn et al., 2004; Tavanti
et al., 2010), and that the level of heterozygosis between chromosomes in
the sequenced isolate was 25 to 70 fold lower than in other Candida species
(Butler et al., 2009; Hensgens et al., 2009; Kuhn et al., 2004; Tavanti et al.,
2010), it has been suggested that C. parapsilosis may have undergone a very
recent population bottleneck (Sai et al., 2011). In addition it was speculated
that this recent clonal expansion of a strain with increased virulence- as
compared to the closest relatives C. orthopsilosis and C. metapsilosis - may be
related with the recent loss of a mating partner (MTLα) and the degeneration
of the MTLa idiomorph (Logue et al., 2005; Sai et al., 2011). Despite these
lines of evidence pointing to a recent global spread of a single C. parapsilosis
clone, more evidence is needed from the analyses of a broader set of genomic
markers. Here, we set out to investigate the actual variability among C.
parapsilosis isolates by using a whole genome sequencing approach. For this
we sequenced three different strains including the clinical isolate GA1, which
has been extensively used in the study of C. parapsilosis virulence (Gácser
et al., 2005, 2007c), and two environmental isolates from different geographic
locations (CBS1954, CBS6318). Our results confirm the previously reported
low levels of heterozygosity in this species but point to a high level of
genomic variability including copy number variations, rearrangements and
point mutations. This level of genomic variability is unexpected considering
the difficulty of distinguishing among strains using standard molecular
techniques, and underscores the resolution provided by massive sequencing
techniques. Importantly, some genomic variations shared by distant strains
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challenge the idea that all clinical strains diverged vertically from a single
clone. Altogether our findings argue against the hypothesis of a clonal
expansion of clinical isolates of this species and show, for the first time,
evidence of genomic recombination in this pathogenic species.

Material and Methods

DNA extraction

Cultures were incubated in an orbital shaker (200 rpm) overnight at 30 ºC in 2
ml YPD medium (0.5% yeast extract, 1% peptone, 1% glucose) supplemented
with 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Sigma). Yeast cells were centrifuged at
900g for 5 minutes and were washed twice with 1x sterile PBS. The pellett
was resuspended in 500 µl lysis buffer (1 w/V% SDS, 50mM EDTA, 100
mM TRIS pH=8), 500 µl of glass beads was added to the cells and were
shacked in a vortex for 3 minutes. Ammonium-acetate was added (275 µl
7M, 65 ºC, 5 min) and the samples were cooled on ice for 5 minutes. Then
500 µl of chloroform-isoamylalcohol (24:1) was added to the mixture, and
was centrifuged for 10 minutes at17000 g. The upper phase was transferred
to a new tube, and the previous step was repeated. Then the upper phase
was mixed with 500 µl isopropanol in a new tube, and placed at -20 ºC
for 5 minutes. The solution was centrifuged at 17000 g for 10 minutes and
the supernatant discarded. The pellet was washed twice with 500 µl 70 %
ethanol, dried, and suspended in 100 µl bi-distilled water containing RN-ase
(Sigma).

RNA isolation

Cultures were grown as indicated above. For RNA isolation Qiagen RNeasy
Plant Mini Plus Kit was used. Yeasts were harvested by centrifugation (220g,
5 min, 4 ºC) and washed with 1x sterile PBS. Cells were suspended in 650
µl RLT buffer (supplemented with 1% β-mercaptoethanol) and were vortex
mixed vigorously with 500 µl glass beads in 2ml micocentrifuge tubes for 3
minutes. Supernatant was centrifuged at 16000g for 1 minute. Supernatant
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was transferred and precipitated with 70% ethanol on ice. Every following
steps were performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. On-
column DNase digestion was performed by using Quiagen RNase-Free
DNase Set based on the provided protocol.

Genome sequencing

The three strains were sequenced at the genomics facility at CRG, using
either Illumina GAIIx or HiSeq2000 sequencing platforms (see Table 3.1).
DNA was fragmented by nebulization or in Covaris to a size ˜400-600 bp.
After shearing, the ends of DNA fragments were blunted with T4 DNA
polymerase and Klenow fragment (New England Biolabs). Then, DNA
was purified with a QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen). Thereafter, 3’-
adenylation was performed by incubation with dATP and 3’-5’-exo- Klenow
fragment (New England Biolabs). DNA was purified using MinElute spin
columns (Qiagen) and double-stranded Illumina paired-end adapters were
ligated to the DNA using rapid T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs).
After another purification step, adapter-ligated fragments were enriched,
and adapters were extended by selective amplification in an 18-cycle PCR
reaction using Phusion DNA polymerase (Finnzymes). Libraries were
quantified and loaded into Illumina flow-cells at concentrations of 7-20
pM (Genome Analyzer IIx; GA), or 1.4-1.75 pM (HiSeq 2000; HS). Cluster
generation was performed in an Illumina cluster station (GA) or in a cBOT
(HS). Sequence runs of 2× 75 (GA) to 2× 100 (HS) cycles were performed
on the sequencing instruments. Base calling was performed using Illumina
pipeline software. In multiplexed libraries, we used 4 bp internal indices
(5’ indexed sequences). De-convolution was performed using the CASAVA
software (Illumina).

Genome assembly

Reads were pre-processed prior to assembly to trim at the first undetermined
base or at the first base having a PHRED quality score below 10. The
pairs with one (or both) reads shorter than 31 bases after trimming were
excluded from the assembly process. Paired-end reads were assembled into
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supercontigs using SOAPdenovo (Li et al., 2010) version 1.05. We tested
multiple combinations of parameters, including Kmer ranging from 31 to
91 stepping by 2, and mergeLevel from 0 to 3. The best final assembly was
chosen based on multiple assembly quality measures including N50, number
of gaps and number of supercontigs longer than 1 kb. Gaps were filled using
GapCloser included in the SOAPdenovo package. Finally, supercontigs were
scaffolded on C. parapsilosis CDC317 chromosomes using Oslay (Richter
et al., 2007) version 1.0.

Genome annotation

Genes were predicted with Augustus version 2.5.5 (Stanke et al., 2006) using
C. parapsilosis CDC317 gene models for training (Guida et al., 2011). RNA-
Seq reads (Accession number ERP002409) were used as hints for detection
of exon-intron boundaries. Finally, genes were annotated with: i) putative
functions derived from GO terms transferred from one-to-one orthologs in
model species i.e. C. albicans or Saccharomyces cerevisiae, based on predictions
from the MetaPhORs (Pryszcz et al., 2011) webserver, ii) protein domains
from PFAM (Bateman et al., 2004) predicted with HMMER (Eddy, 2011)
version 3.0.3.

Detection of SNPs and genomic recombination

Reads were aligned onto C. parapsilosis CDC317 chromosomes using Bowtie2
(Langmead and Salzberg, 2012), with “very sensitive local alignment” mode.
SNPs and INDELs were called using GATK (McKenna et al., 2010) version
2.1-13. We filtered out clusters of 3 variants within 20 bases and low quality
variants, as described in GATK documentation (QD < 2.0 ||MQ < 40 || FS >
60.0 || HaplotypeScore > 13.0 || MQRankSum < -12.5 || ReadPosRankSum
< -8.0). Subsequently, we divided variants into two groups: homo- and
heterozygous. All analyses shown here are based only on homozygous
variants. Regions having at least three consecutive homozygous mutations
per 200 bp were defined as mutational hotspots. Finally, we screened full-
length chromosome alignments of the four C. parapsilosis strains to detect
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genomic recombination using RDP3 (McKenna et al., 2010). RDP3 was also
applied in order to find gene conversion between ALS family members.

Detection of structural variants

Structural variants were first detected using the Delly package (Rausch et al.,
2012). Delly exploits variation in pair-end/mate-pair reads distance and
orientation to detect duplications, deletions, inversions and translocations.
In fact, Delly is unable to detect variants that are not captured by such
libraries i.e. insertions larger than insert size. Of note, heuristics applied
in short reads aligners limit alignment of pairs within a given distance
range. As a result, large deletions are often difficult to detect with this
technique. Lastly, this method is prone to false positives. To circumvent
problems such as false positives, larger inserts, or missed large deletions,
all detected variants were manually curated by inspecting the regions and
the aligned reads. In addition, we performed independent analyses based
on depth of coverage to detect duplications and deletions not identified
by Delly. Calling duplications/deletions at genomic regions with variable
coverage is a widely accepted methodology (Boeva et al., 2011). For every
C. parapsilosis CDC317 gene, we computed the number of aligned reads
per Kilobase of coding sequence per million of aligned reads (RPKM). For
any given experiment, RPKM is expected to be constant if there is no
duplication/deletion. We defined a gene duplication in a given strain if it
displayed a log2 ratio of observed versus expected RPKM greater than 0.75.
Similarly, we called putative deletions if log2 ratio was smaller than -0.75.
Ratios do not only enables the detection of duplication and deletions, but
also inform about the number of copies that have been gained or lost in each
event. Finally, we used split-reads as an additional line of evidence. For this,
we split in two and realigned those reads that had been aligned over less
than 90% of their length. Alignments created in this way were often flanking
putative structural variants (Supplementary figure S4). All detected variants
were manually curated and some were validated experimentally to ensure
our findings are free of biases coming from library preparation, sequencing
or alignment (see below for details of experimental validation). Sequences
selected for validation were those flanked by paired-end reads (deletions 1-
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20), as this guarantees linearity of the chromosomes and therefore enable
PCR validations. For the remaining 15 deletions we are not sure about
linearity and they me represent translocations, not suitable to the used PCR
validation. In addition, we generated genome graphs for all chromosomes
illustrating copy number variation, and homozygous and heterozygous
mutations densities (Supplementary file 3). Copy number variations in the
ARR3 cluster region were also detected using this procedure in 59 C. albicans
strains publicly available in European Nucleotide Archive database as of
October 2012 (see Supplementary table S5).

PCR amplification

PCR was carried out using Fermentas DreamTaqTM DNA polimerase kit. A
single reaction contained 1x DreamTaq buffer (supplied with 20 mM MgCl2),
0.25-0.25 µM Forward and Reverse primers, 0.2-0.2 mM dNTPs, 20-50 ng
genomic template DNA and 1 unit DreamTaq DNA polymerase in a final
volume of 20 µl. This reaction mix was incubated under the following
conditions: 3 minutes of pre-denaturation at 94 ºC was followed by 35 cycles
of 15 seconds at 94 ºC, 15 seconds at 56-60 ºC and 15 seconds to 1:40 minutes
at 72 ºC and a final extension at 72 ºC for 3 minutes. All the primers used in
this study are listed in Supplementary table S1.

Gel-electrophoresis

Most of the amplicons were analysed on 1% agarose gel prepared with 1x
TAE containing 10µl/100 ml ethidium bromide. Shorter deletions required
2% (Deletion #16 and Deletion #17) and 3% (Deletion #18, Deletion #19 and
Deletion #20) agarose gels. The results were visualized and documented by
using UVP Bio-Doc-It System.

Isolation of DNA fragments for Sanger sequencing.

PCR products were isolated from agarose gel using Geneaid Gel/PCR DNA
Fragments Extraction Kit according to the manufacturer's instructions. The
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quality and quantity of the isolated DNA fragments were checked by gel-
electrophoresis.

PCR amplification of DIG-dUTP labeled probes for Southern
hybridisation.

For DIG labeling, the DreamTaqTM DNA polymerase kit (Fermentas) was
used based on the protocol provided by the manufacturer. The dNTP mix
was prepared with dNTPs (Fermentas) supplemented with Digoxigenin-11-
dUTP (Roche). The PCR program consisted of the following steps: 3 minutes
of pre-denaturation at 94 ºC was followed by 35 cycles of 15 seconds at 94 ºC,
15 seconds at 52-57 ºC and 1:20 minutes at 72 ºC and a final extension at 72
ºC for 3 minutes. The sequences of the primers and the precise annealing
temperatures with the volume of DIG-dUTP used in each reaction are listed
in Supplementary table S1.

Southern hybridisation.

Genomic DNA was isolated as previously described, and digested overnight
with the following restriction enzymes (Fermentas): KpnI-SacI (Deletion #3),
EcoRI (Deletion #5), HindIII (Deletion #6), according to the manufacturer's
instructions. DNA was precipitated with isopropanol and washed with
70% ethanol. Restricted DNA was separated on a 0.8% agarose gel along
with DIG-labeled DNA Molecular Weight Marker VII (Roche). Fragments
were transferred to Amersham HybondTM-N (GE Healthcare) filter and
covalently linked by UV-exposition. The subsequent steps were based on the
Southern Blotting protocol of the Gottschling Lab (Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center) (http://labs.fhcrc.org/gottschling/General%20Protocols/
southerns.html). Hybridisation was performed overnight at 65 ºC with the
DIG-labeled PCR products described previously. To make the fragments
visible, the samples were mixed with antidigoxigenin-AP Fab fragments
(Roche) and then NBT/BCIP Stock Solution (Roche) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

http://labs.fhcrc.org/gottschling/General%20Protocols/southerns.html
http://labs.fhcrc.org/gottschling/General%20Protocols/southerns.html
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Phylogenetic analyses

A phylogenetic tree of the four C. parapsilosis strains was reconstructed by
concatenating all sites for the CDC317 genome for which there was no
deletion in any of the other strains. The corresponding sequence for the
remaining three strains was filled in based on the information from the
SNPs (that is the CDC317 sequence was altered if a SNP was detected
at that site). To root this phylogeny, we created a second supermatrix of
92,754 bases by concatenating all SNPs and a 50 bases surrounding region,
and then adding the orthologous sequence from C. orthopsilosis (Riccombeni
et al., 2012). Phylogenetic reconstructions were performed using RAxML
(Stamatakis et al., 2005) version 7.28 using GTR substitution matrix with
100 bootstrap replicates. Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic analysis of ALS
proteins was performed using the PhylomeDB pipeline described elsewhere
(Huerta-Cepas et al., 2011).

Results and Discussion

Genome sequencing and analysis

We obtained the sequences of a clinical C. parapsilosis isolate from human
blood from Germany (GA1) as well as two environmental C. parapsilosis
strains isolated from healthy human skin in USA (CBS6318), and from an
olive tree in Italy (CBS1954). In all cases the strains were sequenced using
a paired-end reads strategy (see Methods) to an estimated coverage ranging
from 240 to 510 fold (Table 3.1). These sequences were assembled de novo and
annotated for protein-coding genes, and both the raw reads and annotated
contigs have been deposited in EBI-ENA database (ERP002387). In addition,
we used the available Sanger-based sequence of the C. parapsilosis CDC317
clinical strain, which was initially isolated from the hands of a hospital
worker, who was the source for an outbreak of infection in a Mississippi
community hospital in 2001 (Butler et al., 2009; Guida et al., 2011; Kuhn
et al., 2004). This strain was used as a reference to detect various types of
genomic variation including i) single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), ii)
copy number variations (CNVs), and iii) genomic rearrangements. As we
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will outline below in more detail, all lines of evidence show a relatively
large degree of genomic divergence within the C. parapsilosis species, which
patterns of variation -rather than the degree of variation- are not compatible
with the proposed clonal structure of the species.

Genomic content: large degree of variability among ALS genes

As expected, the three strains sequenced in the context of this project
showed a gene content that is largely similar to that of the reference strain
(Figure 3.1a). Most observed differences concerned uncharacterized genes
that largely correspond to potential differences in the annotation due to
assembly fragmentation (see Methods). We found that, in or conditions,
most of the annotated genes (˜91%) were expressed at significant levels (10
RPKM or more), and virtually all (99.9%) at detectable levels (1 RPKM or
more). The use of different experimental conditions and strains prevent
us to make meaningful comparisons to earlier expression data (Guida
et al., 2011), but we could confirm that 98% of the genes expressed in
our strains and conditions are also expressed in any of the replicas in
the other study. Among our strains we detected 46, and 76 genes whose
expression is only detected in environmental or clinical strains, respectively
(Supplementary table S6). The functional Gene Ontology term “ion binding”
was found to be enriched among genes expressed solely in clinical strains.
Notably, we found that all strains contained the two bacterial-derived genes
(Proline racemase –CPAR2 804470-, and Phenazine F –PhzF, CPAR2 407660)
previously detected (Fitzpatrick et al., 2008), indicating that this horizontal
acquisition predated the divergence of the strains included here, and have
been retained since then. These sequences were found to be expressed
in all strains and be entirely conserved at the sequence level except for
one synonymous SNP in GA1 for the Proline racemase gene. In addition,
several copy number variations affecting protein-coding genes were highly
supported (see analyses below).

We focused on families that have been associated to virulence in C.
parapsilosis (Butler et al., 2009). Supplementary table S7 lists the gene copy
number in virulence-related genes among the considered strains. Most
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of the families have similar numbers, but small differences can be found
among like lysophospholipases, efflux pumps, and peptidases. Larger
differences however, were found in the Agglutinin Like Sequence (ALS) gene
family, which encodes large cell-surface glycoproteins that function in host–
pathogen interactions (Hoyer et al., 2001). In C. albicans the family includes
eight different genes (ALS1-7 and ALS9) (Hoyer et al., 2008), each with an
extensive degree of allelic variability, sometimes within a given strain or
across the wider population of C. albicans (Oh et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2003).
While some of the ALS family members– such as Als1p, Als3p and Als5p -are
better characterized, the cellular distribution and function of others remain
to be determined. Although they share a similar structure, the members
of the ALS family in C. albicans appear to differ from each other in their
expression patterns and cellular functions. Different studies on Als1p and
Als3p in C. albicans have shown their involvement in pathogenesis mediated
through processes such as, among others, endothelial cell adhesion, biofilm
formation (Hoyer et al., 2008) and invasion (Phan et al., 2007). ALS genes
have also been shown to exist in other Candida species. Comparative
genomic studies have revealed that most of the pathogenic Candida species,
including C. parapsilosis, C. tropicalis and C. dubliniensis, possess multiple
ALS genes (Butler et al., 2009; Jackson et al., 2009), whereas the genome of
Saccharomyces species lack any ALS ortholog. We determined the presence
and distribution of ALS genes in the analyzed strains of C. parapsilosis.
Surprisingly, we found a large intra-species variability in terms of ALS
family size. Different strains code a variable number of ALS genes, ranging
from a single member (GA1, CBS1954), to three (CBS6318) and five (CDC317)
members, all genes were found to be expressed. Closer inspection of the
assemblies revealed that four ALS genes (ALS1, ALS3-5) have been lost due
to a single deletion event specific to GA1, and that CBS1954 lost the ALS2
gene due to a ˜400bp deletion (See supplementary figure S1)

Interestingly, the phylogeny of this family of genes across several related
Candida species reveals an intricate story of expansions and losses (Fig-
ure 3.2), not only among the parapsilosis clade but also in related Candida
species. This phylogenetic pattern is reminiscent of past events of gene
conversion. To assess this possibility, we scanned for signatures of recom-
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bination in the relevant genomic regions encoding for ALS family mem-
bers using nine different methods (see Materials and Methods). In C. para-
psilosis we found two strongly supported recombinations (supported by 7
out of 9 methods) comprising 760 bases in CPAR2 404800 and 280 bases
in CPAR2 404780 (Supplementary Figure S2). Five additional potential re-
combination events were supported by 4-6 methods (Supplementary table
S2). Similar results were obtained in the other Candida species. We found 13
likely recombination events in 5 out of 7 ALS genes in C. albicans, 19 possible
recombination events in 8 out of 13 ALS genes in C. tropicalis, 19 possible re-
combination events in 5 out of 6 ALS genes in C. dubliniensis; and 6 possible
recombination events in 3 out of 5 ALS gene in L. elongisporus (Supplement-
tary table S2). In contrast, the Spathaspora passalidarum genome encodes 20
ALS genes, but we found signs of only 4 possible recombination events in
this species. For all species analyzed, most of the genes for which we de-
tected recombination are placed in genomic proximity. This is consistent
with the observed inverse relationship between the chromosomal distance
of the homologous regions and the probability of recombination (Schild-
kraut et al., 2005). Notably, one of the clustered ALS genes in C. parapsilo-
sis (CPAR2 404790), is apparently devoid of gene conversion footprints, and
seems to have diverged beyond the level of similarity necessary to undergo
effective recombination with its neighboring homologs (39-59% identity at
the nucleotide level, as compared to 49-74% in the other pairs). Altogether,
these findings point to a highly dynamic state of ALS family within the Can-
dida clade and that gene conversion has had an important role in shaping
it.

Non-homogeneus patterns of single nucleotide variations suggest the
presence of recombination

We used a read mapping strategy to detect high-confidence single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) of the different strains with respect to the reference
genome CDC317 (see Material and Methods). As previously reported, C.
parapsilosis is highly homozygous (Butler et al., 2009) (see Table 3.1). Overall,
we detected 5,147, highly-supported single nucleotide differences (SNPs)
between any of our three sequenced strains and the reference, of which 1,361,
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Figure 3.2: Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic tree representing the evolutionary
relationships among ALS family members in the four C. parapsilosis strains (marked
in red/brown) and in other related Candida species (black). For simplicity, some
clades of intra-specific paralogs have been collapsed indicating the number of
sequences involved. The complete tree, including labeled nodes and sequence
names is available in newick format as supplementary file 5. Naming of ALS clades
in C. parapsilosis species correspond to CDC317 genes.
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strain origin library reads [M] DoC [x] scaffolds size [kb]
hetero
sites [%]

genes

CBS1954
environmental,
olive fruit, Italy

76bp; GAIIx;
paired @ 300bp

87.51 510 20 13,107 0.00637 5,696

CBS6318
environmental,
healthy skin, USA

76bp; GAIIx;
paired @ 300bp

42.45 248 24 13,138 0.00457 5,677

GA1
clinical, human
blood, Germany

96bp; HiSeq;
paired @ 600bp

36.51 269 27 13,017 0.00717 5,692

CDC317 clinical, skin, USA Sanger 0.23 12 8 13,030 0.01576 5,836

Table 3.1: Basic strain, and assembly statistics for the genomes obtained within
this work and the reference C. parapsilosis strain. For each strain the table provides,
in this order: strain name; geographical origin and sampling context; sequencing
strategy, indicating read length, sequencing platform and insert-size (in case of
paired reads); number of reads obtained, average coverage (x fold); number of
scaffolds; total assembly size; fraction of heterozygous sites; number of predicted
genes.

2,972 and 3,119 are present in GA1, CBS6318 and CBS1954, respectively. Out
of these, 688 SNPs are shared among all three sequenced strains, and 901 are
shared between CBS1954 and CBS6318, whereas GA1 shares only 12 and 16
mutations with CBS1954 and CBS6318, respectively (Figure 3.1b). Thus, the
sequenced strains cluster by their isolation context (environmental/clinical)
rather than by its geographical origin (USA/Europe). We confirmed this
association with a phylogenetic analysis based on SNP data (Figure 3.1c).
This result is in line, for the shared strains, with a previous phylogenetic
reconstruction based on mitochondrial genome sequences (Valach et al.,
2012).

Overall, the average SNP density was 0.42 SNPs/kb, or one SNP every
2,376 bp. This corresponds to a nucleotide diversity (π, defined as the
average number of pair-wise nucleotide differences per site in sampled
DNA sequences (Nei and Li, 1979) of 0.42×10−3. If the strains are taken
separately, the mutation density is in the range of 0.10-0.25 per 1 kb,
corresponding to one SNP every 10,517 bp (GA1), 4,306 bp (CBS6318) or
4,024 bp (CBS1954). Importantly, the identified SNPs are not homogeneously
distributed along the chromosomes and we could identify 166 regions in
which the three consecutive mutation occur within 200 bases (density is
larger than 5 SNPs/kb). These regions represent 39.8 kb (0.3%) of the C.
parapsilosis genome and comprise 713 (13.8%) of the identified SNPs. When
analyzing strains separately, 34 SNPs are grouped in 10 such clusters in GA1,
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341 SNPs in 78 clusters in CBS6318 and 341 SNPs in 88 clusters in CBS1954.
If the SNPs are considered to be the result of independent mutation events
(as would be expected from all variation resulting from vertical descent from
an ancestral clone), and given the very low density of SNPs, then observing
three SNPs in a 200bp fragment is a very unlikely event (p(x>=3) = 2x10-5,
as computed using a Poisson distribution for CBS1954, the strain with the
highest SNP density). Consequently, the expected number of such hotspots
in a 13Mb genome would be much lower than the observed number of
clusters (1 vs 88 for CBS1954). Thus, the most plausible scenario is that a
significant number of such hotspots originated through a mechanism other
than spontaneous point mutations.

A possible mechanism for the origin of this pattern of SNP clustering
is by means of recombination among strains. To test this possibility,
we scanned genome alignments to detect such events (see Materials and
Methods). Twenty possible recombination events were identified involving
five chromosomes: 3 events in HE605203, 5 in HE605204, 3 in HE605206, 2 in
HE605207 and 7 in HE605209 (See supplementary table S2). Notably, 51 of
166 detected variation hotspots overlap with 12 of 20 detected recombination
events, indicating that, at least in part, variation hotspots could have been
created by recombination among different strains. As we report in the next
section, the existence of recombination is also independently supported by
the presence of larger, copy-number variations with identical boundaries,
that are shared among strains that are not monophyletic. To our knowledge,
this is the first time that evidence for inter-strain recombination has been
identified in C. parapsilosis. No recombination was found in the remaining
nuclear chromosomes, or, in agreement with an earlier analysis (Valach et al.,
2012), in the mitochondrial chromosome.

Copy number variation analyses identify independent expansions of
an arsenite transporter homolog

We predicted copy number variations (CNVs) based on a depth of coverage
approach (Yoon et al., 2009) by mapping the reads from the sequenced
strains onto the reference. Regions with significantly higher or lower
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coverage (log2>0.75 or log2<-0.75) and/or having inconsistent read-pairing
were manually inspected to discard possible assembly or mapping artifacts
(see Material and Methods). Altogether 40 CNVs were detected in the
three newly sequenced C. parapsilosis strains (Supplementary table S3). We
selected 20 events for experimental validation and all of them could be
confirmed (See Material and Methods, and Supplementary file 4). 35 CNVs
involved deletions with respect to the reference strain. The size of these
deletions ranges from 17 bases to 23 kb, with the majority of deletions being
around 2 kb. Some deletions are present in more than one strain, but most
are strain-specific (Supplementary table 3). Providing additional support for
the idea of recombination among C. parapsilosis strains, closer inspection of
some of the shared deletions revealed identical boundaries in various strains.
For instance the experimentally-validated deletion DEL#15 (Supplementary
table 3) is shared by the two European strains (GA1, CBS1954) which are not
closely related according to phylogenetic and SNP data (see above).

Notably, most of the deletions (31) affect protein-coding genes and 18 are
predicted to have resulted in gene fusions. Such fused genes are in-frame
and were expressed in the tested conditions. For instance a deletion of 6.8
kb (DEL#31) in a contig homologous to Chromosome HE605202 in CBS1954
(HE605206:1,156,870-1,158,502) in CBS1954 has likely resulted in a fusion of
two genes, CPAR2 600430 and CPAR2 600440 (Figure 3.3). The upstream
gene codes for a protein containing a “hyphally regulated cell wall protein
N-terminal domain” (PF11765) and a region with PT repeats, whereas the
downstream gene has no annotated domain. A closer analysis of the
sequences of the fused genes revealed that they share two relatively long
stretches (0.5 kb) of high nucleotide sequence identity (92%), which suggests
recombination as the possible mechanism creating this fusion. Interestingly,
DNA direct repeats, ranging from 8 to 835 basepairs of length, were found
flanking all identified deletions. This points to the possibility that the
detected variants were introduced by DNA double strand breaks followed
by single strand annealing (SSA) repair (Ivanov et al., 1996). In 10 cases,
we confirmed the direct involvement of repeats by identifying the exact
breakpoints through Sanger sequencing. In the remaining 10 cases, Sanger
reads were not of sufficient length to validate our hypothesis, but these cases
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are nevertheless supported by Illumina split-read mapping (Supplementary
table 3 and Supplementary figure S4 for split-read example).

We found five duplication events, all involving protein-coding genes (see
Supplementary table 3). In line with the previously described examples of
recombination footprints, one duplication event (DUP#4) is shared by the
same two European strains (GA1, CBS1954) that share DEL#15 and also in
this case present identical boundaries in the two genomes. Other shared
duplications seem to have originated in independent events.

Remarkably, the three C. parapsilosis strains sequenced in this study contain
various copies of the gene ARR3 (eight copies in CBS1954, six in CBS6318,
and ten in GA1). This seems to be also the case in the reference CDC317
(eight copies), as confirmed by remapping the raw reads of the sequenced
project. Note that the current CDC317 assembly has collapsed these copies
into a single copy, as it happens with other repeated regions of high
similarity (e.g. rRNA gene cluster). Notably the four strains differ in the
number of duplication events, their length and coordinates of the repeated
segment around the ARR3 gene (Figure 3.4, DUP#5 in Supplementary table
3), suggesting the duplications are independent events. Finally, the presence
of tail-to-tail (← →), instead of expected head-to-head (→ ←), orientation
of paired reads at duplicated region ends in the three newly sequenced
strains indicates that the repeated copies are organized in tandem. By
split read mapping we could also confirm the presence of this repeats in
tandem in CDC317. Our expression data showed that expansion of the
ARR3 cluster indeed lead to higher expression of this gene, as compared
to non-duplicated ones in the close vicinity. Altogether, these findings
suggest that the amplification of ARR3 gene may have been driven by
selection. ARR3 is homologous to an arsenite transporter of the plasma
membrane in S. cerevisiae, required for resistance to arsenic compounds.
Considering the generally low levels of arsenic or other metalloids in the
human body, and the fact that the CNVs involving ARR3 are also found
in environmental isolates, it is likely that the selective pressure for this
expansion is present in the environment rather than in the human host.
Consistent with an environmental selection, the ARR3 gene was found to
be expressed at higher levels in the two environmental strains (77 to 114
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RPKM) as compared to the two clinical isolates (12 to 54 RPKM) despite the
fact that identical conditions for growth were used. Finally, supporting the
idea that ARR3 expansion did not result from adaptation to the human host,
we did not find any such expansion in 59 C. albicans strains with raw genome
data deposited in European Nucleotide Archive (ENA, See Supplementary
table S5) (see Supplementary Material). This reinforces the view that C.
parapsilosis, in contrast to other Candida species such as C. albicans, is not
exclusively adapted to a mammalian host but rather is naturally adapted to
other environments where it can be often found. In addition, the observation
that the two clinical isolates carry different expansions likely selected in the
natural environment, indicates that they do not derive from a single clone
that expanded in a clinical context but rather from two independent natural
populations.

Concluding remarks

We have presented the first genome-wide genetic variability analysis within
Candida parapsilosis, an important fungal pathogen of increasing incidence.
Previous analyses of genome variability within this species were based on
a few marker genes, and gave rise to the hypotheses that C. parapsilosis
clinical isolates were the result of a recent clonal expansion and that they
lack the ability to recombine due to the degeneration of some mating type
genes. Our results based on the higer resolution provided by massive
sequencing techniques, however, point to an unexpectedly high level of
intra-species variability in relevant gene families involved in virulence, such
as the ALS family of adhesins. We find evidence for intra-chromosomal
recombination and identify the presence of tandem repeats as a mechanism
to generate copy-number variation among strains, involving the deletion
of genes and even the creation of potential new, fused genes. In addition,
we found that genomic regions of high variation are likely the result
of recombination events among different strains, providing the first such
evidence in this species. As independent evidence for recombination among
clinical and environmental lineages, we report the existence of large deletion
and duplication events with identical boundaries in strains that are not
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monophyletic. Such patterns critically challenge the scenario in which all
clinical isolates derived vertically from a single virulent clone. Finally we
show the existence of independent expansions of an arsenite transporter
cluster in all examined strains. This pattern is indicative of selection in
the environment, and provides further support against proposed clonal
expansion of the species in the human host. There is very little information
regarding the natural habitat of C. parapsilosis. This species has been isolated
from non-human sources including faeces of domesticated animals, from
insects, from soil or even from marine environments (Carruba et al., 1991;
FELL et al., 1960; VAN UDEN et al., 1958). The availability of genome
sequences from clinical and environmental isolates may help future studies
aiming to unveil the natural habitats of C. parapsilosis and its adaptation to
the human host.
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Abstract

The assembly of highly heterozygous genomes from sequencing reads is a
challenging task. This is especially true for Next Generation Sequencing
approaches as they produce reads too short to correctly recover the
different haplotypes. As a result, the assembly process often collapses
homozygous regions, while heterozygous regions are reported in alternative
contigs. Boundaries between homozygous and heterozygous regions result
in multiple paths that are difficult to resolve resulting in an assembly that
is highly fragmented and with a total size larger than expected. This in
turn causes numerous problems in downstream analyses ie. fragmented
gene models, wrong gene copy number, broken synteny. To circumvent
these problems we have developed a pipeline that specifically deals with
the assembly of heterozygous genomes. We have tested our pipeline
on simulated and naturally-occurring heterozygous genomes and have
compared the accuracy of our pipeline with that of existing tools.

Keywords: genome assembly, heterozygous, hybrid, polymorphism, scaf-
folding
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Introduction

Genome assembly from short reads is a complex computational problem.
Numerous short-read assemblers have been developed to address this
(Bankevich et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2012; Simpson et al., 2009; Zerbino et al.,
2009). Typically a single reference sequence is recovered for each set of
homologous chromosomes. The situation is more complicated, however,
in the case of polymorphic genomes. Standard genome assemblers fail
to reconstruct chromosomes of highly heterozygous genomes producing
very fragmented and larger than expected assemblies (Pryszcz et al., 2014;
Small et al., 2007). Fragmented and redundant genome assemblies lead to
difficulties in downstream analyses. Gene prediction from short contigs is
troublesome, resulting in fragmented or redundant gene models. Similarly,
the comparative analyses with other genomes are hindered due to high
fragmentation.

The typical heterozygous genome assembly contains two categories of
contigs. Haploid contigs are recovered for genomic regions with substantial
heterozygosity between homologous chromosomes. In contrast, consensus
contigs are recovered from genomic regions with low heterozygosity, for
instance where heterozygosity has been lost due to recombination or
deletion. Thus, haploid contigs represent the sequence of each haploid
genome, while consensus contigs represent a consensus between two or
more haploid genomes. These two categories of contigs can be recognised by
the difference in the depth-of-coverage. When the reads are aligned back to
the contigs, the consensus contigs will have higher number of reads aligned
per a given length interval than haploid contigs (roughly double, for diploid
organisms).

Here, we present a methodology that improves the assembly process of
polymorphic genomes. It consist of three steps: i) reductions of heterozygous
contigs from the assembly, ii) scaffolding of reduced assembly using paired-
end, mate-pair and fosmid-based reads, and iii) gap closing. We have
applied our methodology to both, real and simulated data sets, in order to
evaluate its efficacy and accuracy.
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Materials and Methods

Genomes quality estimation

Ideally, the genome assembly should consist of few contigs that correspond
to chromosomes. But this is rarely achieved from short reads produced by
current technologies. In general, the fewer fragments (contigs) are in the
genome assembly, the better it is. Naturally, the bigger the genome, the more
contigs are recovered after its assembly. N50 statistics is commonly used to
assess the quality of genome assembly. The completeness of the assembly
is another important quality descriptor. It is given as percentage ratio of
observed versus expected assembly size (Bradnam et al., 2013).

Fungal genomes are rather small and simple, rarely exceeding 50 Mb
(Tavares et al., 2014). Usually fungal genome assembly from short reads
results in 100-200 supercontigs and N50 exceeding 300-500 kb. Because of
that, we assigned poorly assembled genomes as having scaffold N50 below
100kb. If a given assembly lacked scaffolds, we have applied the same N50
criteria to contigs (102 cases).

In order to check whether heterozygosity was the reason for the poor
assembly, we downloaded the contigs and scaffolds (if available) of poorly
assembled genomes. Subsequently, contigs/scaffolds from a given assembly
were aligned onto themselves using BLAT v3.5 (Kent, 2002). Finally, we
removed redundant contigs/scaffolds from each assembly. For that, the
clusters of contigs/scaffolds with an identity above 80% and an overlap
above 75% were recovered. Subsequently, the longest contig/scaffold from
each cluster were reported as reduced (homozygous) assembly.

The accuracy and completeness of all reconstructed assemblies was esti-
mated. Completeness was assessed by comparing the total size of a given
assembly to the size of the reference genome, C. parapsilosis CDC317. We
concluded the presence of redundant contigs/scaffolds if the assembly had
a size larger than the reference. On the other hand, a smaller than expected
assembly informed about the extent of missing reference genome regions.

In addition, we analysed the accuracy of each assembly by visual inspec-
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tion of the alignments of its contigs/scaffolds and the reference chromo-
somes. The pairwise genome alignments were created and visualised using
NUCmer v3.1 (Kurtz et al., 2004). The resulting alignments were filtered,
keeping only the best alignment for each region from the query sequence, so
called many-to-one mode.

Subsequently, we counted large rearrangements, namely deletions, inver-
sions or translocations, between every assembly and the reference genome.
Additionally, we have marked the reference sequences missing from each
assembly. Finally, we checked, whether observed rearrangements originated
from the original contigs/scaffolds (SPAdes or SOAPdenovo2) or were in-
troduced during scaffolding with SSPACE2, by pairwise alignment of the
de novo assemblies against the reference chromosomes. If a particular rear-
rangement was absent from the respective de novo assembly, we concluded it
was introduced during the SSPACE2 scaffolding process of the heterozygous
genome assembly pipeline.

The programs conducting above steps, namely fasta stats.py, get fragmented
assemblies.py, and fasta2homozygous.py, can be access publicly (https:

//bitbucket.org/lpryszcz/bin).

Genomes and short reads simulations

We used real data from Illumina-based whole genome shotgun sequencing
C. orthopsilosis MCO456 (Pryszcz et al., 2014) and C. metapsilosis PL429
(unpublished data). Besides we simulated heterozygous genomes based on
the 13 Mb C. parapsilosis CDC317 genome, that is organised in eight nuclear
chromosomes and one mitochondrial chromosome. Six genomes with 5%
divergence between haploid genomes and increasing loss of heterozygosity
(LOH) levels (0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100%) were generated using
fasta2diverged.py. Inserted LOH sizes were modelled based on the real size
distributions observed in C. orthopsilosis MCO456 and C. metapsilosis PL429.

Afterwards, we simulated two Illumina libraries for each simulated genome:
i) 100 bp paired-end reads with 600 bp insert size (±50 bp) and 200X
coverage, and ii) 50bp mate-pair reads with 5,000 bp insert size (±1,200 bp)

https://bitbucket.org/lpryszcz/bin
https://bitbucket.org/lpryszcz/bin
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and 20X coverage using GemSIM v1.6 (McElroy et al., 2012).

The accuracy of the simulations were confirmed by estimations of heterozy-
gous fraction, as well as the estimations of divergence between redundant
contigs in the resulting assemblies.

Heterozygous genome assembly pipeline

Reads were pre-processed before assembly to trim at the first undetermined
base or at the first base having a PHRED quality below 10. We filtered
out pairs with one (or both) reads shorter than 31 bases after trimming.
Two assemblers were used to assemble paired-end reads into supercontigs:
SOAPdenovo v2.04 (Luo et al., 2012) with K-mer ranging from 71 to 91 and
SPAdes v3.1.0 (Bankevich et al., 2012) with default parameters. In addition,
dipSPAdes, an extension designed to handle polymorphic genomes was
used for comparison with our pipeline (Safonova et al., 2014). We have also
tested ALLPATHS-LG v.R44837 (Gnerre et al., 2011) in haploidify mode.

Heterozygous contigs were identified and removed by HaploMerger
v20120810 (Huang et al., 2012). Several iterations of HaploMerger were ap-
plied in some cases. In addition, we developed fasta2homozygous.py, an al-
ternative program that is able to remove redundant contigs faster than Hap-
loMerger and using just a single iteration.

Afterwards, non-redundant supercontigs were further scaffolded by SS-
PACE2 (Boetzer et al., 2011) using pair-end and mate-pair reads. Several iter-
ations of scaffolding were applied. We automatised the scaffolding process
in the program named fastq2sspace.bwamem.py. It aligns the reads using the
fastest short read mapper, BWA MEM (Li, 2013), instead of the standalone
SSPACE2 mapper (bowtie) and only a subset of each library (5-10%) was
aligned in order to speed-up the scaffolding process and limit the number of
intermediate files.

Finally, remaining gaps were filled using GapCloser from the SOAPdenovo
package.
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Results and discussion

Heterozygosity and the quality of the assembly

We have recognised that roughly one in three fungal genomes we have been
sequencing was challenging due to high heterozygosity. In order to assess
the extent to which heterozygosity is affecting genome assemblies, we have
analysed fungal genomes deposited in GenBank (see Methods). We found
282 (35%) poorly assembled genomes (N50 below 100 kb) out of 803 fungal
genomes deposited to GenBank (as of August 2014) (Supplementary table
1). Subsequently, we assessed whether heterozygosity could be responsible
for the observed fragmentation of these assemblies. We aligned the contigs
of every genome against themselves and analysed the number of redundant
contigs. We found tens of assemblies with varying levels of heterozygosity
and divergence between haplotypes: 239 assemblies had over 1% of their
genome heterozygous, 97 over 5%, 59 over 10%, 21 over 25% and 7 over 50%
(Supplementary table 1).

The first assembly of Wickerhamomyces anomalus NRRL Y-366 (AEGI01), with
26.2 Mb assembled into 3,133 scaffolds, represents an heterozygous genome
with low level of LOH. Nearly half of this assembly (11 Mb in 1,247 scaffolds)
was redundant with an average divergence of 8.6%, suggesting that it is
an heterozygous genome with approximately 15% LOH. Similar numbers
were obtained for the second version of the W. anomalus assembly (AEGI02).
Interestingly, the haploid assembly of W. anomalus (15.1 Mb) obtained after
reduction of heterozygous scaffolds is similar in size to the genome of the
closely-related Wickerhamomyces ciferrii (15.9 Mb). In line with this, we
observed that W. ciferrii is homozygous (Schneider et al., 2012).

On the other hand, Candida orthopsilosis AY2 with a 14.5 Mb genome
assembled in 4,152 contigs represents a heterozygous genome with a
high level of LOH. 1,293 contigs representing 1.7 Mb were found to be
heterozygous in this genome. Again, the haploid assembly of AY2 (12.8
Mb in 2,859 contigs) is very similar in size to the genome of the highly
homozygous strain of the same species, C. orthopsilosis 90-125, (12.6 Mb in
8 chromosomes). The genomes of homozygous (90-125) and heterozygous
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(AY2 and MCO456) C. orthopsilosis strains will be discussed in more details
in Chapter 5.

Heterozygous genome simulations

The underlying difficulty of heterozygous genome reconstruction is the lack
of a “golden” reference that would allow the identification of possible pitfalls
of the genome reconstruction process. To circumvent this, we simulated
six genomes with 5% divergence between haploid genomes and varying
level of loss of heterozygosity (LOH). Subsequently, the short reads, which
included typical Illumina-related errors, were simulated for each genome
(see Methods). Afterwards, we assembled each genome back from the
simulated short reads. As expected, we obtained very fragmented genome
assemblies (between 2,237 and 3,743 scaffolds) with increased size (between
119% and 198% of the original genome) for five heterozygous genomes using
two short read assemblers (Figure 4.1). In contrast, homozygous genome
(LOH of 100%) was recovered in 250 scaffolds with the expected assembly
size (99% of the original assembly). Interestingly, the size of the genome
assembly was negatively correlated to the LOH level (Pearson correlation
coefficient -0.9939) (Supplementary table S2).

Heterozygous genome assembly pipeline

We developed a protocol to improve heterozygous genome assemblies. Our
pipeline is similar to standard de novo assembly methodology (Figure 4.2A):
overlapping reads are assembled into contigs (a), contigs are subsequently
joined into supercontigs using information from paired-end reads (d) and
finally the remaining gaps are closed again utilising paired-end reads
(e). We recognised that the standard de novo assembly tools fail at the
scaffolding step, as in the case of heterozygous genomes there are multiple
redundant contigs (marked in colours) that could be connected to any of
the homozygous neighbours (see b in Figure 4.2B). These redundant contigs
represent distinct haplotypes from polymorphic chromosomal regions. To
circumvent this, the clusters of redundant contigs are recognised and only
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Figure 4.1: Heterozygous genome assemblies characteristics. The total SOAPden-
ovo2 assembly size (blue bars), as well as number of scaffolds longer than 1 kb (red
plot) are given for one homozygous (LOH of 100%) and five heterozygous genome
assemblies with 5% divergence between haplomes and varying loss of heterozygos-
ity level: 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%. The size of the genome assembly is negatively
correlated to LOH level (Pearson coefficient of -0.9996).

the longest contig from each cluster is kept. Such reduction of complexity
allows for further scaffolding.

Our heterozygous genome assembly pipeline proceeds in three distinct
steps (Figure 4.2B). Firstly, the draft assembly is simplified by removing
heterozygous contigs (c). This is conducted by HaploMerger, that divides
the contigs from a polymorphic genome into two categories: homozygous
and heterozygous. Heterozygous contigs are subsequently collapsed and
only consensus contigs are returned. In the second step, non redundant
contigs (homozygous and consensus) are joined using SSPACE2 (d). Finally,
the gaps in the scaffolds are closed using GapCloser. Noteworthy, all steps
can be iteratively repeated in order to remove some remaining heterozygous
contigs, improve scaffolding with another sequencing library or reduce the
number of gaps.
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Performance on real and simulated data sets

We have applied this pipeline with success to both real and simulated
data sets. Firstly, we applied it to the C. orthopsilosis MCO456 genome, an
intraspecies hybrid with 4.5% divergence between haplomes and over 80%
LOH, that was previously published (Pryszcz et al., 2014). The analysis of
this genome is presented in Chapter 5. In addition, we assembled another
genome, C. metapsilosis, that was also an intraspecies hybrid with 4.5%
divergence between haplomes and nearly 40% LOH (presented in Chapter
6). Interestingly, the newly recovered C. metapsilosis assembly, that was
previously assembled into several thousand contigs with SOAPdenovo, now
is formed by complete or nearly complete chromosomes.

Although, we showed that our pipeline improves the assembly of het-
erozygous genomes, it is difficult to test the accuracy of the reconstructed
genomes, as no full size chromosomes are available for these species. Even if
there is a good reference assembly, as in the case of C. orthopsilosis Type 2, the
differences between homozygous and heterozygous genome assemblies may
reflect true variability that is expected between various isolates of the same
species. For this reason, we used simulated data to test the performance of
the heterozygous genome assembly pipeline. We have shown above that the
standard de novo assemblers, namely SOAPdenovo and SPAdes, returned
assemblies that were highly fragmented and larger than expected for het-
erozygous genomes, but not for a simulated homozygous genome (100%
LOH). The increase in the assembly size was correlated with the level of het-
erozygosity maintained in the genome (Pearson coefficient of 0.9939), mean-
ing that if 10% of the genome is heterozygous, the resulting genome assem-
bly will be 10% larger than the homozygous assembly (Supplementary ta-
ble 2). Our tool, fasta2homozygous.py, performed well on recognising and
removing heterozygous contigs. The resulting non-redundant assemblies
based on SPAdes contigs and scaffolds were very close to the expected size
(99%-104%). The non-redundant assemblies based on contigs and scaffolds
from SOAPdenovo2 were slightly larger than expected (99%-125%), suggest-
ing SOAPdenovo2 may report wrongly resolved or not overlapping con-
tigs/scaffolds that cannot be recognised as heterozygous by our program.
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Because of that, we decided to use SPAdes assemblies for further analysis.

We applied our heterozygous genome assembly pipeline to contigs (Sup-
plementary table 3) and scaffolds (Supplementary table 4) reconstructed by
SPAdes. The heterozygous reduction (fasta2homozygous.py) worked very
well for the entire spectrum of LOH resulting in the assemblies very close
in size to C. parapsilosis (99-104%). Afterwards, the non-redundant con-
tigs/scaffolds were further scaffolded using paired-end (two iterations) and
mate-pairs (three iterations) reads. While single pass of heterozygous reduc-
tion is enough, we noticed that multiple iterations of scaffolding worked the
best. Fragmentation of the assembly decreases with each iteration of scaf-
folding, especially in the case of contig-based reconstruction (Supplementary
table 3). Finally, the gaps were closed. The resulting assemblies decreased
their fragmentation from several thousands of contigs to less than 110. In-
terestingly, the assemblies started from contigs were less fragmented (17-
40 contigs) and more similar in size to C. parapsilosis (99%-101%, except 0%
LOH) than those started from scaffolds (25-225 contigs and 101%-104% of C.
parapsilosis size). Such an observation suggests, that de novo assemblers may
produce wrongly resolved scaffolds for the heterozygous genomes, as ev-
ery LOH region (usually recovered as single consensus contig) can be joined
ambiguously with two or more polymorphic neighbour regions (recovered
as haplocontigs) on both ends (see b in Figure 4.2B).

Unexpectedly, the heterozygous genome assembly pipeline, that started
from thousands of contigs/scaffolds, returned full size chromosomes in
nearly all reconstructions (Supplementary figure 1). In the case of a
simulated genome with 0% LOH, the full size nuclear chromosomes were
reconstructed for three reference chromosomes (including the longest 3 Mb
chromosome), while the remaining five were reconstructed in two scaffolds.
This was true for the reconstruction started from both, contigs and scaffolds.
Simulated genome with 20% LOH was reconstructed with six full or nearly
full size chromosomes and the remaining two were represented in 2-4
scaffolds. On the other hand, the assemblies reconstructed for simulated
genomes with a higher level of LOH had fewer full size chromosomes (1-
2), if any. In general, the assemblies reconstructed starting from contigs
represented higher number of full size chromosomes.
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In order to evaluate the correctness of each assembly, we aligned the
obtained contigs/scaffolds onto C. parapsilosis CDC317 chromosomes, as
this genome was used to simulate the heterozygous genomes and short
reads (Figure 4.3). Surprisingly, four assemblies for the most heterozygous
simulated genomes, these with LOH of 0% and 20%, were resolved correctly
(Supplementary figure 1). The remaining eight assemblies with a larger
LOH level were carrying between 1 to 4 translocations as compared to the C.
parapsilosis CDC317 reference (Supplementary figure 1). No large inversions
and deletions were observed.

We were interested to know whether these translocations were present in the
original SPAdes contigs/scaffolds or were introduced during the scaffolding
process. Therefore we aligned the SPAdes contigs and scaffolds onto the C.
parapsilosis CDC317 chromosomes (Supplementary figure 2). As standard
de novo assemblies were highly fragmented, it was difficult to trace large
rearrangements. For this reason, we assumed that most of the observed
translocations were introduced during the scaffolding step in our pipeline.
Nevertheless, two deletions or translocations are present in the scaffolds
from the assembly with 100% LOH, suggesting that some of the observed
incongruencies may be attributed to errors in the de novo contigs or scaffolds.

Although, our pipeline returns superior assemblies compared to standard de
novo assemblers, we need to stress that the resulting scaffolds are chimeric,
representing a mixture of both haplotypes (Figure 4.3).

Comparison with other tools

Recently, the developers of SPAdes implemented a mode (dipSPAdes)
specialised in the assembly of polymorphic genomes. We ran dipSPAdes on
our simulated datasets. The big advantage of this program is its simplicity.
It requires only sequencing reads as input and no other information like
insert sizes, ploidy, expected size, etc, is required. The resulting assemblies
were neither fragmented nor larger than expected. Surprisingly, the most
heterozygous genome (0% LOH) was the least fragmented with 161 contigs,
while the least heterozygous genomes (80% and 100% of LOH) were the most
fragmented with 282 and 281 contigs, respectively. However, dipSPAdes
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Figure 4.3: The assembly of simulated heterozygous genome. Pairwise genome
alignment of the final assembly for simulated heterozygous genome with 0% LOH
and its reference, C. parapsilosis CDC317. Synteny blocks have been coloured
accordingly to the identity level between pair of query and target sequences. The
assembled genome represent a mixture of two haplomes: 5% diverged (blue or
violet) and identical (red) to reference genome. In addition, two short regions with
divergence of 2-3% (green and cyan) are present in HE605206. The regions with
intermediate divergence were likely assembled from very short contigs from both
haplomes.
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produced genome assemblies from 8% to 12% smaller than expected for
the genomes that are not 100% heterozygous (Supplementary table 2). In
line with this, dipSPAdes assembled only the fully heterozygous (0% LOH)
simulated genome correctly, while the remaining genomes were fragmented
and contained incongruencies as compared to the reference (Supplementary
figure 3). This is an important obstacle, as the heterozygosity rarely reach
100% in fungal genomes (Supplementary table 1).

Importantly, although our pipeline is as fast as dipSPAdes, it returned more
complete and less fragmented assemblies than dipSPAdes. Typical computa-
tion and memory requirements of our pipeline including complexity reduc-
tion, scaffolding and gap closing is just a fraction of those necessary for de
novo assembly (Supplementary figure 3). Thus, contig assembly is the most
time and memory consuming step.

Recently, support for polymorphic genomes have been also implemented
in ALLPATHS-LG, as so-called `haploidify` mode. We have tested this
mode on C. metapsilosis dataset. It produced larger than expected (15.2 Mb),
but not fragmented (286 scaffolds) assembly. Nevertheless, ALLPATHS-LG
assembly process of C. metapsilosis from four libraries (three paired-end and
one mate-pair) took over 30 hours using 64 cores and over 200 GB of RAM.
Moreover, nearly 1TB (!) of output files were created. In contrast, our
heterozygous genome assembly pipeline dealt with the same data in less
than two hours using eight cores and less than 16 GB of RAM (including
contigs assembly). Importantly, the assembly obtained with our pipeline was
less fragmented (57 scaffolds) than the one from ALLPATHS-LG. We did not
include ALLPATHS-LG in evaluation on simulated data sets, because of its
high resource demand.

Finally, we applied our methodology to improve the assembly of the highly
heterozygous genome of W. anomalus. The original 25 Mb assembly consisted
of 4,756 contigs, of which over 11 Mb was found redundant and removed
(Supplementary table 5). The remaining 2,801 non-redundant contigs
were further scaffolded using publicly available paired-end (SRR072086,
SRR072088) and mate-pair (SRR073582, SRR073583, SRR073584) libraries.
Noteworthy, the mate-pair libraries were generated by Roche 454, but we
were able to use these data as our methodology is highly flexible toward
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any type of sequencing technology, insert size and read length. We obtained
well resolved assembly (85 scaffolds), with 41 times larger N50 and 80 times
larger N90 than in the original contigs (Supplementary table 5). Importantly,
W. anomalus assembly is less fragmented, than the genome assembly of
homozygous W. ciferii (Supplementary table 1, Supplementary figure 5). We
are currently applying our pipeline in order to improve the assemblies of
numerous heterozygous fungal genomes.

Concluding remarks

We present a protocol that improves the genome assembly of heterozygous
species. We show that our approach reduces the heterozygous regions with
substantial divergence from the genomes under various levels of loss of
heterozygosity in both, simulated and real data sets. Moreover, we showed
that such reduced assembly can be further scaffolded with success, resulting
in full size chromosomes if mate-pair libraries are available. Noteworthy, the
assemblies reconstructed from the de novo contigs were less fragmented and
more accurate than those started from scaffolds. This can be attributed to
possible mis-assemblies during the scaffolding of heterozygous contigs by
the standard de novo assemblers.

We proved our method to be at least as good as (and sometimes superior to)
existing tools, resolving more complete and correct assemblies using fewer
resources in all tested conditions. We need to emphasize, however, that the
resulting assembly does not represent individual haplomes, but it is a mosaic
of segments from each haplome. Thus, one of many haplomes is randomly
chosen to fill a given heterozygous region. In order to identify individual
haplomes, sequencing reads need to be realigned onto the genome assembly
and re-analysed. Although, such an assembly is somewhat artificial, it
simplifies downstream analyses such as: gene prediction and comparative
genomics. In contrast, the typical heterozygous genome assembly is a
mixture composed of very short haplocontigs and consensus contigs, often
inhibiting further downstream analyses.

Nevertheless, our method still has several pitfalls. First of all, we are
unable to detect heterozygous regions with divergence larger than 15-
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20% or having large rearrangements (ie. translocations). This limits the
usage of our approach to hybrids of closely-related species or recent whole
genome duplications. Noteworthy, this is common limitation of all existing
tools, as the identification of synteny blocks between diverged sequences
is challenging. Secondly, the current version can not recognise apparent
segmental duplications correctly, resulting sometimes in their removal.
Finally, our tool has been designed with heterozygous diploid genomes in
mind. In principle, it could be applied to polyploid genomes like plants
using multiple iterations of heterozygosity reduction step, but this has not
been tested so far.

To circumvent these, we plan to redesign the heterozygosity reduction
step. We are actively working on the new software that will incorporate
depth of coverage information to detect apparent segmental duplications,
as well as heterozygous regions with larger divergence and rearrangements.
Moreover, we want to automatise the protocol, so the pipeline will run more
autonomously in the future.
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Abstract

The Candida parapsilosis species complex comprises a group of emerging
human pathogens of varying virulence. This complex was recently
subdivided into three different species: C. parapsilosis sensu stricto, C.
metapsilosis, and C. orthopsilosis. Within the latter, at least two clearly
distinct subspecies seem to be present among clinical isolates (Type 1
and Type 2). To gain insight into the genomic differences between these
subspecies we undertook the sequencing of a clinical isolate classified as
Type 1 and compared it to the available sequence of a Type 2 clinical
strain. Unexpectedly, the analysis of the newly sequenced strain revealed
a highly heterozygous genome, which we show to be the consequence of
a hybridization event between both identified subspecies. This implicitly
suggests that C. orthopsilosis is able to mate, a so-far unanswered question.
The resulting hybrid shows a chimeric genome which maintains a similar
gene dosage from both parental lineages and displays ongoing loss of
heterozygosity. Several of the differences found between the gene content
in both strains relate to virulent-related families, with the hybrid strain
presenting a higher copy numbers of genes coding for efflux pumps or
secreted lipases. Remarkably, two clinical strains isolated from distant
geographical locations (Texas and Singapore) are descendants of the same
hybrid line, raising the intriguing possibility of a relationship between the

http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/content/6/5/1069.long
U16319
Rectángulo
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hybridization event and the global spread of a virulent clone.

Introduction

Although C. albicans remains the main cause of invasive candidiasis cases,
clinical data indicate that the members of the C. parapsilosis complex are
significant pathogens with increasing prevalence (van Asbeck et al., 2009).
This species complex was recently recognized to contain three closely related
species, formerly distinguished as C. parapsilosis group I, group II and group
III, which became known as C. parapsilosis sensu stricto, C. orthopsilosis and C.
metapsilois, respectively (Candida et al., 2005). Although the three species are
closely related, they differ markedly in their clinical prevalence, virulence
and antifungal susceptibility. However, all three species are able to cause
serious conditions with various clinical manifestations, including fungaemia
(Lockhart et al., 2008). Several epidemiological studies indicate that the
majority of C. parapsilosis complex infections is caused by C. parapsilosis sensu
stricto isolates, and C. orthopsilosis is responsible for about 1-10 % of cases
depending on the geographic region (Lockhart et al., 2008). However, C.
orthopsilosis is more frequently identified than C. metapsilosis (Bonfietti et al.,
2012; Riccombeni et al., 2012), although both species have been associated
with several outbreaks of infection in addition to sporadic cases (Ge et al.,
2012; Lockhart et al., 2008; Taj-Aldeen et al., 2014). While the commensal
status of C. parapsilosis sensu stricto in humans is well known, that of the
other two species from the C. parapsilosis complex has not been confirmed
yet, although a metagenomic study indicated the presence of C. metapsilosis
in the oral cavity of healthy human subjects (Ghannoum et al., 2010).

Despite their clinical importance, there are relatively few studies investigat-
ing the virulence of the C. parapsilosis sensu lato species, specially for C. or-
thopsilosis and C. metapsilosis. To date, only few studies have been conducted
to compare the virulence of C. parapsilosis sensu stricto, C. orthopsilosis and C.
metapsilosis isolates. Most studies generally indicate that, for the conditions
tested, C. orthopsilosis displays virulence and adhesion properties similar to
C. parapsilosis, whereas C. metapsilosis is the least virulent species (Bertini
et al., 2013; Butler et al., 2009; Gácser et al., 2007a; Orsi et al., 2010). The
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most extensive study to date examining the virulence of the three species us-
ing in vitro and in vivo infection systems determined that C. orthopsilosis and
C. metapsilosis isolates were less resistant to killing by human macrophages
compared to C. parapsilosis sensu stricto strains (Németh et al., 2013). In ad-
dition, this study analyzed the producing capacity, in several strains of each
species, of extracellular protease and lipase (both known as important vir-
ulence factors during Candida infections (Gácser et al., 2007c; Monod et al.,
2002). Their results showed that, while the majority of C. parapsilosis sensu
stricto strains were positive for both lipase and protease production, only a
small number of C. orthopsilosis and none of the C. metapsilosis isolates were
able to produce lipases.

Considering that virulence properties can vary significantly among strains
of the same species, it is important to study the detailed genetic background
of pathogenic isolates. This aspect seems to be of particular importance for
C. orthopsilosis, where initial analyses of ITS region and MAT-cassette genes
have shown that this species is formed by at least two clearly distinguishable
subspecies: called Type 1 and Type 2 (Sai et al., 2011). The genome
sequence of C. parapsilosis sensu stricto has been available since 2009 (Butler
et al., 2009), facilitating numerous studies on the biology and virulence
of this species. Recently, the first genome-wide comparison of several
C. parapsilosis strains was published, shedding light onto the population
structure of this species (Pryszcz et al., 2013). The genome of a Type 2 C.
orthopsilosis was sequenced only in 2012 (Riccombeni et al., 2012), which
served to compare it extensively with that of C. parapsilosis. The main
differences found included an expansion of the Hyr/Iff family of cell wall
genes and the JEN family of monocarboxylic transporters in C. parapsilosis
relative to C. orthopsilosis. However, the lack of sequences from additional
strains, in particular from the other identified subspecies, has prevented
gaining insight into the genomic variability within this species. To fill
in this important gap, we undertook the sequencing of a C. orthopsilosis
clinical isolate assigned to Type 1, a different subspecies than that of the
reference strain, and compared both sequences. Our results indicate that
the newly sequenced isolate is likely to represent a hybrid between the
two C. orthopsilosis subspecies. In addition, we find no increase in ploidy
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and evidence of meiotic recombination between the different haplotypes,
strongly suggesting the existence of mating among different C. orthopsilosis
lineages. Strikingly, this hybrid lineage is represented by at least two clinical
isolates from distant continents, suggesting a global spread. In addition
we found several differences in virulence related gene families between the
two strains, pointing to a larger copy number of efflux pumps and secreted
lipases in the hybrid. These findings raise the question of the possible role
that the formation of hybrids may have in the success and spread of virulent
strains. Future analyses are need to clarify the population structure of this
poorly sampled species.

Material and Methods

DNA extraction

C. orthopsilosis cultures were grown overnight in an orbital shaker (200 rpm,
30 ºC) in 2 ml YPD medium (0,5% yeast extract, 1% peptone, 1% glucose)
supplemented with 1% penicillin-streptomycin solution (Sigma). Then, cells
were centrifuged (3000 rpm, 5 minutes) and were washed twice with 1x
sterile PBS. The pellett was resuspended in 500 µl lysis buffer (1 w/V% SDS,
50mM EDTA, 100 mM TRIS pH=8), 500 µl glass bead was added to the cells
and were disrupted by using a vortex for 3 minutes. 275 µl 7M ammonium-
acetate was added (65 ºC, 5 min) and the samples were cooled on ice for 5
minutes. Then 500 µl of chloroform-isoamylalcohol (24:1) was added to the
mixture, which was then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 13000 rpm. The upper
phase was transferred to a new microcentrifuge tube, and the previous step
was repeated. 500 µl isopropanol was mixed with the upper phase in a new
microcentrifuge tube, and the mixture was held in a refrigerator at -20 ºC
for 5 minutes. The solution was centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 10 minutes.
The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was washed twice with 500
µl 70 % ethanol. After the second washing step the pellet was dried, and was
resuspended in 100 µl bi-distilled water containing RN-ase (Sigma).
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Sporulation assay

Ascospore formation was investigated under the microscope using various
sporulation media (Sporulation medium: 0.5% Na-acetate, 0.5% KCl, 0.1%
yeast extract, 0.05% glucose, 2% agar; Spider medium: 1% mannitol, 1%
nutrient broth, 0.2% K2HPO4, 1.5% agar, at different pH (pH 4, pH 5, pH
7, pH 8, pH 9) adjusted with Me Ilvaine buffer solutions; Minimal medium
supplemented with different C-source: 1% YNB (yeast nitrogen base), 2%
galactose or 2% maltose or 2% L-sorbose or 2% D-sorbitol or 2% glycerol +
2% agar). The plates were incubated at 25ºC, 30ºC, 37ºC, or at 37ºC with
5% CO2 and 100% humidity. The ascospore formation was followed by
microscopic observation after 5, 10, 14, 21 and 35 days after inoculation.

Genome sequencing

The genome for this strain was obtained at the Ultra-sequencing core
facility of the CRG, using Illumina GAIIx sequencing machine. DNA was
fragmented by nebulization or in Covaris to a size ˜300 bp. After shearing,
the ends of DNA fragments were blunted with T4 DNA polymerase and
Klenow fragment (New England Biolabs). Then, DNA was purified with
a QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen). Thereafter, 3’-adenylation was
performed by incubation with dATP and 3’-5’-exo- Klenow fragment (New
England Biolabs). DNA was purified using MinElute spin columns (Qiagen)
and double-stranded Illumina paired-end adapters were ligated to the
DNA using rapid T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs). After another
purification step, adapter-ligated fragments were enriched, and adapters
were extended by selective amplification in an 18-cycle PCR reaction
using Phusion DNA polymerase (Finnzymes). Libraries were quantified
and loaded into Illumina flow-cells at concentrations of 7-20 pM. Cluster
generation was performed in an Illumina cluster station. Sequence runs
of 2×76 cycles were performed on the sequencing instrument. Base calling
was performed using Illumina pipeline software. In multiplexed libraries,
we used 4 bp internal indices (5’ indexed sequences). De-convolution was
performed using the CASAVA software (Illumina).
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sample origin reads [M] DoC [x] scaffolds size [kb] GC [%] Ns genes homo SNPs hetero SNPs

90-125
USA, San
Francisco

35.32 235 8 12,659 37.46 177,268 5,700 872 1,184

MCO456
USA, San
Antonio

90.22 544 116 13,272 34.42 1,453 5,756 92,497 19,7531

AY2 Singapore - - 4,152 14,511 37.31 0 - - -

Table 5.1: Genome sequencing stats. Basic strain and assembly statistics for the
genome obtained within this work, the reference strain and an assembly available
in GenBank (AMDC00000000). For each strain the table provides, in this order:
strain name; geographical origin; number of reads obtained, average coverage (x
fold); number of scaffolds; total assembly size; GC content; number of bases in
gaps; number of predicted genes; number of homozygous and heterozygous sites.
Note that the highly fragmented nature of the AY2 assembly is likely due to the fact
that high heterozygosity was not specifically taken care of as we do here.

Genome assembly

Reads were pre-processed before assembly to trim at the first undetermined
base or at the first base having PHRED quality below 10. The pairs with
one (or both) reads shorter than 31 bases after trimming were excluded
from the assembly process. SOAPdenovo2 (Luo et al., 2012) was used to
assemble paired-ends reads into supercontigs, using K-mer ranging from 31
to 63. As the initial assembly was very fragmented (6,827 contigs) and larger
(15.6 Mb) than of the reference strain (12.6 Mb), we assumed the presence
of heterozygous regions in our strain (Table 5.1). Heterozygous regions
(3 Mb, 4,668 contigs) were successfully removed by Haplomerger version
20120810 (Huang et al., 2012). Subsequently, remaining supercontig were
further scaffolded by SSPACE2 (Boetzer et al., 2011) and gaps were filled
using GapCloser from SOAPdenovo package. Finally, supercontigs were
scaffolded on C. orthopsilosis 90-125 chromosomes using Oslay version 1.0
(Richter et al., 2007).

Genome annotation

Genes were predicted using Augustus version 2.5.5 (Stanke et al., 2006) using
C. parapsilosis CDC317 gene models for training. Predicted gene models
were curated using RNA-Seq reads (accession PRJEB5019) by means of exon-
intron boundaries and exon skipping. Subsequently, we grouped predicted
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genes into orthogroups and transferred functional annotation from one-to-
one orthologs in model species ie. Candida albicans or Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
based on predictions from the MetaPhOrs approach (Pryszcz et al., 2011).
Finally, genes were further annotated using InterProScan 5RC4 (Quevillon
et al., 2005).

Detection of SNPs, loss of heterozygosis, and divergence estimates

MCO456 reads were aligned onto C. orthopsilosis 90-125 chromosomes
using Bowtie2 with “very sensitive local alignment” mode (Langmead and
Salzberg, 2012). SNPs and INDELs were called using GATK version 2.1-
13 (McKenna et al., 2010). We filtered out clusters of 5 variants within 20
bases and low quality variants, as described in GATK documentation (QD
< 2.0 || MQ < 40 || FS > 60.0 || HaplotypeScore > 13.0 || MQRankSum <

-12.5 || ReadPosRankSum < -8.0). Subsequently, we divided variants into
two groups: homo- and heterozygous. Firstly, we marked parts of MCO456
genome having lower or higher (allowing 25% deviation) coverage than
expected as unknown (10%). Then, we defined heterozygous regions as
regions having two or more heterozygous sites in given strain closer than 100
bases. The remaining regions of the genome were considered homozygous,
thus the results of loss of heterozygosity (LOH). By analysing alignments of
assembled contig sequences, we initially obtained 99.69% identity between
AY2 and MCO456. However, this value may be inflated due to errors in
base calls in the assembly. We thus used an alternative strategy consisting
in aligning MCO456 reads onto AY2 contigs using BWA MEM version
0.7.5a (Li and Durbin, 2010) to call SNPs as previously described. This
rendered a higher identity between MCO456 and AY2: 99.9733% (3,369
homozygous SNPs). This should still be considered a minimal estimate
because the lack of raw reads for AY2 prevents us from doing a similar
correction of that assembly. Assuming similar base call error rate in the
two strains, the identity between AY2 and MCO456 should be considered
99.997%. Finally, the distributions of frequencies of read counts at biallelic
SNPs where analyzed to estimate ploidy of each chromosome. For this, SNP
calls were further filtered ignoring: i) bases with quality lower than 20, ii)
bases in reads with mapping quality lower than 15, and iii) positions with
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less than 20 reads mapped.

Detection of structural variants

Structural variants were detected using a methodology described and
experimentally validated elsewhere (Pryszcz et al., 2013). In brief variants
were first detected using the Delly package (Rausch et al., 2012) and
then carefully curated as explained below. In addition, we performed
independent analyses based on depth of coverage to detect duplications
and deletions not identified by Delly. For every C. orthopsilosis gene, we
computed number of reads per kilobase of coding sequence per million
of aligned reads (RPKM). For any given sequencing experiment, RPKM is
expected to be constant unless it is affected by duplication or deletion. We
defined a gene being duplicated in a given strain if log2 of observed versus
expected RPKM for that gene was greater than 0.75. Similarly, we called
putative deletions if log2 ratio was smaller than -0.75. Obtained ratios allow
not only the detection of duplication/deletions, but also inform about the
number of copies that are gained or lost. Finally, we used split-reads as
additional line of evidence. We split in two the reads that were aligned over
less than 90% of their length and subsequently re-aligned these. Alignments
created in this way were often flanking putative structural variants. All
detected variants were manually curated by visual inspection of the aligned
reads. In addition, we generated genome graphs for all chromosomes
illustrating copy number variation, and homozygous and heterozygous
mutations densities (Supplementary file 3). Surprisingly, over half of the
identified duplications were shared by C. orthopsilosis 90-125 and MCO456.
These duplications were not correctly resolved in the reference assembly
(90-125) due to the low level of divergence between the two paralogous
regions and resulted in assembly gaps (Supplementary figure S1). Inferred
assembly gaps are consistently smaller than the nearby duplicated regions,
suggesting this was the result of a tandem duplication and pointing to a
possible strategy to close these gaps in the reference assembly.
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Phylogenetic analyses

Concatenated alignment of heterozygous contigs from C. orthopsilosis
MCO456 and their orthologous regions from C. orthopsilosis AY2 and C.
orthopsilosis 90-125 were generated using Mugsy v1r2.3 (Angiuoli and
Salzberg, 2011). The resulted alignment consisted of 1,432,069 columns. In
order to root the tree, we performed an additional analysis with the subset
of regions that could be aligned to corresponding orthologous regions in C.
parapsilosis CDC317. This alignment resulted in 632,907 columns. Maximum
Likelihood phylogenetic trees were reconstructed using RAxML 7.2.8 using
GTRCAT model (Stamatakis et al., 2005).

Results and Discussion

Genome sequencing and annotation of the MCO456 strain

Previous work, based on ITS and MAT loci divergence, has established
that most C. orthopsilosis strains belong to two clearly distinct subspecies,
referred to as Type 1 and Type 2 (Sai et al., 2011). The recently sequenced C.
orthopsilosis reference strain (90-125; from California, USA) belongs to Type 2
(Riccombeni et al., 2012). Here, we sequenced C. orthopsilosis strain MCO456
(ATCC96141) originally isolated from a blood sample in San Antonio (Texas,
USA). This strain can be classified as the alternative Type 1 subspecies
based on phylogenetic analyses of the ITS region and MTLα idiomorphs
(Supplementary figures S2 and S3). The resulting assembly comprises 116
scaffolds and a 544x coverage (Table 5.1, accession PRJEB4430). Automated
annotation resulted in 5,756 predicted genes, grouped into 5,279 orthologous
groups (including orthologs, and in-paralogs), which is roughly similar to
the reference strain (Table 5.1). 4,691 orthologous groups are common to C.
parapsilosis and the two C. orthopsilosis strains. Of these, 4,258 are present
precisely in one copy in each of these genomes (one-to-one orthologs). The
main gene content differences between C. orthopsilosis and C. parapsilosis
have been previously described for the reference strains (Riccombeni et al.,
2012). Most such observations are confirmed for the newly sequenced strain.
In some cases the new sequence helps to expand this observations. For
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instance, the cell-wall assembly protein family Hyr/Iff has been expanded
in C. parapsilosis relative to C. orthopsilosis, although the exact number of
copies in the latter could not be determined due to the presence of gaps in the
relevant assembly region (Riccombeni et al., 2012). We confirm such finding
for the strain sequenced here, in which the absence of assembly gaps in the
Hyr/Iff positions allows us to determine the number of copies to four, as
compared to 17 in C. parapsilosis. Most of the differences in gene content
correspond to differences in copy number within gene families, and others
that can be attributable to differences in annotation or coverage between
the two assemblies (Supplementary table S1). We focused on differences
between the two strains that are supported by reciprocal mapping of raw
reads and are therefore independent of differences in the assembly and/or
the annotation procedures. Importantly, several of these well supported
differences correspond to virulence-related gene families (see below).

Structural and gene content variations between 90-125 and MCO456
strains

Using a re-mapping strategy, we identified structural variants in both
sequenced C. orthopsilosis strains (see Materials and Methods). Altogether,
we identified 29 duplications (Supplementary table S2) and 103 deletions
(Supplementary table S3). Over half of the identified duplications (17)
were shared by C. orthopsilosis 90-125 and MCO456 and correspond to
collapsed regions in the published assembly of 90-125. By using pair-end
mapping information we could infer that at least 17 out of the 29 detected
duplications were intra-chromosomal and that the additional copy is likely
to be placed several kb up- or downstream, coinciding with nearby gaps in
the reference assembly (Materials and Methods, and Supplementary figure
S1). The largest duplication (DUP2, a segmental duplication of 238 kb)
was found in C. orthopsilosis 90-125 and represents a collapsed region in the
reference assembly (Supplementary figure S4). This duplication is located
at chromosome HE681719 and affects 74 genes (Supplementary table S4).
Besides the rRNA cluster (DUP29), the gene expansion involving the highest
number of paralogous copies (5-6x, DUP28) was found in C. orthopsilosis
MCO456 and affected the gene CORT 0H02780, which encodes a putative
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outer-membrane Na/K efflux pump (Figure 5.1). The resulting 12 copies
of the gene - as compared to just two copies in 90-125 - are distributed
over five chromosomes and are all identical at the nucleotide level, pointing
to a recent expansion. A large fraction of the identified deletions (85 out
of 103) are homozygous, 43 affect coding genes and five result in putative
gene fusions. Similar to what has been reported for C. parapsilosis (Pryszcz
et al., 2013), a significant number of deletions [40] were surrounded by DNA
direct repeats, suggesting Single Strand Annealing (SSA) as the prevalent
mechanism of DNA double strand break (DDSB) repair in C. orthopsilosis
(Ivanov et al., 1996). The largest deletion (DEL51) is 7,300 bp long and is
surrounded by 824 bases long direct repeats. The two genes flanking this
deletion (CORT 0C02740 and CORT 0C02745) are both co-orthologous to
C. albicans Iff5, a GPI-anchored, adhesin-like protein. Interestingly, Iff5 has
been expanded in C. orthopsilosis 90-125 and C. parapsilosis, but C. orthopsilosis
MCO456 encodes only one copy due to this deletion.

446 gene families differ in the number of members between any of C.
orthopsilosis strains or C. parapsilosis (Supplementary table S1). Of these, 239
contain more members in MCO456 than in 90-125, whereas only 56 contain
more members in 90-125 than in MCO456. Notably, Iff5 seems to be the
only virulence related gene family that is present in a higher number of
copies in 90-125 strain, as compared to MCO456. For several other virulence-
related gene families the newly sequenced strain presented lineage-specific
expansions. For instance, MCO456 shows a significantly larger number of
efflux pumps from the Major Facilitator Superfamily (MFS) with 142 MFS-
coding genes distributed across 83 different MFS clades, as compared to
128 in 90-125 (Supplementary table S1). Thus MCO456 efflux-pump toolkit
is closer to that of C. parapsilosis (147 members). Similarly C. orthopsilosis
MCO456 have two additional Secreted Aspartic Proteases (SAPs), which
have been associated with C. albicans and C. parapsilosis virulence, through
their involvement in the degradation of components of the innate immune
system and survival in macrophages (Horváth et al., 2012; Naglik et al.,
2003), with 25 SAP-coding genes, as compared to 23 in 90-125 and 26 in
C. parapsilosis (Supplementary table S1). Finally, C. orthopsilosis MCO456
strain displays a specific duplication of a cluster of lipases resulting in four
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members, as compared to two in 90-125 and C. parapsilosis (Supplementary
table S1, cluster#30). This finding is particularly interesting, since secreted
fungal lipases are thought to have a role in many virulence associated
processes, including nutrient acquisition by liberation of free fatty acids
from lipid molecules, adhesion to host cells and generation of inflammatory
mediators, and differences in the ability to secrete lipases among C.
orthopsilosis strains have been noted (Gácser et al., 2007b). Although
the actual relevance to virulence properties of these genomic differences
remains to be established, it is nevertheless remarkable that several of
the few differences found between the strains consistently hint towards
an expanded virulence toolkit in MCO456. Notably, we have previously
investigated the virulence of the MCO456 strain in vitro, along with other
C. orthopsilosis isolates (Németh et al., 2013). It forms pseudohyphae and
produces extracellular proteinases, but lacks extracellular lipase activity,
similarly to other C. orthopsilosis strains. Futhermore, the phagocytosis
of MCO456 strain by J774.2 mouse macrophages was comparable to
the phagocytosis of C. parapsilosis sensu stricto. Similarly, some of the
differences in gene content hint to families involved in drug resistance (see
Supplementary table S1). This include six more members in MCO456,
than in 90-125, of the amino acid permease DIP5 involved in resistance
to ergosterol analogs in C. albicans (Xu et al., 2007), six more members of
the Pleiotropic drug resistance (PDR) subfamily of ABC transporters, and
three more members of the major facilitator superfamily transporters and
of homologs of SEC7, all of them families related to “response to drug”
processes in C. albicans, according to Candida Genome Database (Binkley
et al., 2014). Finally, MCO456 carry five mutations in ERG3 (CORT 0E05900),
a gene frequently found mutated in C. albicans strains resistant to azoles
(Martel et al., 2010), including two affecting the promoter and and one
non-synonymous mutation (Y13C). Again, assessing whether these genomic
differences effectively confer some increased resistance to anti-fungal drugs,
needs to be established experimentally. Susceptibility to some drugs has only
been studied in MCO456 in a comparative analysis with other C. parapsilosis
complex species (Szenzenstein et al., 2013). In that study MIC100 value in
liquid medium (100% growth inhibition) of atorvastatin was 25 mg mL-1 for
C. parapsilosis and 50 mg mL-1 for C. orthopsilosis (MCO456). C. orthopsilosis
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MCO456 was found to be the less susceptible to fluvastatin as compared to
C. parapsilosis and C. metapsilosis, as 12.5 mg mL-1 concentration caused only
50% growth inhibition. Direct comparison of the two sequenced-strains in
terms of virulence and antifungal resistance properties is needed to establish
whether the hybridization is associated to changes in these phenotypes.

C. orthopsilosis MCO456 is a hybrid between two distinct subspecies

The most striking observed difference between the two strains, however,
was the high degree of heterozygosity found in MCO456 with a total
of 2,182 kb heterozygous sites, representing 17% of the genome), as
compared to the very low fraction of heterozygous sites in 90-125 (12.6 kb,
0.1%). The heterozygous sites in MCO456 are clustered in 4,872 regions
that show an average inter-allelic divergence of 4.5%. Interestingly, the
distribution of distances to 90-125 in MCO456 homozygous regions is
bimodal (Figure 5.2A): 5,169kb (41%) of the genome is nearly identical to
90-125 genome (0-18 SNPs per 1kb, this is <=1.8% divergence) with an
average divergence of 1,12% and 4,015kb (32%) is diverged above 1.8%
(more than 18 SNPs per 1kb) with an average divergence to 90-125 of 7.63%
(Supplementary file 3). These results indicate that C. orthopsilosis MCO456
is a hybrid between two parental lineages, one of which being very close
to Type 2 strains such as 90-125. The other haplotype, which contains the
ITS region and the MAT locus, would correspond to a parental that would
have been classified as Type 1 subspecies (Supplementary figures S2 and
S3). In fact the MTL locus of MCO456 has an a idiomorph, and is 100%
identical to Cp289 Type 1 strain. In contrast, this locus has 95.34% divergence
to the a idiomorph of Type 2 strains (represented by strain Cp185). 90-
125 is a MTLa idiopmorph. On the other hand, rDNA clusters of 90-125
and MCO456 are both homozygous and very similar similar in sequence,
pointing to an origin of the rDNA in cluster in the hybrid from the Type
2 parental (Supplementary file 3). To estimate ploidy level in the putative
hybrid, we investigated the distribution of read counts at biallelic SNPs for
each mapped chromosomes. In a diploid genome, the mean of read counts
at heterozygous positions should have a single mode around 0.5, while we
would expect two modes, 0.33 and 0.67, for triploids, and three modes, 0.25,
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0.5 and 0.75 for tetraploids (Yoshida et al., 2013). Our results revealed a single
peak around 0.5, indicating MCO456 is a diploid and no sign for large-scale
aneuploidy is present in any of the chromosomes (Supplementary figure S5).

Interestingly, mitochondrial genomes of both strains are homogeneous, with
no sequence variation detected even at the high resolution employed (>
5600x sequence coverage of the mitochondrial genome). In addition the
mitochondrial sequences from both strains are very similar in sequence,
with 70-77 SNPs in the entire mitochondrial genome, corresponding to
0.3% divergence. This indicates that the mitochondrion from MCO456
was entirely inherited from the Type 2 parental. This result is consistent
with uniparental mitochondrion inheritance within Candida spp. (Ni
et al., 2011), although previous observations of chimeric sequences in
C. orthopsilosis mitochondrial genomes (Valach et al., 2012) suggest that
recombination could also occur between the two parental mitochondrial
genomes. Altogether our results point to a chimeric genome of MCO456
with two distinct haplotypes at ˜5% divergence. One of these two haplotypes
contains a MAT locus identical to that of Type I strains, whereas the rDNA
locus and the mitochondrial genome are nearly identical to those in Type II
strains.

Admittedly, the lack of a fully-sequenced, homozygous Type 1 genome
prevent us from fully describing one of the parentals. However, alternative
hypotheses for the formation of this architecture that do not involve the
hybridization of two genomes differing by ˜5%, seem less plausible and
are not compatible with the data presented. For instance, a whole genome
duplication followed by divergence is not consistent with the lack of large
blocks of conserved synteny, as detected in S. cerevisiae, or with a finding of a
higher similarity of one of the haplotypes and the mitochondrial genome
with another strain. Similarly, one could think of 90-125 as a derivative,
by massive loss of heterozygosis from a highly heterozygous strain, but
this strain has a different MTL idiomorph. Furthermore the existence of
loss of massive heterozygosity in one strain does not explain the origin of
heterozygosity in the first place, and, considering the divergence detected,
would invoke massive loss of heterozygosity in a very short time span.
Finally, we investigated the sporulation ability of the hybrid strain on
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various media, pH, temperature and incubation time (see Materials and
Methods). Microscopic observation revealed no ascospore formation in the
cultures, thus no sporulation could be induced in the hybrid strain under
the conditions we tested. However, considering the difficulty of studying
this process in Candida spp (Sai et al., 2011), these results should not be
considered definitive.

In its present evolutionary state, 17% of the sequenced hybrid genome for
which we can assign an haplotype has conserved heterozygous regions
from its two parentals, whereas 32% and 41% of the genome was inherited
from either the Type 1 or Type 2 parental, respectively (Figure 5.2B). Of
note, this roughly balanced distribution of genomic regions inherited from
both parentals contrasts with a previously reported inter-species hybrid
within the “CTG” clade, that of Pichia (Meyerozyma) sorbitophila, where a
high unbalance between both parentals (36% to 5%) was found (Louis et al.,
2012). This difference may be explained by the lower genetic divergence
between parentals in the C. orthopsilosis case (5%, as compared to 15% in
M. sorbitophila), which will result in a lower risk of genetic incompatibility
(Bateson-Dobzhansky-Muller effect) (Cutter, 2012). In such a case, loss of
heterozygosity towards any of the parental haplotypes would be expected
to evolve nearly neutrally. Consistent with this idea, we did not find any
functional enrichment among genes present in each of the three genotypic
categories. Furthermore, considering that we did not find large deletions, the
erosion of the differences between parental chromosomes seems mainly due
to homologous recombination between the two haplotypes initially present
in distinct homeologous chromosomes. Consistent with this we identified
numerous genome regions where the existence of past recombination events
is supported at the sequence-level (see Supplementary file 4). Repeated
recombination between homeologous chromosomes would result in the
current observed pattern with extense regions of loss of heterozgosity and
different haplotypes present in the same chromosome. Recombination can
occur in both meiotic (sexual recombination) and mitotic cells, but they leave
different genomic signatures that can be recognized with re-sequencing
data. Indeed, in the case of sexual recombination we expect chromosome
size to have a negative correlation with the length of LOH tracks and a
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positive correlation with levels of heterozygosis, because recombination rate
per basepair increases with chromosome size (Yin and Petes, 2013). In
contrast, mitotic recombination will leave the opposite trend. Our results
(Supplementary figure S6) show a negative correlation of the length of LOH
tracks with chromosome size (Spearman's r=-0.76, p<0.05), and a positive
correlation of the fraction of heterozygous sites with chromosome size
(Spearman's r=0.71, p<0.05). Thus our results suggest a significant role of
meiotic recombination in shaping the current hybrid structure and provides
evidence for the existence of sexual recombination in C. orthopsilosis.

Global spread and virulence of a type 1-2 hybrid lineage

We sought further evidence of hybrid strains in C. orthopsilosis by inspecting
the available genomic sequence of AY2 strain, isolated from a persistent
skin infection in Singapore (Giek Far Chan and Rashid, 2011), Genbank
AMDC00000000). Strikingly, this strain was found to represent a very similar
hybrid to MCO456, with regions of homozygosity and heterozygosity
showing a high level of overlap and limited divergence at the sequence
level between AY2 and MCO456 (99.997% identity at the nucleotide level).
This indicates that these geographically distant clinical isolates are highly
related and derive from the same ancestral hybridization event. It remains
to be established whether such hybridization event may have facilitated
the persistence and spread of this clade with demonstrated virulence. We
reconstructed the phylogenetic relationships between all C. orthopsilosis
haplotypes by using 1,432,069 sites in common heterozygous regions in
MCO456 and AY2 (Figure 5.2C). With the current genomic sampling, we
cannot determine the exact origin of the hybrid lineage which should have
happened somewhere before the separation of MCO456/AY2 and after
their divergence from the 90-125 lineage. Note that the level of sequence
divergence between MCO456 and AY2 is too close to the error rate of current
sequencing technologies to properly estimate their time of divergence.
Moreover, we found that regions of heterozygosity were almost completely
overlapping with minor differences possible due to assembly errors. It is
remarkable that two independent isolates from the same hybrid lineages
have been found in opposite sides of the globe and that they are both related
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to infection episodes. This indicates that the hybrid line is virulent and that
it has spread.

Concluding remarks

We investigated the extent of genome-wide divergence among two recog-
nized subspecies of C. orthopsilosis, by sequencing an isolate classified as
Type 1 subspecies and comparing it to the Type 2 sequenced isolate. Un-
expectedly we found that the selected isolate was a hybrid of the two sub-
species under study. This conclusion is strongly supported by the presence
of a highly heterozygous genome in which one of the haplotypes is largely
similar to the Type 1 sequenced isolate, whereas the other haplotype, which
contains the Type-1 defining MAT and ITS loci has an average divergence of
5%. In addition, the hybrid genome was found to be diploid, and showing
patterns of heterozygosity compatible with the effect of meiotic recombina-
tion. This discovery suggests the existence of mating between distinct C.
orthopsilosis lineages, supporting previous indications (Tavanti et al., 2007),
and arguing against recent speculations of a lack of recombination within C.
orthopsilosis (Riccombeni et al., 2012; Sai et al., 2011). Furthermore the hy-
brid originates from two relatively distant lineages, which underscores the
importance of hybridization as an evolutionary mechanism having a role in
the Candida clade. Considering that cells from Candida species respond to
mating pheromones of different species within the clade, our results antici-
pate the possibility of finding more hybrids within this pathogenic group of
species. These mechanisms can have important implications in how relevant
virulence phenotypes such as adhesion capabilities or drug resistance could
evolve within pathogenic lineages. Hybridization has been recently recog-
nized as an important and widespread process in fungi, but its relevance for
pathogenesis remains largely unexplored (González et al., 2006; Morales and
Dujon, 2012; Xu et al., 2002). Finally, we show that two clinical strains iso-
lated in very distant geographical locations (Texas and Singapore) are close
representatives of the same hybrid lineage. This demonstrates that the hy-
brid lineage is pathogenic and distributed globally. The significance of this
finding, -two of the three clinical independent (and distant) isolates are from
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the same hybrid lineage - raises the question of whether hybridization and
virulence properties are related. It is tempting to speculate that hybridiza-
tion may have conferred some sort of selective advantage in the environ-
ment that have facilitated its spread, while additionally conferring increased
virulence properties. We indeed detected that the hybrid presents higher
copy numbers in genes related to pathogenesis such as efflux pumps or se-
creted lipases. Conversely one may wonder whether the stressful conditions
in the host may have facilitated the formation of hybrids. Hybridization can
trigger the formation of new species that can display unique phenotypic fea-
tures, and this mechanism has been proposed to play a role in the emergence
of globally-spread virulent lineages in other fungal pathogens (Stukenbrock
et al., 2012). Certainly our current genomic sampling and limited availability
of population and phenotypic data prevents us from providing definitive an-
swers to many of these questions. Further research is thus needed to address
these questions, including the direct comparison of virulence and anti-fungal
resistance of the two sequenced strains.
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6 Hybrid nature of
Candida metapsilosis
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Wolfe, K, Gácser, A., & Gabaldón, T. (In preparation). The emerging pathogen
Candida metapsilosis is a globally distributed hybrid species.

Abstract

Candida metapsilosis is a rarely-isolated, opportunistic pathogen that belongs
to the C. parapsilosis sensu lato complex. In order to gain insight into the
recent evolution of C. metapsilosis and the genetic basis of its virulence,
we sequenced the genome of eleven, globally-distributed clinical isolates,
which we compared among them and to the available genomes of the two
remaining members of the complex: C. orthopsilosis and C. parapsilosis. Our
results show that C. metapsilosis is a highly heterozygous, hybrid species,
with all sequenced clinical strains resulting from the same past hybridization
event. We found that these hybrids are diploid and generally free of
aneuploidies, and that the pattern of recombination between homeologous
chromosomes is suggestive of past meiotic events. Finally we report a
novel rare case of circularized mitochondrial chromosome in this species,
which generally possess a linear mitochondrial genome. Collectively our
results show that virulent C. metapsilosis is a hybrid species originated from
a past hybridization event between two parentals differing in ˜4.5% at the
nucleotide level. The genome was subsequently shaped by differential
loss of heterozygosity in the different lineages, generating a great genomic
diversity that may underlay important phenotypic differences. We propose
that the definition of species for within the C. parapsilosis complex needs to
be redefined, with at least five distinct lineages with the ability to hybridize.
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Introduction

The Candida parapsilosis complex comprises opportunistic pathogen species
that cause serious infections in immunocompromised patients, for which
incidence have significantly increased in recent years (Trofa et al., 2008).
Distinct clades within this complex, formerly known as C. parapsilosis group
I, II and III, have been recently re-classified as distinct species: C. parapsilosis
sensu stricto, C. orthopsilosis and C. metapsilosis, respectively (Candida et al.,
2005). These three species differ in their degrees of prevalence and virulence,
C. metapsilosis exhibiting the lowest clinical prevalence and accounting for
only 1.1 to 8.4 % of the infections caused by the complex (Cantón et al., 2011).
In addition, the species differ in their degree of prevalence across different
types of patients. For instance, although Candida parapsilosis infections are
prevalent in pre-term neonates, C. metapsilosis is rarely isolated from patients
under the age of 15 according to two large multicenter studies (Cantón et al.,
2011; Lockhart et al., 2008; Oliveira et al., 2014).

There are few studies investigating the virulence of C. parapsilosis sensu lato
species, and particularly little is known about the rarer species C. orthopsilosis
and C. metapsilosis. Nonetheless, results of several in vitro and in vivo studies
suggest that, consistent to its generally low clinical prevalence, C. metapsilosis
is the least virulent species of the complex (Bertini et al., 2013; Gácser et al.,
2007a; Gago et al., 2014; Orsi et al., 2010; Trofa et al., 2008). For instance, it
has been shown that C. metapsilosis, as compared to the other species in the
complex, has less virulence in reconstituted human tissue models (Gácser
et al., 2007a), and reduced adhesion to human buccal epithelial cells, as
well as lower virulence in a murine vaginal candidiasis model (Bertini et al.,
2013). A recent study involving 93 different C. parapsilosis sensu lato isolates,
revealed that C. metapsilosis strains were unable to produce extracellular
lipases and form pseudohyphae, attributes that are both recognized as
important virulence factors for Candida spp (Orsi et al., 2010). Furthermore,
it has been shown that C. metapsilosis isolates are killed more efficiently by
and are less cytotoxic to human primary macrophages. They are less virulent
in an in vivo Galleria mellonella survival model compared with C. parapsilosis
sensu stricto strains (Gago et al., 2014; Orsi et al., 2010). Finally, other studies
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have focused on the antifungal susceptibility of different species within
the complex (Bonfietti et al., 2012; Cantón et al., 2011; Garcia-Effron et al.,
2012). Although strain-to-strain differences are frequently noted, there are no
significant differences between the C. parapsilosis sensu lato spp. with regards
to their antifungal susceptibility (Cantón et al., 2011).

The emerging incidence of infections due to C. parapsilosis sensu lato spp.
underlines the importance of studies investigating the virulence attributes
and molecular genetics of these species. Furthermore, the Candida parapsilosis
complex offers an exquisite system for the study of the evolution of
pathogenic yeasts and their adaptation to the human host. Although the
complex belongs to the broader CTG clade of hemiascomycetes together
with other clinically important species such as C. albicans and C. tropicalis
(Nosek et al., 2009), their phylogenetic position and particular virulence
properties indicates that the species within the Candida parapsilosis complex
evolved pathogenesis towards humans independently of C. albicans and
their closest relatives. The sequencing of reference strains for C. parapsilosis
(Butler et al., 2009) and C. orthopsilosis (Riccombeni et al., 2012) has been
instrumental in assessing the main differences with other pathogens within
the Candida clade, particularly with the model yeast pathogen C. albicans.
Such analyses have revealed that, whereas most of the Candida species
display a similar content of families represented by singleton genes, most
of the variability is related with copy number differences in multi-gene
familes, with pathogens having increased number of members in families
that have been related to virulence. For instance, initial comparisons within
the C. parapsilosis clade, found that C. parapsilosis has an expanded Hyr/Iff
family of virulence-related cell wall genes relative to the less virulent species
C. orthopsilosis. Subsequent analyses have assessed the genomic diversity
among C. parapsilosis (Pryszcz et al., 2013) and C. orthopsilosis (Pryszcz et al.,
2014) isolates. These studies have enabled important discoveries, such
as the realization of the existence of recombination between clinical and
environmental lineages in C. parapsilosis, pointing to several recent, and
recurrent clinical outbreaks from the environment (Pryszcz et al., 2013), or
the discovery of hybrids between differentiated C. orthopsilosis subspecies,
including the description of one virulent hybrid lineage isolated from two
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very distant locations (Pryszcz et al., 2014). In contrast to the growing
awareness on the genomic diversity of other C. parapsilosis sensu lato species,
for C. metapsilosis we lack both a reference genome and a comprehensive
insight on the genomic diversity across isolates. This situation precludes
understanding the emergence of virulence traits within this complex. To
fill in this important gap we undertook the sequencing and analysis of
eleven C. metapsilosis isolates. Unexpectedly, we found that all sequenced
strains, sampled from geographically-distant locations, presented highly
heterozygous genomes, which we show to result from a single hybridization
event between two parental lineages.

Material and Methods

DNA extraction

C. metapsilosis cultures were grown overnight in an orbital shaker (200
rpm, 30 ºC) in 2 ml YPD medium (0,5% yeast extract, 1% peptone, 1%
glucose) supplemented with 1% penicillin-streptomycin solution (Sigma).
Subsequently, cells were centrifuged (3000 rpm, 5 minutes) and were washed
twice with 1x sterile PBS. The pellet was resuspended in 500 µl lysis buffer
(1 w/V% SDS, 50mM EDTA, 100 mM TRIS pH=8), 500 µl glass bead was
added to the cells and were disrupted by using a vortex for 3 minutes. 275 µl
7M ammonium-acetate was added (65 ºC, 5 min) and the samples were then
cooled on ice for 5 minutes. Then 500 µl of chloroform-isoamyl alcohol (24:1)
was added to the mixture, and the samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes
at 13000 rpm. The upper phase was transferred to a new microcentrifuge
tube, and the previous step was repeated. 500 µl isopropanol was mixed
with the upper phase in a new microcentrifuge tube, and the mixture was
held in a refrigerator at -20 ºC for 5 minutes. The solution was centrifuged at
13000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet
was washed twice with 500 µl 70 % ethanol. After the second washing
step the pellet was dried, and was resuspended in 100 µl bi-distilled water
containing RNase (Sigma).
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Genome sequencing

The genome sequences for these strains were obtained at the Ultra-
sequencing core facility of the CRG, using Illumina GAIIx, HiSeq 2000 and
MiSeq sequencing machines. DNA was fragmented by nebulization or in
Covaris to a size 300-600 bp or 5kb. The ends of the DNA fragments were
blunted with T4 DNA polymerase and Klenow fragment (New England
Biolabs), after shearing. Then, DNA was purified with a QIAquick PCR
purification kit (Qiagen), 3’-adenylation was performed by incubation with
dATP and 3’-5’-exo- Klenow fragment (New England Biolabs). DNA
was purified using MinElute spin columns (Qiagen) and double-stranded
Illumina paired-end adapters were ligated to the DNA using rapid T4 DNA
ligase (New England Biolabs). After another purification step, adapter-
ligated fragments were enriched, and adapters were extended by selective
amplification in an 18-cycle PCR reaction using Phusion DNA polymerase
(Finnzymes). Libraries were quantified and loaded into Illumina flow-
cells at concentrations of 7-20 pM. Cluster generation was performed in an
Illumina cluster station. Sequence runs of 2×50, 2×76, 2×100 or 2×250 cycles
were performed on the sequencing instrument. Base calling was performed
using Illumina pipeline software. In multiplexed libraries, we used 4 bp
internal indices (5’ indexed sequences). De-convolution was performed
using the CASAVA software (Illumina).

Genome assembly

Reads were pre-processed before assembly to trim at the first undetermined
base or at the first base having PHRED quality below 10. We filtered out pairs
with one (or both) reads shorter than 31 bases after trimming. SOAPdenovo2
(Luo et al., 2012) was used to assemble paired-end reads into supercontigs
with K-mer ranging from 31 to 91. As the initial assembly was very
fragmented (2-4k scaffolds) and nearly twice as large (21-22 Mb) as other
C. parapsilosis complex species (˜13 Mb in 7-8 chromosomes), we assumed
the presence of heterozygous regions in our strain (Supplementary table S1).
Heterozygous regions (9 Mb in 861 contigs) were removed by Haplomerger
v20120810 (Huang et al., 2012) (Supplementary table S2). Subsequently,
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remaining supercontig were further scaffolded by SSPACE2 (Boetzer et al.,
2011) and gaps were filled using GapCloser from SOAPdenovo package
(Supplementary figure S1).

Genome annotation

Genes were predicted using Augustus v2.5.5 (Stanke et al., 2006) using C.
parapsilosis CDC317 gene models for training (Guida et al., 2011). Predicted
gene models were curated using RNA-Seq reads to find evidence for exon-
intron boundaries and exon skipping (data not shown). Subsequently,
we grouped predicted genes into orthologous groups and transferred
functional annotation from one-to-one orthologs in model species ie. C.
albicans or Saccharomyces cerevisiae, based on predictions from the MetaPhOrs
approach (Pryszcz et al., 2011). Finally, genes were further annotated using
InterProScan 5RC4 (Quevillon et al., 2005).

Detection of SNPs, loss of heterozygosis, and divergence estimates

Genomic reads were aligned onto C. metapsilosis assembly using Bowtie2
with “very sensitive local alignment” mode (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012).
SNPs and INDELs were called using GATK version 2.1-13 (McKenna et al.,
2010). We filtered out clusters of 5 variants within 20 bases and low quality
variants, as described in GATK documentation (QD < 2.0 ||MQ < 40 || FS >
60.0 ||HaplotypeScore > 13.0 ||MQRankSum < -12.5 || ReadPosRankSum <

-8.0). We divided variants into three groups: homozygous, heterozygous,
and unknown. Firstly, regions having lower (<75%) or higher (>125%)
coverage than expected were not assigned to homo- or heterozygous regions
and were designated as unknown. Then, we defined heterozygous regions
as those having two or more heterozygous sites closer than 100 bases. The
remaining regions of the genome were considered homozygous, thus loss of
heterozygosity (LOH) regions.
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Discrimination of linear and circular mitochondrial chromosomes

Two main characteristics allow in silico differentiation of linear and circular
mtDNA chromosomes in C. metapsilosis. Firstly, due to the presence of
a telomeric sequences the linear version is longer (24,152 bp, NC 006971)
than the circular (22,175 bp, AY391853) (Valach et al., 2012). Secondly,
paired-end reads aligned in extremes of mitochondrial chromosome should
have their partners aligned in the opposite end of the chromosome with
disconcordant orientation (FF or RR instead for FR). To check these, genomic
reads were aligned on linear mitochondrial chromosome reference of C.
metasilosis MCO448 (NC 006971).

Detection of structural variants

Structural variants were detected using a methodology described and exper-
imentally validated elsewhere (Pryszcz et al., 2013), which we have imple-
mented in bam2sv.py python script v1.0. bam2sv.py detects duplications,
deletion and inversions by means of insert size deviations and incongru-
ent read pairing between paired-end reads. In addition, duplications and
deletions are detected from deviations from mean depth of coverage. All de-
tected variants were manually curated. In addition, we generated genome
graphs for all chromosomes illustrating copy number variation, as well as,
heterozygous and homozygous regions (Supplementary file 3).

Experimental validation

To validate the two parental sequences, we performed PCR and Sanger
sequencing of the region scaffold2|size2959145:1,570,477-1,574,155 from C.
metapsilosis genome in four different strains: BP57 (DNS25), CP61 (DNS94),
CP367 (DNS100) and PL429. With this aim, four PCR primers were designed
using Primer3 v4 webtool (Untergasser et al., 2012), namely two forward
primers and two reverse primers, with four and three different bases among
them, respectively, corresponding to allelic differences in each parental
sequence (Supplementary figure S2).
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FWD 1: 5’-TTGACTGCTGAAGCTGTCTTGG-3’;

FWD 2: 5’-TTAACCGCTGAAGTTGTCTTTGA-3’;

REV 1: 5’-ATTCCATCTTGGCGCATCTT-3’;

REV 2: 5’-GACTCCATCTTGACGAATCTTGG-3’.

Thus, four touchdown PCR reactions (FWD 1+REV 1, FWD 1+REV 2,
FWD 2+REV 1 and FWD 2+REV 2) were carried out using Expand Long
Range, dNTPack kit (Roche) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Briefly, each reaction included primer concentration of 0.3 µM, 10 µl of 5X
Buffer with MgCl2 (final MgCl2 concentration of 2.5mM), 2.5 µl of PCR
Nucleotide Mix, 3% of DMSO, 100 ng of DNA and 3.5 U of Enzyme Mix
in a final volume of 50 µl. Cycling condition began with a warm-up
step of 2 min at 92oC, followed by 15 cycles of 10 seconds at 92oC, 15
seconds at the corresponding annealing temperature per each pair of primers
(decreasing 0.5oC each cycle) and 4 min at 68oC. The initial annealing
temperatures were: 61.6oC, 64.1oC, 60oC, and 62.5oC for FWD 1+REV 1,
FWD 1+REV 2, FWD 2+REV 1 and FWD 2+REV 2, respectively. Then,
other 20 cycles of 10 seconds at 92oC, 15 seconds at the corresponding
annealing temperature and 4 min at 68oC (increasing the extension time 20
seconds at each cycle) were set up, with a final extension step at 68oC for 7
minutes. PCR products were confirmed by 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis
and were then purified using QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN).
Specific PCR products were only obtained when combining the primer sets
FWD 1+REV 2, and FWD 2+REV 1 (amplicon size of 3,678 bp), while no
product was obtained when combining FWD 1+REV 1 or FWD 2+REV 2
primers (Supplementary figure S3). The purified PCR products were
sequenced using the BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied
Biosystems) and sequencing products were precipitated and purified using
EDTA 125mM, sodium acetate 3M and 100% ethanol. To cover the entire
length of the products, apart from the PCR primers described above, further
internal primers common to both parental sequences were designed and
used for direct sequencing:

INT FWD: 5’- AGTTTGGAAATTGTCATCTTGGAT-3’;
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INT REV: 5’- ACTTCTTTAAAATACTAACCACATCCATCTC-3’.

Sanger sequencing was performed using an ABI Prism® 3730xl DNA
Analyzer (Applied Biosystems).

Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis.

Yeasts cells were cultured for 24 hours, at 30ºC, in an oxygen rich
environment, in 5ml YPD (0,5 % (m/V) yeast extract, 1 % (m/V) Pepton,
1 % (m/V) Dextrose) supplemented with 1 % (V/V) Penicillin-streptomycin
(Sigma) in an orbital shaker (180 rpm). After 24 hours 100 µl suspensuon
was tranfered to the fresh YPD and the cells were incubated for 24 hours
again, under the same conditions. Agarose blocks containing the intact
chromosomes were prepared using the method of Schwartz & Cantor
(Schwartz and Cantor, 1984) with the following modifications. 1 ml of the
yeast suspension was transfered in a sterile microcentrifuge tube, and was
washed two times with 4 ºC 0,05 M EDTA (pH=7,5) (Sigma) (2000 xg, 3 min).
1.3x108 cells were resuspended in Isotonic Buffer (0,1 M phosphate–citrate
buffer, equipped with 0,7 M sorbitol, 0,3 M mannitol, 0,001 M EDTA pH=5,8)
containing 1 M potassium-thioglycolate (Reanal), and it was incubated for 1
hour, at 30 ºC in an orbital shaker (180 rpm). The suspension was washed
once with Isotonic Buffer (2000 xg, 3 min). The pellett was resuspended
in 5 ml Isotonic Buffer containing 3 % (m/V) Helicase and 0,5 % (m/V)
NovoZymTM 234 (Novo BioLabs), and it was incubated at 30 ºC, in a
sterile 15 ml Falcon tube, overnight, in an orbital shaker (180 rpm). The
spheroplasts were collected and washed once with Isotonic Buffer (300
xg, 5 min). The pellet was resuspended in 42 ºC 0.125 M EDTA, mixed
immediately with prewarmed (42 ºC) 2 % (m/V) low-melting-point agarose
(Sigma), then placed into a mould chamber. After solifidication, inserts were
incubated in 2 ml NDS buffer (1 % (m/V) N-laurylsarcosine in 0,5 M EDTA,
pH=9,5) supplemented with 1 mg/ml Proteinase K (Sigma) at 50 ºC. During
the two days of incubation the NDS-Proteinase K solution was replaced once.
The inserts were washed once with 0,5 M EDTA (pH=8) overnight, then were
stored in 0,5 M EDTA (pH=8) at 4 ºC until usage. Finally, yeast chromosomes
were separated by CHEF (Chu et al., 1986) method by using Bio-Rad CHEF-
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DRTM II Drive Modul, Bio-Rad PulsefieldTM 760 Modul and Bio-Rad Power
Supply. The chromosomal DNA plugs were placed and separated in 0,9 %
(m/V) agarose gel (Sigma) prepared with filtered 0,5x TBE buffer with the
following settings: 60-450 sec switching time, 90 V voltage, 168 h running
time. 0,5x TBE was used as a running buffer and the temperature was kept
at 10 ºC during the whole procedure. The buffer was replaced to fresh one 3
times during the running process. The gel was stained for 30 min in a 0,1 %
ethidium-bromide solution and was destained in distilled water overnight,
at 4 ºC. The results were documented by using UVP Bio-Doc-It System.

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis

Ploidy analysis were confirmed using FACS for 12 Candida samples. Cells
were grown in YPD medium at 30ºC (overnight, 200 rpm), harvested,
resuspended in deionized distilled water and fixed in ethanol at a 107
cells/ml concentration (overnight, 4ºC). For the staining of cells with SYBR
Green I, cells were first washed and resuspended in 750 µl of 50 mM sodium
citrate buffer, treated with 250 µl of 1mg/ml RNAse A solution for 1 hour
at 50ºC and finally with 50 µl of 20 mg/ml proteinase K solution for 1 hour
at 50ºC. Then, 20 µl of SYBR Green I (Life Technologies, diluted 1:10 th in
Tris-EDTA buffer, pH 8.0) were added to the samples and they were stained
overnight at 4ºC protected from light. Triton X-100 was added to samples
at a final concentration of 0.25% (v/v) and samples were vortex. Finally,
samples were sonicated (3 consecutive ultrasound pulsed at 30 W for 2
seconds with intervals of 2 seconds between each pulse) to eliminate most of
the cell clumps before FACS analysis with FACScan at the FACS Unit from
CRG/UPF.

Synteny analysis

Chromosomes/scaffolds of C. parapsilosis CDC317, C. orthopsilosis 90-125 and
C. metapsilosis SZMC8094 were aligned with last aligner v189 (Frith et al.,
2010). Alignments shorter than 1kb were filtered out. Syntenic blocks were
defined as contiguous regions in the same chromosome/scaffold of both
genomes aligning over 10kb, percentage of synteny is computed as the total
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length of syntenic blocks over the length of the larger genome. Synteny
breaks were inferred if fragments longer than 10kb from a contiguous region
in one genome was aligning to at least two different chromosomes in the
other species. Inversions in the query sequence were called when alignment
direction changed within given synteny block.

PCA/MCA analyses

In order to cluster the eleven C. metapsilosis strains accordingly to their
shared SNPs, we conducted principal component analysis (PCA) as im-
plemented in R princomp package and multiple correspondence analysis
(MCA) using ade4 package (Swanson et al., 2011). We have used both het-
erozygous and homozygous SNPs. In PCA, the SNPs were recoded into five
categories (-2, -1, 0, 1, 2). Assuming A/A genotype in the reference, we as-
signed: 0 if no SNP was observed at given position; -1/1 if heterozygous
SNP was found (ie. A/T and A/C) and -2/2 if homozygous SNP was found
(ie. T/T and C/C). Sites with more than five categories were ignored in PCA.
In MCA, we have directly used the genotypes returned by GATK.

Phylogenetic analyses

A concatenated alignment of heterozygous contigs from C. metapsilosis
strains and their orthologous regions from C. orthopsilosis (MCO456, AY2,
90-125) and C. parapsilosis CDC317 were generated using Mugsy v1r2.3
(Angiuoli and Salzberg, 2011). The resulted alignment consisted of 188,448
columns with 4,030 patterns. In order to root the tree, we have performed
an additional analysis with the subset of regions that could be aligned
to corresponding orthologous regions in L. elongisporus, this alignment
resulted in 5,915 columns. Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic trees were
reconstructed using RAxML v7.2.8 using GTRCAT model (Stamatakis et al.,
2005).
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Phylome reconstruction

We have reconstructed evolutionary histories of all C. metapsilosis genes in
context of 27 Saccharomycotina species (so-called phylome). The detailed
methodology is published elsewhere (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2013). Homologs
were retrieved using Smith-Waterman (Smith and Waterman, 1981) with
E-value cut-off of 1e-05 and considering only sequences that aligned with
at least 50% of their length. Subsequently, homologs were aligned using
three programs: MUSCLE v3.8 (Edgar, 2004b), MAFFT v6.712b (Katoh and
Toh, 2008) and KALIGN v2.04 (Lassmann et al., 2009) in two directions:
forward and reverse (Landan and Graur, 2007). The six resulting alignments
were combined with M-COFFEE (Wallace et al., 2006) and finally trimmed
using trimAl v1.3 (Capella-Gutiérrez et al., 2009) applying consistency
cutoff of 0.1667 and a gap score cutoff of 0.1. Neighbour Joining trees
were reconstructed and the likelihood of obtained topology was computed,
allowing branch-length optimisation, using seven different models (JTT, LG,
WAG, Blosum62, MtREV, VT and Dayhoff), as implemented in PhyML 3.0
(Gascuel, 1997; Guindon et al., 2010). One evolutionary model best fitting the
data was determined for each alignment by comparing the likelihood of the
used models according to the AIC criterion. Finally, Maximum Likelihood
(ML) trees were inferred for selected models. In all cases a discrete gamma-
distribution model with four rate categories plus invariant positions was
used, the gamma parameter and the fraction of invariant positions were
estimated from the data. Branch support was computed using an aLRT
(approximate likelihood ratio test) parametric test based on a chi-square
distribution, as implemented in PhyML. In total, we have reconstructed
5,780 gene trees, which represent 96.98% of predicted C. metapsilosis genes.
Orthologs predicted for C. metapsilosis genes can be retrieved from the
MetaPhOrs database (Pryszcz et al., 2011).
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Results and Discussion

Sequencing and assembly reveals a hybrid genome

We used Illumina technology to sequence a panel of eleven C. metapsilosis
clinical isolates from different geographical locations (Table 6.1). Initial at-
tempts to assemble the individual strains using standard approaches proved
unsuccessful, independently of sequencing coverage or the combined use
of libraries of different read lengths and insert sizes (Supplementary table
S1). In particular, for the strain PL429 four different libraries were used at
varying read lengths and insert sizes totaling an overall coverage of 1,308x
(Table 1), which still yielded a highly fragmented assembly with thousands
of contigs. This elusive assembly for a relative small genome was reminis-
cent of what we had previously observed in one hybrid, highly heterozygous
strain of C. orthopsilosis (Pryszcz et al., 2014). Indeed assemblies from highly
heterozygous genomes are highly fragmented and result in a total genome
size larger than expected (Pryszcz et al., 2014; Safonova et al., 2014). This is
because two alternative contigs are recovered for each heterozygous region,
while a single, collapsed contig is recovered from each homozygous region.
Such assemblies are very difficult to scaffold further, as each homozygous
contig could be joined, at each side, to either of the two heterozygous con-
tigs. To generate a suitable reference assembled genome for C. metapsilosis,
we used a previously developed heterozygous genome assembly strategy
(Pryszcz et al., 2014) which we describe here in greater detail (see Materi-
als and Methods). In brief, we identified and removed redundant contigs
from heterozygous regions, then we formed larger scaffolds by using reads
from: paired-end, mate-pair and fosmid libraries, and finally we closed gaps
(Supplementary figure S1). To obtain an optimal assembly we had to ap-
ply this procedure to the combined data from two strains: the one with the
highest sequencing coverage and the larger number of libraries, PL429, and
the one producing the least fragmented de novo assembly, SZMC8094 (Table
1 and Supplementary table 1). Thus the resulting assembly is chimeric in
nature and comprises sequences from the two isolates. In addition, similar
to previous highly heterozygous assemblies (Pryszcz et al., 2014), only one
of the haplotypes for each heterozygous region is represented in the final
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Strain
Place of iso-
lation

mtDNA
Read
length

Library DoC Hetero SNPs Homo SNPs Hetero LOH

BP57
(SZMC8022)

Pécs, Hun-
gary

linear 96 pe600 293 360,531 21,133 58.40% 12,693

CP376
(SZMC8098)

Pisa, Italy linear 96 pe600 265 348,424 7,609 56.98% 10,796

CP61
(SZMC8093)

Pisa, Italy linear 96 pe600 273 361,218 26,165 58.63% 12,085

MCO448
Washington,
USA

linear 46 pe600 200 308,944 43,421 61.29% 9,231

PL429
(SZMC1548)

Livermore,
USA

linear

76
46
46
250
822

pe300
pe600
mp5000
pe400ov
fosmid

1,308 324,595 48,335 54.53% 11,377

PL448
Washington,
USA

circular 46 pe600 212 299,831 57,113 56.08% 9,539

SZMC21154
Cataluna,
Spain

circular 100 pe600 569 334,024 44,740 54.80% 10,903

SZMC8029
Debrecen,
Hungary

linear 100 pe600 500 345,879 41,406 56.14% 11,181

SZMC8092
(CP43)

Pisa, Italy linear 100 pe600 568 349,440 42,064 57.37% 11,364

SZMC8094
(CP92)

Pisa, Italy linear 100 pe600 467 357,656 258 59.37% 10,460

SZMC8095
(CP231)

Pisa, Italy linear 100 pe600 575 350,168 38,488 60.00% 10,495

Table 6.1: Genome sequencing stats. Basic strain and assembly statistics for the
genome obtained within this work, the reference strain and an assembly available
in GenBank (AMDC00000000). For each strain the table provides, in this order:
strain name; geographical origin; number of reads obtained, average coverage (x
fold); number of scaffolds; total assembly size; GC content; number of bases in
gaps; number of predicted genes; number of homozygous and heterozygous sites.
Note that the highly fragmented nature of the AY2 assembly is likely due to the fact
that high heterozygosity was not specifically taken care of as we do here.

assembly. The final assembly resulted in a total size of 13.3Mb in seven pu-
tative and two unplaced scaffolds of 263 and 317Kb, respectively (Figure 6.1,
Supplementary table S2). The number and sizes of scaffolds correlate well
but not entirely with the number of bands observed in a Pulse Field Gel
Electrophoresis (PFGE), consistent with observable differences in the PFGE
profiles of the two strains used in the assembly (Supplementary figure S4).
The mitochondrial genome was assembled in a single contig of 21Kb (Valach
et al., 2012). We predicted 5,973 genes in C. metapsilosis, which is roughly
similar to previously published C. parapsilosis (5,752 genes) and C. orthopsilo-
sis (5,784 genes) genomes.
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Figure 6.1: Candida metapsilosis chromosomes. 1kb heterozygous (white) and
homozygous (grey and orange) windows were plotted in seven chromosomes
and two unplaced scaffolds of Candida metapsilosis PL429. Homozygous regions
were further divided into haplotype A, that is similar in sequence to the
reference assembly (grey), and haplotype B that is diverged (orange). Haplotype
discrimination is described in Materials and Methods.
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All C. metapsilosis sequenced clinical isolates result from a single
hybridization event

We next mapped the reads obtained from the sequencing of the different
strains onto the above reference genome, which served to measure sequence
variation and delimit heterozygous and homozygous regions for each of
the sequenced strains (Supplementary file 3). All sequenced strains were
found to be highly heterozygous. Interestingly, the level of heterozygosity
varies across strains, ranging from 54.5% in the least heterozygous strain
(PL429) to 61.3% in the one with the highest heterozygosity (MCO448)
(Table 6.1). These high heterozygosity values are in stark contrasts with
the much lower genome coverage (17%) of heterozygous regions in the
described C. orthopsilosis hybrid (Pryszcz et al., 2014). This may indicate
that the C. metapsilosis hybridization is a more recent event or, alternatively,
that C. orthopsilosis loss heterozygosity more rapidly. Genome tracks
where heterozygosity is lost (LOH tracks, for Loss Of Heterozygosity) were
generally short, with an average size of 535 bp (supplementary histogram),
as compared to 2.151 bp in C. orthopsilosis. This differences may be related
to the lower level of heterozygosity in the later, as multiple, partially
overlapping LOH events will result in longer blocks of homozygosity.
Longer LOHs were enriched in sub-telomeric regions (Welch's t-test P<3.5e-
06, Supplementary figure S5). Importantly, all C. metapsilosis strains shared
the majority (˜ 43%) of the LOH blocks, with 1,581 LOH blocks with exact
boundaries across all sequenced strains. This indicates that all sequenced
strains derived from the same primary hybridization event and shared a
number of LOH events before they diverged. Subsequently other LOH
events were shared by only a fraction of the strains, with a typical strain
having a 19% of specific LOH blocks. The average sequence divergence
between the two haplotypes at heterozygous regions was 4.5%, which is
the same divergence observed in a reported C. orthopsilosis hybrid strain
(Pryszcz et al., 2014). Contrary to the C. orthopsilosis case, where a completely
homozygous strain (i.e. one of the putative hybrid parentals) exists, none
of the sequenced C. metapsilosis strains is homozygous. Furthermore both
haplotypes in a given heterozygous regions are roughly equally distant
to either C. orthopsilosis or C. parapsilosis out-groups. This means that
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we cannot assign each of the haplotypes in an heterozygous region to
a particular parental. In the C. orthopsilosis hybrid both parentals were
similarly represented among homozygous regions (Pryszcz et al., 2014). In
the absence of a unequivocal parental mapping, we approached this question
using several indirect strategies. Firstly, we assumed that the heterozygous
assembly includes any of the two haplotypes in a given heterozygous regions
in a random manner. This means that, even if we cannot distinguish
which homozygous block belong to which parental we can arbitrarily name
haplotype A the one included in the assembly, and assess for the other strains
how often this or the alternative haplotype is included. This provided an
estimate of 54.8% to 45.2% representation of the assembly-like haplotype
and the alternative, respectively, which, assuming no bias for any parental in
the assembly process would suggest a balanced presence of both parentals.
Secondly, fosmid ends provide sequences from the same haplotype that are
40Kb apart, and we looked for cases where two ends from different fosmids
were overlapping. For these we interrogated whether the other, non-
overlapping ends corresponded to the same or the alternative haplotype,
as defined above. We identified 3 cases with alternative haplotypes kept
in one or more strains out of 25 cases tested (note, the fosmid coverage
is low, 0.28X, thus there were only 25 regions with over 3 overlapping
reads). In addition, the presence of alternative haplotypes between strains
support neutral LOH (Supplementary file 3). Finally, we selected a 3.6Kb-
long region that includes several homozygous and heterozygous regions
and designed primers that would selectively amplify only one of the two
heterozygous haplotypes. By amplifying each of the two haplotypes by long-
range PCR and sequencing by Sanger we could assess whether independent
LOH events coincided in terms of which haplotype was lost. Of the 8
independent LOH events present in this region and shared by 1 to 3 strains,
all were copied over the same haplotype (Figure 6.2, Supplementary figure
S2 and S3). The probability that this is mere coincidence, assuming equal
probability of copying each of the haplotypes is 0.0039, which suggest this
local region has some preference to lose one of the haplotypes. Altogether
these results suggest that, despite the existence of preferential retention of
one parental at the local level in some regions, there is no genome-wide
preference for any of the two parental strains. Such balanced distribution
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of genomic regions inherited from both parentals suggests a neutral loss of
heterozygosity towards any of the parental haplotypes. In line with this,
we found no functional enrichment in any of the three categories. Finally,
considering that we did not identify large deletions between the strains (see
below) we propose that LOH results mostly via homologous recombination
between the two homeologous chromosomes.

As mentioned above, the divergence between parental genomes (˜4.5%) is
similar to that found in C. orthopsilosis MCO456, yet a higher fraction of
the genome is still heterozygous in C. metapsilosis (54.5% - 61.3%) than in
C. orthopsilosis MCO456 (17%). Nevertheless, in both cases there appears
to be a similar contribution from both parentals in the resulting hybrid.
In contrast, Pichia sorbitophila, an inter-species hybrid reported recently, is
highly unbalanced between both parentals (36% and 5%) (Louis et al., 2012).
Notably, divergence between parentals in P. sorbitophila is higher (˜10%) than
in C. metapsilosis and C. orthopsilosis hybrids, and therefore a higher risk
of genetic incompatibility (Bateson-Dobzhansky-Muller effect), is expected
in P. sorbitophila (Cutter, 2012), which may explain the stark difference in
parental inheritance.

Genome analyses suggest mating as the hybrid formation
mechanism

We investigated the distribution of read counts at biallelic SNPs for all
chromosomes in order to estimate the ploidy of the sequenced C. metapsilosis
strains. In a diploid genome, the mean of alternative base counts at
heterozygous positions should have a single mode around 0.5, while we
would expect two modes, 0.33 and 0.67, for triploids, and three modes, 0.25,
0.5 and 0.75 for tetraploids (Yoshida et al., 2013). Our results revealed a single
peak around 0.5 in most analysed chromosomes, indicating C. metapsilosis is
diploid (Supplementary figure S7 A). This is similar to what was found in
C. orthopsilosis (Pryszcz et al., 2014). In addition we confirmed the diploidy
of C. orthopsilosis MCO456 and C. metapsilosis hybrid strains experimentally,
by using Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis (see Materials
and Methods, Supplementary figure S8). In addition, this analysis revealed
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partial aneuploidies in two strains, namely triploidy of scaffold5 in PL448
(two modes at 0.33 and 0.67) and partial triploidy of scaffold2 in PL448 and
SZMC21154 (three modes at 0.33, 0.5 and 0.67) (Supplementary figure S7
B and C). These aneuploidies were independently confirmed by depth-of-
coverage chromosome ploidy estimates (Supplementary table S3).

The diploid state of the hybrid suggests mating between two haploid cells as
a possible mechanism for hybridization. It has been observed that Candida
species respond to mating pheromones of different species within the clade
and, in the previously reported C. orthopsilosis hybrid, mating was suggested.
However, the presence of a single mating type in the two sequenced strains
prevented a definitive conclusion on the hybrid formation mechanism. In
C. metapsilosis, however, we found that 10 out of the 11 sequenced strains
presented the two mating types, albeit not complete. This is in line with
the hypothesis of matig as the mechanism for hybrid formation and lends
further support that haploid forms and mating exists in species of the C.
parapsilosis clade, a clade generally considered to be asexual (Butler et al.,
2009). Interestingly, in all strains a LOH event eroded part of the MTLa
locus, including the genes GAP1, OBPa, and PIKa (Supplementary figure S9
A). Only MTLα idiomorph has been reported in 18 isolates of C. metapsilosis
sampled recently (Sai et al., 2011). We postulate however, that these results
are most likely due to wrongly designed degenerated primers, as we found
intact MTLa1 and MTLa2 in another scaffold (Supplementary figure S9 B).
Finally, one strain SZMC21154 experienced an additional LOH(s) in the
region removing MTLa cassette (MTLa1, MTLa2, PAPa) completely. A
situation which may be reminiscent of what may have occurred in the C.
orthopsilosis hybrid.

As it was reported for C. orthopsilosis (Pryszcz et al., 2014), we found ad-
ditional evidence of past meiotic recombination by analyzing the distribu-
tion of LOH track lengths. Past sexual (meiotic) or asexual (mitotic) re-
combinations can be differentiated from sequencing data, as the they leave
different genomic signatures. Indeed, chromosome size is expected to be
positively correlated with levels of heterozygosis and negatively correlated
with the length of LOH tracks in the case of sexual recombination, because
per base recombination rate increases with chromosome size (Yin and Petes,
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2013). The opposite trend is expected in the case of mitotic recombination.
We found a positive correlation of the fraction of heterozygous sites with
chromosome size (Spearman's r=0.54, p<8.3e-11) and a negative correla-
tion of the length of LOH tracks with chromosome size (Spearman's r=-0.50,
p<3.0e-09; Supplementary figure S6). Thus our results suggest C. metapsilo-
sis genome has been shaped by meiotic recombination, thus lending support
to the existence of sexual reproduction in this clade.

A new independent transition to circular mitochondrial chromosome
in C. metapsilosis

Species from the Candida parapsilosis complex generally display linear mito-
chondrial chromosomes, but rare isolates presenting circularized mitochon-
dria have been identified in C. orthopsilosis and C. metapsilosis (Valach et al.,
2012). Our panel includes six strains whose mitochondrial architecture has
been determined earlier (BP57, CP61, CP367, MCO448, PL448 and PL429),
PL448 being the only known case of a C. metapsilosis strain bearing a circular
mitochondrial chromosome. We here determined the architecture of the mi-
tochondrial chromosomes of five additional strains from the genomic data,
by the analysis of paired-end reads in the ends of mitochondrial chromo-
some (see Methods). Notably, we found a new case of mitochondrial circu-
lar chromosome in this species (SZMC21154), whereas the remaining newly-
tested strains were predicted to be linear. All these in-silico predictions of
chromosomal architecture were confirmed experimentally through PCR and
PFGE tests (see Methods, Supplementary figure S10). This indicates at least
two events of linear-to-circular transition in C. metapsilosis.

Population genomics of C. metapsilosis

To assess the population structure of the species and reconstruct the diversi-
fication history of the different C. metapsilosis clinical isolates we employed
several alternative strategies. First, principal component analyses (PCA) and
multiple correspondence analyses (MCA) were conducted using SNPs (Sup-
plementary figure S11). Secondly SNP based trees were reconstructed using
all SNPs or limiting to homozygous SNPs only (Supplementary figure S12
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A, D, E). Finally, we reconstructed the evolutionary relationships between
the strains using LOH and CNV data (Supplementary figure S12 B, C). All
of these approaches, resulted in a clustering of the strains that roughly over-
lap with their place of isolation, suggesting a strong geographical structure
of the hybrids. But some exceptions to this can be found. For example, the
Italian samples (SZMC8094 and CP367, SZMC8092 and SZMC8094) cluster
together in pairs, but the two clusters are separated. In addition, one Italian
cluster (SZMC8092-SZMC8095) is closer to Spanish (SZMC21154), Hungar-
ian (SZMC8029) and even to USA (MCO448-PL448) samples, than to any
other Italian sample. Finally, the other USA samples (PL429, MCO448 and
PL448) are also separated.

Copy number variants between strains

Predicted duplications and deletions in sequenced strains were subjected
to restrictive manual curation (see Methods), resulting in 84 deletions and
87 duplications (Supplementary table S4). Most CNVs affected coding
regions, 71 deletions and 85 duplications, but we found no functional
enrichment in deleted regions, while nucleic acid binding (GO:0003676)
was enriched in duplicated regions. Nearly all CNVs are shared by more
than one strain (82 deletions and 86 duplications) and 31 deletions and
15 duplications are shared by all strains. The largest duplication (DUP65,
20kb), spanning 13 genes involved in DNA binding, transport and various
enzymatic activities, is shared by eight strains. The largest deletion (DEL8,
13,976bp) is heterozygous and it is shared by all eleven strain. This
suggest that the deletion was either present in one parental undergoing
hybridisation/mating or happened in the ancestral lineage to all strains, thus
somewhere after hybridisation/mating but before the strains diverged.

Comparative genomics of the C. parapsilosis complex

The availability of the first genome sequence of C. metapsilosis, enables us
to perform a comprehensive comparative genome analysis of the whole
C. parapsilosis complex. Whole genome alignments show that synteny is
largely conserved among the three species of the complex (Supplementary
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figure S13). Overall C. parapsilosis and C. orthopsilosis are closer to each
other (98% of conserved synteny, 154 inversions) than either of them
to C. metapsilosis (97%/231, and 96%/176 conserved synteny/inversions,
respectively). We compared the gene content of the three species by
reconstruction the complete collection of evolutionary histories of the genes
encoded in their genomes (i.e. the phylome) and establishing orthology
and paralogy relationships among them. We used conserved, single-copy
orthologs to reconstruct the evolutionary relationships among sequenced
Candida species (Figure 6.3A, Figure 1.4, Supplementary figure S14). In
contrast to earlier analyses based on few phylogenetic markers (Riccombeni
et al., 2012) but in line with the synteny analyses mentioned above, our
results support a basal position of C. metapsilosis to the exclusion of C.
orthopsilosis and C. parapsilosis. Predicted genes can be grouped into 5,743
orthologous groups (including orthologs and in-paralogs), of which 5,045 are
present across all three species. Of the widespread groups, 4,574 (91%) were
present as one-to-one orthologs, while 226, 107 and 124 groups contained C.
metapsilosis, C. orthopsilosis and C. parapsilosis specific paralogs, respectively
(Figure 6.3C). Differences in gene content for the three species are presented
in Supplementary table S5. We here limit the discussion to several families
considered relevant to explain virulence differences between species.

The ability to form pseudohyphae has been associated to virulence in this
clade (Gago et al., 2014). Unlike C. parapsilosis and C. orthopsilosis, C.
metapsilosis does not produce pseudohyphae (Németh et al., 2013), and
this has been related to the lower virulence of the latter. Pseudohyphae
production has been associated with two protein families: the cell-wall
proteins Hyr/Iff and adhesion cell-surface glycoproteins ALS. Overall, C.
metapsilosis encode less members of Hyr/Iff family (13), than C. parapsilosis
(17), but more than C. orthopsilosis (3 in 90-125 and 4 in MCO456) (see
Phy00767CU in PhylomeDB). Interestingly, however, C. metapsilosis does not
encode any ALS family members, while these are present in pseudohyphae-
producing C. parapsilosis (5) and C. orthopsilosis (3 in 90-125 and 1 in
MCO456) (Phy0076EPK in phylome 382). Thus lack of ALS genes but not
number of members of Hyr/Iff family correlate with the inability to produce
pseudohyphae and in result lower virulence than in the remaining C.
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Figure 6.3: Strains relationships. A) Phylogenetic relationships between C.
parapsilosis complex lineages. The distance between the two haplotypes in
heterozygous regions in C. orthopsilosis and C. metapsilosis strains is larger than
distances between strains, but smaller than distance to the closest species or
subspecies, therefore we hypothesize heterozygous strains are hybrids of two
subspecies. B) Distribution of identity values between 1kb homozygous regions
in C. metapsilosis strains is bimodal, with peaks around 100% and 96%. The
genome of C. metapsilosis PL429 can be assigned into four categories: haplotype A
(close in sequence to reference genome sequence), haplotype B, heterozygous, and
unknown. C) Venn diagram of orthologs groups (including orthologous genes and
their recently duplicated paralogs) among the three C. parapsilosis complex species.
Single copy orthologous groups (so-called one-to-one orthologs) are indicated in
brackets.
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parapsilosis complex species. Despite earlier reports suggesting C. metapsilosis
strains were unable to produce extracellular lipases (Orsi et al., 2010), we
found that its genome actually codes for a similar number of secreted lipases
(5) as C. parapsilosis and C. orthopsilosis (4). This indicates that the observed
differences may be due to different regulation of the lipase activity rather
than to an inherent inability to produce secreted lipases. Secreted aspartic
proteases are also considered an important virulence factor in C. albicans,
and the three species of the C. parapsilosis complex have been shown to
exhibit this activity (Németh et al., 2013). Interestingly, C. metapsilosis and C.
parapsilosis (14) encode more secreted aspartic proteases (SAP) than any other
Candida spp.: C. orthopsilosis (11 in MCO456 and 11 in 90-125) or C. albicans
(10) (Supplementary table S5 and Phy0076724 in PhylomeDB). An extended
SAP toolkit in species of the C. parapsilosis complex, which are not obligate
commensals, may represent adaptation to both, environment and host.
Similarly, C. metapsilosis (7), C. parapsilosis (7) and C. orthopsilosis (6) encodes
more extracellular CFEM domain proteins, that are important for iron
acquisition, than C. albicans (5). A global analysis of the phylogenetic profiles
of orthologous genes associated to virulence in C. albicans, we suspect that
often either C. orthopsilosis 90-125 or MCO456 miss some important players
that are always present in C. parapsilosis. This could explain lower virulence
success of C. orthopsilosis in both, in vitro studies (Bertini et al., 2013; Gácser
et al., 2007a; Gago et al., 2014; Orsi et al., 2010; Trofa et al., 2008) and in vivo
observations (Gago et al., 2014; Gomez-Lopez et al., 2008).
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Abstract

Reliable prediction of orthology is central to comparative genomics. Ap-
proaches based on phylogenetic analyses closely resemble the original def-
inition of orthology and paralogy and are known to be highly accurate.
However, the large computational cost associated to these analyses is a lim-
iting factor that often prevents its use at genomic scales. Recently, sev-
eral projects have addressed the reconstruction of large collections of high-
quality phylogenetic trees from which orthology and paralogy relationships
can be inferred. This provides us with the opportunity to infer the evo-
lutionary relationships of genes from multiple, independent, phylogenetic
trees. Using such strategy, we combine phylogenetic information derived
from different databases, to predict orthology and paralogy relationships
for 4.1 million proteins in 829 fully-sequenced genomes. We show that
the number of independent sources from which a prediction is made, as
well as the level of consistency across predictions, can be used as reliable
confidence scores. A webserver has been developed to easily access these
data (http://orthology.phylomedb.org), which provides users with a global
repository of phylogeny-based orthology and paralogy predictions.

Keywords: orthology, paralogy, phylogeny, consistency
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Introduction

Homologous sequences, those sharing common ancestry, can be further
divided into orthologs and paralogs, according to how they diverged from
their common ancestor. As originally defined (Fitch, 1970), orthologs
are homologous sequences derived through speciation, whereas paralogs
result from a duplication event. The availability of a growing number
of sequences from diverse organisms have prompted the development of
a plethora of methods that automatically predict orthology relationships
among organisms (Gabaldón et al., 2009; Kuzniar et al., 2008). Among these,
methods based on the analysis of gene phylogenies have the advantage
that they closely resemble the original definition of orthology and that they
readily inform on both orthology and paralogy (Gabaldón, 2008). Despite
the limitations imposed by the large computational demands of accurate
phylogenetic analyses, several recent efforts have shown that it is feasible
to obtain large collections of phylogenetic trees from which orthology and
paralogy relationships can be inferred (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2008, 2007;
Muller et al., 2009; Ruan et al., 2008; Vilella et al., 2009). These databases
can be used as independent sources of phylogenetic information for a
set of sequences, provided that there is a certain level of overlap in the
species covered by each repository. Moreover, some databases, particularly
PhylomeDB, can contain many independent phylogenetic reconstructions
that inform on the evolutionary relationships of the same pair of sequences.
Indeed, while most phylogenetic databases rely on an initial clustering phase
so that a single phylogenetic tree is reconstructed for each gene family,
PhylomeDB uses a gene-based approach in which a tree is reconstructed
for each single gene in the genome, resulting in several trees for multi-
gene families. Moreover, PhylomeDB hosts many different phylomes, each
representing an independent source of phylogenetic data, since different
phylogenetic pipelines and species scopes are used.

These independent phylogenetic data, which provide information for the
same set of sequences, can be used to ascertain whether a phylogeny-
based prediction of orthology is consistent among different gene trees.
This, in turn, can be regarded as a measure of reliability of the orthology
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prediction. Such consistency-based approaches have been used, for instance,
for assessing the reliability of multiple sequence alignments produced by
different programs (Capella-Gutiérrez et al., 2009; Wallace et al., 2006) or
for creating a consensus from heterogeneous gene prediction methods (Elsik
et al., 2007), but, to our knowledge, have so far never been used in the context
of phylogeny-based orthology and paralogy prediction. Note that the type
of consistency used here is different from standard re-sampling methods
such as bootstrapping, since here the raw data are independent from each
other. In order to exploit such potential and to provide an integrated
repository for phylogeny-based predictions of orthology and paralogy, we
have developed a system that considers phylogenetic information from
various sources. In this system, a score is assigned to each orthology
and paralogy prediction based on its level of consitency across different
sources of phylogenetic information. Currently, these sources include
trees stored in PhylomeDB (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2008), EnsemblCompara
(Vilella et al., 2009), TreeFam (Ruan et al., 2008), and yeast Orthogroups
(Wapinski et al., 2007b). Additionally, we have reconstructed Maximum
Likelihood trees from alignments or protein families stored in EggNOG
(Muller et al., 2009), OrthoMCL (Chen et al., 2006) and COG (Tatusov
et al., 2003) databases. This integrated dataset provides phylogeny-based
orthology and paralogy predictions for 3.1 million proteins in 829 fully-
sequenced genomes, with 65% of all predictions being based on more
than a single phylogenetic tree. Using different benchmarks, we show
that the integration of various phylogenetic datasets allows increasing the
accuracy of orthology predictions. A webserver has been developed (http:
//orthology.phylomedb.org), which provides users with a global repository
of highly reliable orthology and paralogy predictions.

Material and Methods

Phylogenetic trees sources

Phylogenetic data used to compute MetaPhOrs predictions were retrieved
or generated from information contained in 6 different repositories: Phy-

http://orthology.phylomedb.org
http://orthology.phylomedb.org
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lomeDB (as of September 2010), Ensembl Compara (release 59), TreeFam-A
(version 8), eukaryotic groups from EggNOG (euNOG and KOG, version
2.0), COG (as of April 2010), Fungal Orthogroups (as of July 2010), and
OrthoMCL (release 4). Although EggNOG provides ML trees for its fami-
lies, only consensus trees, usually containing multi-furcations, were avail-
able. Given that no multi-furcations are allowed when using the species
overlap algorithm, we recomputed new maximum likelihood trees for each
family. For this, we used the multiple sequence alignments provided by
EggNog, and the PhyML phylogenetic inference program (Guindon and
Gascuel, 2003). In all cases a JTT model and a 4-categories rate distribution
were used, where the gamma shape parameter and the proportion of invari-
ant sites were estimated from the data. In order to root EggNog trees, taxa
present in these trees were grouped accordingly to their evolutionary history
(starting from most recent): hominids, primates, mammals, amniota, am-
phibians, vertebrates, metazoans, opistokonts, and basal eukaryotes. Trees
for OrthoMCL and COG orthologous groups were reconstructed as follows.
Sets of homologous protein sequences containing at least 3 members were
aligned using MUSCLE v3.6 (Edgar, 2004a), gap-rich regions in the align-
ment were removed with trimAl 1.2 (Capella-Gutiérrez et al., 2009) using a
gap threshold of 0.9 and a conservation threshold of 0.66. The evolutionary
model best-fitting the data was chosen among seven alternative models (JTT,
WAG, MtREV, VT, LG, Blosum62, and Dayhoff) based on a likelihood estima-
tion of a topology reconstructed with BioNJ, as implemented in PhyML aLRT
version (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003). The best model was determined by
comparing the likelihood of the used models according to the AIC criterion
(Parzen et al., 1998). This model was used in a Maximum Likelihood recon-
struction as implemented in PhyML, using a discrete gamma-distribution
model with four rate categories plus invariant positions. The gamma pa-
rameter and the fraction of invariant positions were estimated from the data.
Resulting trees were rooted using a mid-point approach.

Sequence mapping

To establish correspondences between proteins present in all datasets,
identifiers were cross linked among all databases. For this, we used
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the conversion tables provided by the different databases and blastp
(Altschul et al., 1990) comparisons between pairs of sequences (evalue<1E-
05, low complexity filter disabled, query coverage>=99%, identities>= 99%).
MetaPhOrs results are shown, when available, using UniProt (August 2010
release) or Ensembl IDs (release 59). These mappings will be updated
regularly.

Phylogenetic Tree Filters

PhylomeDB provides Maximum Likelihood trees reconstructed using vari-
ous evolutionary models and selects the best-fitting model by comparing the
corresponding likelihoods using the Akaike criterion (Parzen et al., 1998) In
order to discard trees reconstructed with sub-optimal models, a likelihood
filter was applied. Such filter compares the likelihoods of all trees of the
protein pair under investigation, and rejects trees having a likelihood value
three times smaller than the likelihood of the best model tree. NJ trees in
PhylomeDB were not used as they do not provide likelihood estimations.
Additional filters, based on branch supports were considered but were not
included in the final implementation because they were not found to im-
prove the accuracy of the predictions (data not shown).

Orthology and paralogy predictions

Speciations and duplications were mapped onto internal nodes using a
previously-described species overlap algorithm (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2007),
as implemented in ETE (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2010) using a species overlap
score (SOS) of 0.0. In brief, the algorithm scans the topology of all
gene phylogenies and evaluates the level of species overlap between each
daughter branch of a given node. Nodes for which daughter branches
share at least one species (SOS>0.0) are dubbed duplication nodes, whereas
those that share no species are considered speciation nodes. According to
their original definition (Fitch, 1970), orthology and paralogy relationships
between two sequences are derived from such trees based on which
evolutionary event (speciation or duplication, respectively) is assigned for
their last common ancestor.
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Consistency score (CS)

Combined orthology/paralogy assignment is based on a single value, the
orthology consistency score (CSo). Consistency score is the ratio of the number
of trees confirming orthology relationship over the total number of trees that
were used to infer a relationship between given protein pair:

CSo =
To

To + Tp

Where To and Tp stand for the number of trees predicting orthology and
paralogy, respectively, for this pair of sequences. If CS is equal or higher than
a threshold (by default 0.5), the protein pair is mapped as an orthologous
pair, otherwise they are considered as paralogs. Similarly, a paralogy
consistency score (CSp) can be computed:

CSp =
Tp

To + Tp

Note that, CSo+CSp=1.0. This CSp is used in the MetaPhOrs website,
when providing paralogy predictions, in order to facilitate an intuitive
interpretation of the results. In addition, MetaPhOrs provides some values
that inform on the quality of a prediction; the total number of trees explored
for a given pair of sequences, the number of trees rejected by the filters,
and the evidence level (EL). Evidence level is defined as the number of
independent sources (external repositories or phylomes), in which trees
confirming each prediction have been found. In general the higher evidence
level, the better reliability of the prediction as more sources were used to
infer it.

Benchmarking

Two reference sets have been used to compute the number of true positives
(TP), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN) for any given method
and set of parameters used. First reference set consists of genome-
wide, synteny-based orthology predictions between Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
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Candida glabrata, and Ashbya gossipii retrieved from Yeast Gene Order
Browser (YGOB) (Byrne and Wolfe, 2006) This dataset consisted of 4510
and 4862 orthologous pairs between S. cerevisiae-C. glabrata and S.cerevisiae-
A.gossipii, respectively. Second, a phylogeny-based dataset based on
TreeFam-A (version 7) (Ruan et al., 2008). This reference set consists of
497 human proteins and their orthologs (one-to-one and one-to-many) from
3 model species: closely-related mouse, medium-related zebra-fish, and
distantly-related fruit fly. The accuracy of several popular methods were
compared using this dataset as a golden reference set. Recall (R) and
precision (P), have been calculated as follows:

R =
TP

TP + FN

P =
TP

TP + FP

The F-score, or harmonic mean, was used as a combined measure of the
accuracy. F-score is computed as follows:

Fβ =
(1 + β2) · P ·R
β2 · P +R

Were indicates the relative importance given to recall over precision. That
is, =1 if both parameters have equal weight, whereas =0.5 if precision is
weighted two times more than recall. Finally, an additional benchmark
was performed based on a previously reported phylogeny-based strategy
(Altenhoff and Dessimoz, 2009). In brief, this benchmark measures the
distance of a gene tree reconstructed from orthologous sequences to a
reference species tree. Although this benchmark is not able to report the
recall or the amount of false negatives produced by the different methods,
it has the advantage of assessing the precision using similar criteria in
different datasets. In this benchmark PhylomeDB (phylomes: 1 – human,
3 – yeast, and 18 – E.coli) and metaPhOrs (evidence level cut-off of 1, 2, and
3) were tested independently, in order to test whether groups of orthologos
predicted from redundant trees (metaPhOrs) give more accurate species tree
reconstruction as compared to orthologs based on a single tree. Orthologs
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from 393 species were used in 3 independent species trees for: Eukaryota
(50 species divided into 6 taxonomic groups), Fungi (11 species divided into
6 taxonomic groups), and Bacteria (343 species divided into 7 taxonomic
groups). This benchmark is described in detail in (Altenhoff and Dessimoz,
2009). ML trees were derived from the alignments using PhyML aLRT. The
evolutionary model best fitting the data was determined as explained above
for the COG and OrthoMCL datasets.

Results and Discussion

Using multiple phylogenetic evidence to derive orthology and
paralogy predictions

The existing phylogenetic repositories have been built with different pur-
poses, and they usually differ in phylogenetic methods used, species scope
or the number of trees provided. Considering their size, species cover-
age and quality of the information provided, we selected four repositories
from which to extract phylogenetic data, namely PhylomeDB (Huerta-Cepas
et al., 2008), EnsemblCompara (Vilella et al., 2009) and EnsemblGenomes,
TreeFam-A (Ruan et al., 2008), yeast Orthogroups (Wapinski et al., 2007b).
Among them, PhylomeDB is probably the largest repository of phyloge-
netic trees available, EnsemblCompara hosts family trees involving most se-
quenced vertebrate genomes, EnsemblGenomes hosts family trees for Bac-
teria, Fungi, Metazoa, Plants, and Protists, and TreeFam includes a set of
manually-curated trees. Additionally, we derived Maximum Likelihood
trees from three repositories that provide clusters of orthologous groups,
which include in-paralogs: eukaryotic groups in EggNOG (Muller et al.,
2009), the popular COG (Tatusov et al., 2003), and the comprehensive Or-
thoMCL database (Chen et al., 2006).

Since many of these repositories overlap, partially, in terms of genomes
covered, it is often the case that phylogenetic information regarding a pair
of proteins can be found in several databases. Moreover, some databases,
such as PhylomeDB, do inherently contain many partially-overlapping
phylogenetic trees (i.e. they share some proteins). Such level of information
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redundancy can be exploited to assess the robustness of a given orthology
or paralogy prediction to changes in the phylogenetic settings (e.g. using
different models or sets of proteins to construct the tree). Note that the use of
the word redundancy here does not imply identical copies or exact replicas
of the same dataset, but rather different phylogenetic reconstructions
using different parameters or partially-overlapping datasets. Intuitively,
a prediction that is not affected by such settings will be considered more
reliable. This phylogenetic redundancy can be currently exploited through
the manual inspection of the different trees available for a given protein
family. Nevertheless, no automatic approches are implemented to perform
the same analysis at large scale. In order to fill in this gap, we have developed
MetaPhOrs-MetaPhylogenyBasedOrthologs- a pipeline for automatically
exploiting this potential and to provide orthology and paralogy predictions
based on multiple phylogenetic evidence.

The MetaPhOrs pipeline basically proceeds as follows: for any given pair of
sequences, all phylogenetic trees that contain these sequences are retrieved.
A filtering step may discard phylogenetic trees made with sub-optimal
evolutionary models (see below). Subsequently, a previously described
species overlap algorithm (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2007), as implemented in
ETE (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2010), is used on every single tree to predict the
type of homology relationship between this sequence pair. It is important
to note that our pipeline does not combine different orthology prediction
methods, but it uses raw phylogenetic data to predict speciation and
duplication events using the same methodology in all cases (see methods).
A consistency score (CSo) for an orthology prediction is then calculated as
the fraction of trees predicting an orthology relationship over the total
of trees considered. Thus, this value ranges from 0 (all trees predict a
paralogy relationship between the sequences) to 1 (all trees predict an
orthology relationship). Conversely, a consistency score can be computed for
a paralogy prediction (CSp). Note that CSp+CSo=1. In addition, a so-called
evidence level index (EL) is provided that indicates how many independent
sources (databases or phylomes) have been used for the prediction.
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Parameter evaluation

To evaluate the significance of the computed consistency score and to
establish the different thresholds used we ran two different benchmark
analyses: One based on comparison to the set of manually curated trees
in TreeFam (Ruan et al., 2008) and another one based on the level of
conservation of gene order among orthologs of yeast genes using the
yeast gene order browser YGOB (Byrne and Wolfe, 2006). These two
benchmark datasets have been previously used to assess the accuracy of
phylogeny-based orthology prediction (Datta et al., 2009; Marcet-Houben
and Gabaldón, 2009; Wapinski et al., 2007a) and target predictions with
different phylogenetic scope. YGOB benchmark can only be applied for
orthology predictions across yeast species, whereas TreeFam-A is centered
around vertebrate species. In addition, we evaluated the precision of
the final MetaPhOrs approach in metazoans, fungi and bacteria, using a
phylogeny-based assessment described recently (Altenhoff and Dessimoz,
2009). These three independent benchmarks allow us to use complementary
criteria (curated phylogeny, consistency with a species tree, and gene order
conservation) to assess the level of prediction accuracy, something that
is recommended for the assessment of orthology prediction approaches
(Gabaldón et al., 2009). For parameter evaluation, a benchmark based solely
on phylomeDB trees was carried out. This approach was used because
PhylomeDB has the highest level of redundancy among all databases used
and some of the thresholds of the pipeline are only applied to this database
(e.g likelihood threshold).

For a given set of homologous sequences, PhylomeDB hosts several
Maximum Likelihood (ML) trees based on different evolutionary models,
from which the best-fitting model is subsequently selected based on the AIC
approach (Parzen et al., 1998). Variations between nearly-optimal topologies
might be informative regarding the accuracy of an orthology assessment
and, therefore, we wished to include trees reconstructed with sub-optimal
models in our pipeline. However, using trees for which the model is clearly
wrongly specified and which quality is low may introduce more noise than
information. For this reason we included a likelihood-based threshold to
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decide which of the trees reconstructed using sub-optimal models were
worth to include. For each group of redundant phylogenies, we measured
the likelihood difference between each suboptimal tree and the best fitting
model tree. For this, we calculated the ratio between the logarithm of the
likelihood of the tree reconstructed with the best-fitting model and that of the
suboptimal tree considered. Figure 7.1A shows the effect of using different
likelihood ratio thresholds on the reliability of predictions. Note that F-
score (harmonic mean) is a measure that combines both precision and recall.
As can be seen in Supplementary table 1, increasing the likelihood ratio
threshold only improves the precision, although, over a certain limit, this
improvement is very minor. Based on our benchmarks, a safe threshold of 3.0
in the likelihood ratio was used to maximize the contribution of sub-optimal
phylogenies. In other words, trees reconstructed using a sub-optimal model
in which the likelihood estimation is 3-times smaller than that of the tree
reconstructed using the best-fitting model would be discarded.

A central parameter in the MetaPhOrs approach is the orthology consistency
score (CSo). We assessed the effect of using different consistency-score cut-
offs for the accuracy and sensitivity of orthology predictions. Our results
(Figure 7.1B) show that, for most scenarios, the F-score remains stable
over a wide range of consistency scores, dropping at very large values
(0.7). However, in the human-fruit fly scenario the optimal compromise
between accuracy and sensitivity (i.e. the maximum F-score) is reached
around CSo cut-off of 0.5 (i.e. at least half of the trees support an orthology
relationship between these sequences). In this case, setting stricter CSo
thresholds slightly increased the level of precision, but usually at a severe
cost of recall (Supplementary table 1). Finally, we measured the effect of
using multiple independent sources (i.e. different databases or phylomes)
for deriving a prediction. Figure 7.1C shows that the optimal F-scores
vary for different datasets. For human-mouse, human-fruit fly and human-
zebrafish, the best precision/recall compromises are achieved when two or
three independent sources are used. In these cases, limiting predictions
to those having a evidence level of 3 or higher, increases precision at a
high cost of recall (Supplementary table 1), since fewer protein pairs are
present in trees from more than three independent datasets. In contrast,
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F-scores for fungal orthology relationships remain high up to an evidence
level of 5, probably due to the fact that many different fungal datasets are
present in the combined database (5 phylomes in PhylomeDB, fungal groups
in EggNOG, Fungal orthogroups, and OrthoMCL provide information on
fungal orthology relationships).

Gaining genome coverage and prediction accuracy with
MetaPhOrs-orthology

We then applied the pipeline over the total set of phylogenetic trees
available at the above mentioned combined repository. In total, we
analyzed 705,123 phylogenetic trees, of which 459,447 are from PhylomeDB,
122,003 from Ensembl, 8,983 from fungal Orthogroups, 16,064 from TreeFam,
4,875 from COG, 76,673 from OrthoMCL, and 17,085 from EggNOG.
Considering all predictions resulting from the analysis of each independent
source of phylogenetic information, a total of 93,695,882 orthologous,
and 213,938,235 paralogous pairs were predicted (using an orthology
and paralogy consistency score cut-offs of >=0.5 and >0.5, respectively),
corresponding to 829 fully-sequenced genomes. A phylogenetic distribution
of the coverage of predictions for all genomes considered is shown in
Figure 7.2. As expected, combining different sources of information provides
a much higher coverage in terms of orthology and paralogy prediction (the
contribution of each source to the increase of coverage can be explored in the
on-line version of the figure at http://orthology.phylomedb.org/?q=stats).

To assess whether the increase in coverage is accompanied by an improve-
ment of precision and recall of predictions, we benchmarked our MetaPhOrs
orthology predictions and compared them with the results of the individ-
ual databases and the results of combining only some of the databases (Fig-
ure 7.3). As it can be seen, all possible source combinations (red dots) lead
to a significant increase in recall as compared to the individual databases
(blue dots). However, this is generally achieved at the expense of precision.
This loss of precision can be overcome, however, by increasing the evidence
level threshold. Indeed, an optimal F-score is achieved with EL=2, if preci-
sion and re-call are equally weighted (F1.0). Similarly, if precision is given a

http://orthology.phylomedb.org/?q=stats
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Figure 7.2: MetaPhOrs statistics. The orthology assignments for 829 complete
genomes were mapped onto the tree of life (NCBI taxonomy tree). Bar charts
around the tree represent the fraction of each genome for which orthologs have
been identified (green) and with no orthologs identified (grey). The total length of
each bar (grey + green fractions) is proportional to the logarithm of the number
of genes in the genome. A higher resolution, interactive figure, showing the
coverage of each independent dataset (PhylomeDB, Ensembl, EggNOG, Fungal
Orthogroups, COG and TreeFAM) is available online (MetaPhOrs Overview at:
http://orthology.phylomedb.org/?q=stats). The figure was constructed using
iTOL MetaPhOrs statistics. Detailed statistics of metaPhOrs and all of its
subsequent databases are provided in Supplementary table 2.
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weight of 2 (F0.5), EL=3 will be optimal. Thus, the MetaPhOrs pipeline pro-
vides a straightforward way of increasing both the precision and recall over
that of any of the individual datasets included. Finally we tested the per-
formance of the MetaPhOrs implementation (using a CSo=0.5 and several
evidence level thresholds) on a recently reported phylogeny-based bench-
mark (Altenhoff and Dessimoz, 2009) (Supplementary table 3). This bench-
mark is based on the agreement (measured as the fraction of correct splits)
between gene-trees generated from predicted orthologous sequences and a
reference species tree. Although this benchmark has several drawbacks such
as the fact that it provides no information on the fraction of false negatives
(true orthologs that are not predicted) or the assumption of a reference tree
(specially problematic in bacteria), it nevertheless provides a common frame-
work in which to evaluate predictions across a wide set of organisms. Our
results provide a high fraction of correct splits for eukaryotes (90-92.9%, de-
pending on the evidence level) and fungi (89.8-92.4%). Consistent with re-
sults from other databases (Altenhoff and Dessimoz, 2009), performance on
bacteria is rather low (52.9-49%), which may point to problems of the use of
a species tree as a benchmark for bacterial orthology. This might be related
to problems caused by horizontal gene transfer events, which affect both
phylogeny-based and graph-based orthology prediction methods (Kuzniar
et al., 2008). Indeed, it is remarkable that the bacterial dataset is the only one
in which the fraction of correct splits decreases as more stringent evidence
level is used.

The MetaPhOrs web server

To facilitate public access to this resource, we have developed a website
that allows accessing all pre-computed homology data (http://orthology.
phylomedb.org). Using the web interface, orthology and paralogy predic-
tions can be retrieved in three ways: i) searching for all predictions for a par-
ticular protein , ii) downloading all genome-wide predictions for a given pair
of species, or iii) downloading the predictions for multiple proteins. More-
over, the results can be filtered using various consistency score and evidence
level thresholds. When the evidence level filter is set, only predictions that
have been confirmed by a given number of independent sources will be re-

http://orthology.phylomedb.org
http://orthology.phylomedb.org
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Figure 7.3: Accuracy of the MetaPhOrs approach using different datasets. Recall
and precision scores of our pipeline applied to individual datasets (blue rhombs),
combined datasets (red squares), and the full MetaPhOrs approach (black double
triangles) were calculated based on TreeFam-A reference set (see Methods). Note
that results on accuracy do not correspond to predictions as given by a given
repository (e.g OrthoMCL), but to our phylogeny-based approach based on trees
derived for data contained in such repository (e.g. species-overlap algorithm
applied on trees derived from OrthoMCL families). In order to avoid circularity in
our benchmark, trees coming from TreeFam-A were not considered in any dataset.
For the combined methods, predictions from two or more sources were summed
together: orthology was assigned if confirmed by at least one repository, paralogy
was assumed only if there were more paralogy signals than orthology. For the
full MetaPhOrs approach, we used several level (EL) thresholds; for instance, for
EL=2 only predictions confirmed by any combination of 2 independent sources
(phylomes or databases) are taken into account. A consistency threshold (CSo)
of 0.5 is applied. Plotted curves represent combinations of recall and precision
providing identical F scores as the best performing method. Two scenarios are
considered: recall and precision are equally weighted (blue thin line, F1.0=0.817);
or precision is two times more important than recall (grey thick line, F0.5=0.837).
The ranking of the best methods can be defined based on relative distance of each
method to the curve representing F score of the best scoring method. MetaPhOrs
with Evidence level cut-off of 2 (MO el = 2; F1.0=0.817) and MetaPhOrs with
Evidence level cut-off of 3 (MO el = 3; F1.0=0.797) are the best performing
approaches in the first scenario. In the second scenario, MetaPhOrs with Evidence
level cut-off of 3 (MO el = 3; F0.5=0.837), MetaPhOrs with Evidence level cut-off of
4 (MO el = 4; F0.5=0.824), and MetaPhOrs with Evidence level cut-off of 2 (MO el =
2; F0.5=0.807) perform the best.
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trieved. By default, evidence level threshold is set to 1, meaning that all pre-
dictions will be returned. Each results page displays the predicted orthology
and paralogy relationships together with their consistency score, evidence
level and number of processed trees. In addition, the structure of orthol-
ogy/paralogy relationship (i.e. one-to-one, one-to-many or many-to-many)
is shown. Finally, all trees used for a given prediction can be explored by
following the link to the original phylogenetic repository.

Concluding remarks

Currently, a plethora of orthology prediction methods and repositories do
exist that have different focuses. The scope of orthology relationships
required, will always depend on the underlying question that one wants
to address. Considering this, there is probably no single repository
or method that is suitable to address all questions, and thus a certain
diversity of choice will always be beneficial. Our approach to this issue
has been to integrate phylogenetic and homology information contained
in various sources, while using a common phylogeny-based criterion
to define orthology and paralogy relationships. Different repositories
partially overlap and some databases contain redundant information for
the same pair of sequences. Such partial redundancy can be exploited
in two ways by combining different sources: firstly, given the different
focuses of the alternative databases, the coverage of predictions over
fully-sequenced genomes increases when more than one source is used;
secondly, the level of consistency across predictions from different sources
can be used to assess the reliability of a given orthology or paralogy
assignment. Here, by combining information from alternative sources
of phylogenetic information, we have shown that, besides increasing the
coverage of predictions, both the evidence level and the consistency score
are appropriate measures for the expected reliability of a given prediction.
Thus, MetaPhOrs can serve as a global repository of highly-accurate,
phylogeny-based orthology and paralogy predictions. We plan to update
the MetaPhOrs web server every few months, to cope with the constant
upgrading of the underlying source databases. In the future, we plan to
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broaden the scope of MetaPhOrs orthology predictions by incorporating
additional phylogenetic sources.
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8 Summarising discussion

This thesis has presented the analyses of the genomes from fifteen isolates
of a C. parapsilosis species complex with varying virulence toward humans.
In addition, the main tools developed to conduct these analyses were
described. Every chapter of this thesis has its own discussion section. Here
I will summarize some broader implications of my research. Moreover,
I will offer my view on the future of sequencing technology in relation
to understanding the principles of disease and development of better
diagnostics.

Emergence of virulence in Candida parapsilosis species
complex

Intraspecies variability

In Chapter 3, we presented the first genome-wide analysis of intraspecies
variability in C. parapsilosis. Previous studies revealed only one incomplete
Mating Type Locus (MTL) and extremely high homozygosity in C. parapsilo-
sis sensu stricto. Based on these observations, clinical isolates of this species
were assumed to be clonal and unable to recombine. These studies, however,
were based either on a single nuclear genome (Butler et al., 2009), on mito-
chondrial genome comparisons (Valach et al., 2012) or on a limited number of
marker genes (Tavanti et al., 2010). Although we have confirmed extremely
high homozygosity in all strains, and the presence of only MTLa, we found
evidence for intrachromosomal recombination in C. parapsilosis. Moreover,
we have identified numerous unexpected patterns of variability shared by
distant strains, including high intraspecies variability in gene copy number,
especially in the case of gene families implicated in virulence. In addition
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some rare events, such as duplications or deletions are shared by distantly
related strains, suggesting recombination between lineages. Such variabil-
ity, unexpected for a recent clonal expansion, has previously been associated
with virulence in C. albicans (Yang et al., 2011). Importantly, with the addi-
tion of four new C. parapsilosis strains to our analysis we were able to detect
new recombinations in this species (unpublished data). Thus with increase
in strain sampling we expect to see new evidence for recombinations in C.
parapsilosis.

The two subspecies of C. orthopsilosis differ substantially: gene content of
the clinical isolate (Type 1) was often more similar to C. parapsilosis than
to C. orthopsilosis Type 2 (Chapter 5). Unfortunately, the Type 2 isolate is
absent from any virulence studies, thus we were unable to compare our
in silico findings with in vitro virulence assays. Similarly, we have found
substantial variability between C. metapsilosis isolates, including virulence-
related families: Hyr/Iff and adhesins, MFS transporters, secreted lipases
and peptidases (Chapter 6). Notably, the observed variation was not limited
to copy number differences, as we have observed putative gene fusions
created by deletions, which may provide functional novelty. Interestingly,
we were able to associate most of the copy number variants with DNA direct
repeats, suggesting that break-induced repair is the most prevalent origin of
observed variation. Break-induced repair has been previously proposed as
one of the mechanisms responsible for the presence of large homozygous
regions in Candida species (Butler et al., 2009).

Hybrids in the Candida parapsilosis complex

The de novo assemblies of C. orthopsilosis Type 1 and C. metapsilosis isolates
resulted in very fragmented genomes with sizes larger than expected. A
comparative analysis of such assemblies was impossible, due to fragmented
and often redundant gene models, as well as numerous synteny breaks. To
circumvent these, we developed a heterozygous genome assembly pipeline
(Chapter 4). We started the development of such an assembler, as there
was no suitable tool for that purpose at the time. Moreover, one in three
genomes we analyzed was challenging due to high heterozygosity. Our
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methodology is simple, flexible and deals well with a wide spectrum of
heterozygosity levels. Importantly, it performs as good, or better, than state-
of-the-art tools (Gnerre et al., 2011; Safonova et al., 2014), while requiring
fewer computational resources.

The first example of an interspecies hybrid from the Candida clade was
reported in 1984 (Suzuki et al., 1986), followed by more recent inter- and
intraspecies hybrids (Chakraborty et al., 2013). We have described the first
hybrids from the C. parapsilosis species complex: C. orthopsilosis Type 1
(Chapter 5) and C. metapsilosis (Chapter 6). Both hybrid species were diploid
with some aneuploidies in C. metapsilosis. The lack of aneuploidies in C.
orthopsilosis may be attributed to the sampling effect, as eleven C. metapsilosis
strains were analysed, while only two C. orthopsilosis.

We were able to disentangle sequences from each of the parentals in a C.
orthopsilosis hybrid, as a publicly available homozygous reference genome
of C. orthopsilosis Type 2 is close in sequence to one parental. This allowed
us to confirm a balanced parental DNA dosage, but only Type 1-like
mitochondrial chromosome, MTL and rDNA were kept in the C. orthopsilosis
hybrid. Similarly, only one rDNA and one mitochondrial chromosome were
kept in all C. metapsilosis strains. In contrast, two MTL idiomorphs can be
traced in C. metapsilosis: complete MTLα and partially lost MTLa. A previous
in vitro study reported only MTLα in 18 isolates of C. metapsilosis (Sai et al.,
2011), due to intrinsic inability of the designed degenerated PCR primers.
Unfortunately, we were only able to indirectly approximate the parental
dosage in C. metapsilosis hybrids, as no homozygous genome is available for
this species. We are currently surveying additional strains.

Additionally, we have analysed the genome of another clinical hybrid from
C. orthopsilosis Type 1 (AY2). The two Type 1 strains are identical in sequence
and we found no differences in loss of heterozygosity (LOH) regions,
indicating these two hybrids originate from the same hybridisation lineage.
Interestingly, these strains were isolated in distant geographical locations
(Texas and Singapore), suggesting global spread of the virulent hybrid
lineage. Such global spread of virulent hybrid lineage was also observed
in C. metapsilosis with eleven globally distributed hybrids. Thus the presence
of heterozygous chromosomal regions may contribute to virulence in these
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species.

Previously reported hybrids kept mostly unbalanced parental DNA dosage
(Belloch et al., 2009; Louis et al., 2012; Nakao et al., 2009). This can be related
to a lower divergence between parental chromosomes in C. orthopsilosis (5%)
and C. metapsilosis (4.5%), than in Pichia sorbitophila (15%) or S. cerevisiae
x S. kudriavzevii (˜30%), thus lower risk of DNA incompatibility in the C.
parapsilosis complex hybrids (Cutter, 2012). The level of heterozygosity
differs substantially between C. orthopsilosis (20%), C. metapsilosis (54-61%)
and P. sorbitophila (40%), but it is not correlated to the divergence between
their parentals. In agreement with this, we have recently identified a highly
heterozygous (70%) C. orthopsilosis strain (unpublished data). This strain
most likely originated from an independent hybridisation event, but it has
similar divergence in heterozygous regions (4.5%).

The presence of hybrid lineages in C. orthopsilosis is an indirect evidence for
mating, a phenomenon that was proposed before (Tavanti et al., 2007), but
never confirmed in this species. Finally, we have identified recombinations
between heterozygous regions, which is an argument against the lack of
recombination in this species speculated recently (Riccombeni et al., 2012;
Sai et al., 2011).

All analysed hybrids were diploids with very few aneuploidies. This
suggests the loss or sorting of chromosomes after hybridisation or mating,
respectively, is tightly controlled. Importantly, we found recombinations
between parental chromosomes and the distribution of sizes of LOH blocks
showed the hallmark of past meiotic recombination, although some meiosis
components are missing in Candida species (Tzung et al., 2001).

Interspecies variability

For the first time, we have compared the content of gene families between
the three species of C. parapsilosis complex. For that purpose, we have
reconstructed evolutionary histories of all genes from the C. parapsilosis
species complex (the so-called phylome) and predicted orthologous groups.
A plethora of methods for detecting orthologs is available. Although for a
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comparison of closely-related species the orthologs based on clustering of
similar genes are sufficient, I tend to rely on phylogeny-based orthologs for
more distant predictions. Such applications include functional annotation
and the analysis of gene families.

We have developed MetaPhOrs to predict orthologs and paralogs from mul-
tiple phylogenetic trees originating from numerous databases. As under-
lying databases overlap partially, MetaPhOrs gains coverage compared to
a single database approach and provides reliability for redundant genes.
We showed that our consistency-based approach predicts more reliable or-
thologs. The most recent MetaPhOrs release provide over 2.2 billion or-
thologs and paralogs derived from 5.6 million Maximum Likelihood trees
for 2,435 species (http://orthology.phylomedb.org/).

As species of the C. parapsilosis complex are closely-related, over 84% of
genes were assigned into one-to-one orthologs clusters. Thus the phenotypic
differences between these species could be associated with the remaining
16% of their genes. Importantly, we have identified the largest variability in
virulence-related gene families.

Overall, our findings suggest that genomes of C. parapsilosis species complex,
similarly to other fungal pathogens, are highly dynamic. As a result,
new phenotypes, including resistance towards new antimicrobials, can
be acquired with ease by the invention of new genes (ie. gene fusion),
gene duplication and diversification or rewiring of existing transcriptional
circuits. Moreover, the extent of variability is often larger between two
isolates of the same species than between two species. More virulent
C. orthopsilosis Type 1 (MCO456) often shared expanded virulent-related
families with C. parapsilosis CDC317, that were lost in C. orthopsilosis Type 2
(90-125). Because of that, we should not only focus on comparisons between
pathogenic and non-pathogenic species, but rather on the analysis of
multiple distinct lineages. This is confirmed by experimental assignment of
virulence properties in 94 isolates from the C. parapsilosis complex (Németh
et al., 2013). Although there is a tendency of C. parapsilosis isolates to be the
most and C. metapsilosis the least virulent, high intraspecies variability has
been observed. One C. orthopsilosis strain was able to form pseudohyphae
and secrete lipases and proteinases and thus resembled the phenotype of C.
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parapsilosis. In addition, two C. parapsilosis isolates had neither the ability to
form pseudohyphae nor to secrete lipases and thus resembled the phenotype
of C. metapsilosis.

Advances in sequencing and fungal pathogens

Recent advances in sequencing technology allow for cheap and massive
sequence detection. The current situation within the development of
sequencing machines is comparable to that of the computer industry in
the 1970s, when computer hardware advances unraveled extreme power
of computing. In the following decades we have seen the emergence of
new branches of computer programing and the adaptation of computers
for everyday life. Recent advances in the NGS technology have opened
endless applications in what has been called personalised medicine, the
health system in which each patient is treated individually based on her/his
genome sequence. Several methodologies have already been implemented
in modern health care. Non-invasive prenatal genome analysis by maternal
plasma DNA sequencing was introduced in the early stage of NGS (Fan
et al., 2008). Recently, commercial services appeared for the detection
of aneuploidies by prenatal testing (verifi®), cystic fibrosis (MiSeqDx),
unbalanced chromosomal translocation (24sure+) and congenital disorders
(Infinium CytoSNP-850K BeadChip). Lately, exome sequencing has been
proposed as standard prenatal testing tool (Carss et al., 2014).

As sequencing is becoming faster and cheaper, it can be applied to diagnosis
of infectious diseases. This would definitely solve the most important prob-
lem of today’s antimicrobial therapy, which is time-consuming pathogen iso-
lation and often inaccurate identification. Furthermore, not only the right
antimicrobial, but also a very accurate dosage can be selected based on the
observed genome variation, since the genome of that pathogen will be se-
quenced immediately. Nevertheless, there are still several obstacles to be
overcome. First of all, the NGS data handling is far from being a routine.
Data productions is much faster than its interpretation. This is associated
with three aspects: current data characteristics, redundant data formats and
structures, and our limited understanding of genotype-phenotype relation-
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ships.

The advent of third generation sequencers, producing long and high quality
sequences, should solve the data analysis related issue. Certainly, the
analysis of third generation sequencing data will become trivially easy.
The entire sequencing community marvelled at the sequencing of the 48kb
genome of phage λ in a single reaction on the USB stick sequencer by Oxford
Nanopore in February 2012 (Check Hayden, 2012). Unfortunately, Oxford
Nanopore delayed subsequent experiments for over two years due to the
chemistry-related problems.

Concluding remarks

Availability of hundreds of sequenced fungal genomes, as well as ease to
sequence new species, pave the way for comparative genomics studies that
shed light on the adaptation of fungi to so many different environments.
We have sampled fifteen isolates of C. parapsilosis complex with varying
virulence toward humans. Our findings suggest highly dynamic genome
and the capacity to quick adaptation in this clade. In addition, we have
identified at least five distinct lineages within C. parapsilosis complex with
at least 4.5% divergence.

The two pairs of lineages, belonging to C. orthopsilosis and C. metapsilosis,
are able to mate and form hybrids. Resulting hybrids are always diploid,
but vary substantially in the level of heterozygosity maintained after
hybridization. Importantly, the hybrid lineages are globally distributed and
constitute emerging pathogens.
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Conclusions

• All four sequenced isolates of Candida parapsilosis sensu stricto are
extremely homozygous and carry only one mating type loci (MTL),
MTLa.

• However, we have identified numerous unexpected patterns of ge-
nomic variations shared between distant C. parapsilosis strains, and
have presented evidence for recombination in this species.

• In addition, we found independent expansions of an arsenite resistance
gene in every C. parapsilosis analyzed strains. These findings contradict
the hypothesis of global expansion of the virulent clone, and suggest
the clinical isolates colonized humans from the environment.

• Standard genome assemblers fail on the processing of heterozygous
genomes and yield assemblies that are highly fragmented and larger
than expected. To circumvent these, we have developed the protocol
that is able to assemble the challenging hybrid genomes into chromo-
somes in reasonable amount of time and using limited hardware re-
sources.

• Two clinical isolates of Candida orthopsilosis Type 1 are hybrids of two
subspecies of C. orthopsilosis, suggesting that this species is able to
mate. This hybrid lineage encode one MTL and keep nearly 20% of
their genome in heterozygous state.

• Both clinical hybrids of C. orthopsilosis are identical in sequence and
share all loss of heterozygosity regions, although they were isolated
from distant geographical locations. This raises the possibility of
association between the global spread of the virulent clone and the
hybridization event.
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• Eleven globally-distributed Candida metapsilosis isolates are hybrids
that originated from a single hybrid lineage. All isolates encode both
MTL idiomorphs, functional MTLα and MTLa most likely inactivated
by LOH.

• Balanced parental DNA dosage have been observed in all hybrids. In
contrast, ribosomal DNA (rDNA) and mitochondria were inherited
uniparentally.

• Mitochondrial genome in Candida parapsilosis species complex is
present in the form of the linear chromosome capped with telomers.
We have identified two isolates of C. metapsilosis with circularised
mitochondrial chromosome allowing further studies of the switch from
circular to linear mitochondrial chromosome in these lineages.

• Altogether our results point to the existence of at least five different
lineages (species or subspecies), presenting at least 4.5% nucleotide
divergence of which two pairs are able to form hybrids that are globally
distributed and constitute emerging pathogens.
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